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Chief of Staff, 
Italian Army

The Italian Army is the operational ground 
component of the joint military force. It ensures the 
defence of the State and its vital interests, helping 
to achieve international peace and security and 
safeguard free institutions.

Our men and women are protagonists both in 
missions abroad and at home, such as the Homeland 
Security Operation “Strade Sicure" and in the daily 
contributions they make in case of public disasters 
and emergencies. For over a year now, the latter 
has included support to fighting the pandemic 
and in facilitating the vaccination campaign. Both 
contributions highlighted our strengths: quick 
intervention, prompt and flexible deployment of our 
military organisation, and a distributed presence 
throughout the country.

Not only able to defend Italy in a conventional 
conflict, the Army can also be decisive in a wide 
range of global crisis - today, a health emergency 
with repercussions in the economic and social 
field, tomorrow, the challenges of an increasingly 
unpredictable global context. It is a demanding and 
complex task, but it is our raison d'être and is based 
on two pillars: military identity and training.

Military identity is the distinctive and specific 
feature of a different ethical and legal status. Upon 
taking the oath, the soldier undertakes to observe 
duties and accept restrictions on certain rights 
precisely because it is up to him to defend his 
homeland and his fellow citizens with arms. For this 
reason, the Army continues to jealously cherish the 
heritage of values which underlie the typicality of the 
profession of arms. Therefore, we believe that the 
specificity of being military must also be safeguarded 

from attempts to homologate our employment to 
other sectors of the Public Administration.

So, I come to training. Conducting diligent 
training to achieve combat capacity in the most 
challenging context, i.e the conventional conflict, is 
the only way to guarantee our ability to intervene  in 
any scenario. This peculiarity has allowed us to make 
a decisive contribution to the operations our soldiers 
carry out daily on national territory and in the theatres 
of operations where we have been protagonists in 
recent decades.

These two pillars are, and must remain, the 
foundation on which our way of operating is based. To 
answer effectively the challenges that the country and 
the international community face, the Army continues 
to focus on enhancing its units in order to become 
an ‘Army of excellence’ made up of a multitude of 
specific capabilities.

The specialisation criterion will make each unit 
of the Army an expression of a particular capacity. 
Therefore, it is necessary to recover and develop the 
characteristics that distinguish the use of our assets 
in every type of scenario, adapting education and 
training to the main specific tasks and prerogatives 
of each branch and career profile thus ensuring every 
single man and woman possess unique skills in their 
field. 

To achieve the goal of unit specialisation it is 
necessary to enhance and increase the numbers of 
technical and specialist personnel, particularly in the 
medical, logistic, cyber defence, infrastructural and 
administrative fields. Furthermore, the evolution of 
the regulatory framework in recent years requires the 
presence of personnel with highly professional profiles 
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in various sectors of the Army. Such professional 
profiles have so far been scarce or even absent.

To achieve this result promptly and ensure 
the effectiveness of the Institution, it is necessary to 
overcome the constraints imposed by Law 244 of 
2012 without waiting for the end of the transitional 
period. For these reasons, we hope that our specialist 
personnel will be freed from the constraints imposed 
by the law above.

The Army, has in fact, the need for all of its 
components to work together in order to conduct 
multi-domain and multinational operations and to 
cope with scenarios that are growing in complexity 
due to the effects generated in space and cyber 
domains and by constantly evolving technologies.

Specialised, trained personnel with a solid 
military identity must be equipped with suitable 
state-of-the-art operational platforms - starting with 
the project to replace armoured combat vehicles – 
in order to be able to respond to the need to face 
international actors whose access to technology 
is equal to ours, whilst simultaneously meeting the 
demand for interoperability with the armies of our 
Allies and friendly countries. This objective will have 
to be the fulcrum of the entire capability development 
process of the military ground forces in the medium 
and long term.

To that end, the dialogue with a national 
industrial player - whose core business is the design 
and development, production and support to the 
operating life cycle of systems for the land component 
- is a real “operational need" for the Italian Army. 

Consolidating this partnership would make it 
possible to satisfy two indispensable conditions for 

the effective deployment of the land forces.
The first condition is dictated by the importance 

of ensuring the resilience of the national security 
system, keeping it efficient through in-house 
production, development, modernisation and the 
increase of capabilities of systems and platforms 
needed to protect the country's autonomy. The 
second condition is to encourage, through a capable 
player, the creation of joint ventures with Allied 
nations that allow economies of scale and, therefore 
sustainability, and even more importantly, Italy's 
participation in the European identity process in the 
field of Defence.

As part of the system renovation process, 
defining a roadmap for the fielding of new generation 
platforms will also require a commitment to modernise 
and extend the operational life of the vehicles still 
in use, that, once properly retrofitted and made 
interoperable, will still be operationally effective. After 
all, one cannot prepare for the future without facing 
the present.

An Army of specialised and trained personnel 
with a solid military identity and equipped with 
effective systems will continue to be a fundamental 
contribution to the protection of national interests, 
to the safety of citizens and to the development of 
the country in the wake of a commitment that keeps 
growing from year to year.

Enjoy the reading!

       Liutenant General Pietro SERINO    
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The Army is in the midst of an intense 
modernisation process and is striving to achieve high 
standards of readiness and versatility. The continuous 
search for sophisticated unmanned technological 
solutions, autonomous robotic systems and futuristic 
capabilities with a disruptive character serve as a 
genuine driving force.

In this sense, despite the immense variety of 
possible alternatives to optimise the Army’s final 
output, whether it is the projection of specialised 
forces or the exploration of unchartered domains, 
it is still the person who makes the difference. It is 
increasingly clear that personnel are, and remain, the 
core of a complex system of systems such as our 
institution.

Soldiers, men and women in uniform who, in 
full awareness of their role, prepare and train, again 
and again, nurturing their innate desire to take on 
complex responsibilities and face the challenges 
they are called to. Among them, the category of non-
commissioned officers has a function of absolute 
centrality in the entire organisation, as they act as the 
natural liaison between the decision maker and the 
executor, between the Commanders and the lower 
ranks.

Already 2021 was undoubtedly an important test 
for the enhancement of non-commissioned officers: 
Directive 1034 "Il Sottufficiale di Corpo" and the 
establishment of the figure of the Sergeant Major of 

the Army are only the latest steps of a journey which 
began almost 56 years ago when the Army Non-
Commissioned Officers School was transferred from 
Caserta to Viterbo.

At one time, the “Serragente" were set among 
the troops with the main task of “closing the ranks". 
The term was then contracted to “Sergeant" to identify 
the function merely in contact with the troop. The role 
of today's NCOs has radically changed, assuming, in 
every area, such importance as to significantly affect 
the decision-making processes of the commanders.

Therefore, it can be said that the NCOs, thanks 
to continuous specialised training consolidated  with 
the experience gained within the units, guarantee the 
necessary support and continuity to the command 
action all along the chain of command, up to the last 
man.

Given the growing responsibilities inherent in 
non-commissioned officers, over time, the need to 
further enhance this category has also been affirmed, 
and above all, thanks to significant remodelling of the 
education and training curriculum, adapting, at the 
same time, their employment and duties assigned.

In particular, the NCO cadets of the so-called 
‘new curriculum’ face a diversified and multi-
disciplinary training lasting about three years, during 
which, in addition to deepening aspects specifically 
related to the profession of arms, they develop skills 
related to leadership, communication, negotiation, 

Sergeant Major of the Italian Army
OR-9 Antonino PELLEGRINO

Warrant
Officers
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and problem-solving. Subsequently, after achieving 
the three-year degree in Scienze Organizzative e 
Gestionali (Organisation and Management) at the 
University of Viterbo, the senior NCOs are assigned 
to units with the role of Commander of military units 
up to platoon level or equivalent, becoming the main 
protagonists in the operational, technical, logistical, 
and training sectors.

During their time with the units and related to the 
experience that they will acquire during their career, 
the young Commanders will take on relevant roles, 
both in the field of education and technical-specialist 
training of personnel, and in the management of the 
same in the context of operations on national territory 
and within Operational Theatres. In these cases, the 
Mission Command, generated by the decision-maker, 
belonging to the category of officers, is interpreted in 
its intent by the non-commissioned officers. They pass 
it, without interruption, to the ranks of the “executors" 
(Lowest ranks and troops).

These are delicate, if not decisive steps which 
require a profound knowledge of one's role and tasks.

Therefore, in the wake of this important push 
towards renewal, it has become more necessary 
than ever to regenerate some of the stereotypes 
now steeped in custom such as the figure of the 
“dean" who, historically, within the units, was the one 
who distinguished himself among his colleagues 
exclusively for his seniority, assuming the role of 
representative of non-commissioned officers, lowest 
ranks and troops.

In 2008, however, to further enhance the 
category and give renewed impetus to the growing 
expectations of personnel, the seniority criterion was 
finally overcome with the establishment of the figure 
of the Army Sergeant Major of the Army: the time had 
finally come to demonstrate ‘knowing how to be’ and 
‘knowing how to do’ rather than simply ‘being’.

The initiative, favourably received by all 
categories of the Army, has the primary purpose of 
recognising to the non-commissioned officer who 
holds this position, the commitment, dedication, 
perseverance and passion placed at the community 

service to which he belongs. Similarly to what has 
been done by other NATO countries, the Italian Army 
aims to make the Army Sergeant Major recognisable 
and a point of reference not only for the Commander 
to whom he is subordinate but, above all, for the Non-
Commissioned Officers, the lowest ranks, and troops.

The Army Sergeant Major is functionally hinged 
in the organisation to which he belongs, assuming an 
active, participatory and propulsive role, not only for 
ceremonial aspects but mainly for the unit’s life, from 
training to physical preparation, from discipline to the 
creation of the Esprit de Corps.

He is a trusted two-way interpreter of the 
Commander's Guidance and, simultaneously, of the 
requests from the unit's personnel. Whoever will have 
the honour and the burden of wearing the insignia of 
the Army Sergeant Major is a precious resource to be 
continuously used to achieve the objectives of the 
Unit / Command to which he belongs. 

This is the reason why it is necessary to promote 
the strengthening of the role of Army Sergeant Major 
at all levels. He will have to disengage from a role 
purely linked to age or territory in favour of skills and 
competences in the garrison and operations at home 
and abroad. 

The non-commissioned officers of tomorrow are 
already radically different from what they were more 
than half a century ago. In the not-too-distant future, 
considering the current regulatory dictates, which 
require a general reduction in personnel, they will 
have to face new challenges regarding responsibilities 
and assignments. They should be aware that, despite 
having chosen a non-executive career, they will 
continue to be one of the indispensable cogs in the 
wheel of the Army.

After all, if the "serragente" raider Paolo Nespoli, 
great pride of our category and the whole Army, 
reached the point of touching the stars, this means 
that, even only among our units, among our soldiers, 
we can, and we must be what we most desire. You just 
have to want it.

.

...looking to the future
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The Army personnel are the 
real “strategic resource" for the 
effective pursuit of the objectives 
related to the tasks assigned to it 
by national regulations.

These men and women have a 
broad set of skills and experience, 
are highly motivated, and possess 
a common system of professional 
values and expectations. Precisely 
for these reasons, they are, and 
will continue to be in the future the 
real engine of the Army.

The Army personnel 
management policies are 
constantly aimed at seeking and 
maintaining a balance between 
the needs of the Army, which 
are increasingly articulated and 
constantly evolving, and the 
legitimate aspirations of the 
individual, so that soldiers can 
operate effectively in full awareness 
of their roles and responsibilities.

Personnel
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Manning levels and 
employment

Manning Levels and 
Components  1  
The Italian Army currently consists of 92,986 
soldiers (93.5%) and 6,508 civilians (6.5%).
The current Army manning level is therefore 
down by 2,525 military personnel compared 
to 2020, in line with the objective of law no. 
244/2012 which is aimed at a general downsizing 
of the national armed forces and therefore at 
a reduction of the Army’s military personnel to 
89,400 units by 2024.

Personnel  
geographic origin   2   
2021 data confirm a discrepancy between the 
region of origin of the personnel and the number 
of job positions available by geographical area. 
About 72% of the military comes from the 
southern regions and islands whilst the amount 
of current postings in the same regions equates 
to just 27%.
The Army therefore, in order to allow the 
legitimate aspirations and needs of the current 
strength to be satisfied has developed “tools" 
to reduce, when possible, this asymmetry. This 
is done through the use of “applications for 
reassignment" for Officers and NCOs and the 
use of “availability to move" requests for the 
enlisted ranks. This last procedure recorded 734 
“on-request" reassignments in 2021.

Personnel Reassignment  3 
Personnel reassignment ensures that Army units 
are correctly manned. The Army’s employment 
policy is frequently updated in order to ensure 
a balance between the rights protected by law, 
the objectives assigned to the Army by the 
political level and the legitimate expectations of 
personnel. The largest number of applications 
for reassignment is oriented towards the 
southern and central regions (Campania, Apulia, 
Sicily and Lazio), as would be expected given 
the data relating to geographical origin of the 
Army personnel.
The main purpose of personnel reassignment 
is to satisfy the needs of the organization by 
enhancing the professionalism and skills of 
each individual, as well as recognising, where 
possible, private and family needs. This is 
carried out according to procedures based on 
criteria of transparency, good administration 
and with the aid of specific procedures such 
as “individual applications for reassignment", 
“swapping personnel" and “availability to move".
Except for the reassignments sanctioned by the 
Army without dislocation allowances, which, in 
2021, mainly concerned initial assignments at the 
end of basic training courses, the applications 
for reassignment were clearly higher than 
reassignments sanctioned by the Army with 
dislocation allowances. The budget allocated 
for this purpose was in line with the average 
annual value of the resources distributed in the 
previous four years.

103,700

92,986

2021 20242012

89,400
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Strenght level per category
as at 31 december 2021

Officers 10,714
[11%]

227
7,550
2,937

General Officers

Senior Officers

Junior Officers

227
7,385
2,586

0
165
351

Warrant Officers [WOs] and 
Senior Non Commissioned 

Officers [NCOs] 
21,899

[24%]
13,276
8,623

Warrant Officers [WOs]

Sergeants

12,974
8,430

302
193

Other Ranks [OR]
Junior NCOs and below

59,465
[64%]

42,519
16,946

Permanent contract

Fixed-term contract

38,786
14,295

3,733
2,651

Cadets 908
[1%]

296
261
351

Officers

Warrant Officers

Military Schools

255
219
237

41
42
114

92,986 85,394
[91,8%]

7,592
[8,2%]

Civilian personnel 6,508 4,342 2,166

1

2 3

Reassignments following 
applications are higher 
than those reassignments 
with dislocation allowances 
sanctioned by the Army

Force strenght2

93,655

North

10%

38%

35%

18%

Centre South

16%

50%

Islands

22%

11%

˝santioned by the Army˝ 
NOT EXPENSIVE

within the same location 
and first assignment

9,784

˝applications
for reassignment˝

2,105

˝santioned by 
the Army˝ 

EXPENSIVE

1,074

Geografical origin1

90,815
Applications for reassignment
9,095

1 Data does not include personnel born abroad.
2 To which are added 5,647 positions in the Joint/International area.
	 The	figure	is	gradually	decreasing	and	tending	towards	

endowments personnel provided for by Law n.244 / 2012.
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Age groups   
Due to the specific nature of the tasks the 
Army is called upon to perform and the many 
operational engagements requiring a high 
psychophysical effort, the Army aims to have 
young “operationally available" forces, that 
are highly motivated and characterized by their 
intellectual ability and physical prowess. 
Satisfying these needs involves the promotion 
and implementation of policies and strategies 
aimed at a substantial “rejuvenation" of the 
operational component of the Army.

Selection  
and Recruitment

Computerisation of the 
selection process   
This complex project, aimed at computerising 
the selection process of the Army personnel, 
was launched in 2017 and has a total financial 
backing of 3,5 M€ until the end of 2021. The 
project has made it possible to renew and 
streamline the various phases of the selection 
process, and to collect data, in real time, 
concerning all types of competitions. 
The system mainly consists of software designed 
to manage the entire selection process through 
the creation of a “virtual dossier” for each 
applicant in which it is possible to enter, contain, 
and manage all data relating to personal 
documents, results of physical, medical, and 
psycho-attitudinal tests, and other information 
acquired during the competition phase.
To date, all the Army selection and recruitment 
centres (Foligno, Milan, Rome, Palermo and 
the Bari selective detachment) have been 
modernised from both an infrastructural and an 
info-structural point of view.
In 2021, the computerised procedure was tested 
in parallel with the traditional procedure in all 
competitions. 

Recruitment   4  
Recruitment is essential for the Army in order 
to guarantee, both from a qualitative and 
quantitative point of view, a correct supply of 
personnel with the aim of creating a solid base 
of volunteers able to guarantee the fulfilment 
of institutional tasks and provision of personnel 
which in the future may internally compete to 
the Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers 
ranks.
In 2021, despite the pandemic, the Army 
continued to recruit and in fact experienced a 
renewed interest of young people in military 
careers, with a ratio of applications submitted 
to vacancies of:
 ∙ 58:1 for the Military Academy of Modena;
 ∙ 18:1 for the “Nunziatella” Military High School 
of Naples and 9:1 for the “Teuliè” Military High 
School of Milan;

 ∙ 104:1 for the Viterbo Army Warrant Officers 
School;

 ∙ 8:1 for 4-year-term volunteers (VFP4);
 ∙ 8:1 for one-year-term volunteers (VFP1).

The data reveals an improved situation  
compared to the previous year. In addition, 
37 top athletes and 45 VFP4 already in 
possession of the qualification of Basic 
Operator for Special Operations (OBOS) were 
also recruited to be employed in the respective 
sector. In the same period, the recruitment plan 
was improved by introducing a new model 
called “Volunteer in Initial and Triennial Term 
(VFI-T)" in order to counter the aging of the 
enlisted ranks.
This project, included as part of a bill, will make 
it possible to have armed forces characterized 
by more flexible employment and by younger 
personnel. At the same time, this transformation 
will offer volunteers better remuneration and 
a greater chance of stability, therefore less 
“precarious work”.
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In 2021, a large participation of young candidates in the 
competitions organised by the Army highlighted a renewed 
interest in a military career.

4

applications

Military Academy 8,720 150
Commissioned Officers 495 23
Late Entry Offices - psychologists 601 10
Cadets of Warrant Officers School 13,179 127
Warrant Officers - orchestral 277 8
Commissioned Warrant Officers 479 12
Sergeants internal 

competition 400
Permanent Contract Volunteer internal 

competition 2,206
VFP4 9,188 1,220
VFP4 - athletes 337 37
VFP4 OBOS 45 45
VFP1 46,166 5,500
Cadets of Teuliè Military School 473 50
Cadets of Nunziatella Military School 924 50

vacancies

80,884 9,838

 Recruitment 2021
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Chief,  
Army Personnel Employment Department
Lt. Gen.  Salvatore CUOCI

The current geopolitical scenario is characterised 
by profound and sudden transformations, rapid 
and relentless technological development, and the 
emergence of new and varied threats. It is, therefore, 
necessary to create an Army called to face increasingly 
multiform and heterogeneous challenges. It must be 
able to operate nationally and multi-nationally in an 
operational environment which has become “multi-
domain”.

To that end, since the military profession 
is founded on values that stand the test of time, 
overcoming current and future challenges cannot 
ignore the centrality of the human component. It 
is necessary therefore, to provide an education and 
training system that ensures at all times a progressive 
and constant growth of intellectual, cognitive 
and professional skills in order to promote, for all 
personnel, an adaptive mind oriented towards digital 
innovation and creative thinking.

The education and training of personnel, as a 
maturation of the human, ethical and professional 
dimensions, constantly permeates the soldier’s 
life. It is one of the decisive strategic factors for 
building an effective and versatile Army capable of 
operating across the conflict spectrum to fulfil the 
missions assigned both on national territory and in 
multinational and inter-agency contexts.

Education and training fulfil a primary function 
and are entrusted with the building of the "SOLDIER" 

first and of the "LEADER" and "PROFESSIONAL" 
after, of those who must be able to carry out their 
tasks at any time and circumstance, even in critical 
conditions and under severe stress, to fulfil their 
mission.

The education and training system combines 
change with tradition, identifying itself as the primary 
guardian of the ethical heritage typical of the 
profession of arms. This system is entrusted with the 
task of passing on to all new generations of soldiers 
the awareness of military ethos, i.e. awareness to carry 
out the profession of ‘citizen-at-arms’ characterised 
by a peculiar status, from which derive essential 
ethical and moral obligations.

To effectively support the Army to operate 
in every context, ensuring its contribution to the 
challenges the country and international community 
face, the education and training activities, starting from 
basic training, must be oriented towards warfighting in 
high-intensity scenarios. Education and training must 
consider, on the one hand, the increasing difficulties 
and, on the other hand, the ever greater need for 
integration. It must develop a culture of combined 
arms, preparing personnel to operate in the most 
challenging contexts by consciously adapting to any 
scenario in order to provide a valuable contribution 
in a land domain that is characterised by a plurality of 
specific capabilities. 

Only thanks to the education and training of 

Personnel
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military professionals that prepares them for the 
most important of the tasks assigned to the Army, 
i.e. defending the country, is it possible that they 
can effectively carry out all the remaining missions 
assigned to the Army in other public life sectors. 
The ever-increasing specialisation of personnel 
enhances the peculiar capabilities needed in the 
land domain by providing personnel with the skills to 
perform the tasks assigned to them according to their 
category and role and in view of their deployment. 
The profound changes affecting the Defence and 
the public administration have pushed the education 
and training sector to continuously monitor, review 
and update the various education and training 
processes in order to promote the acquisition of skills 
that allow personnel to operate effectively in future 
scenarios such as cyber and space domains. This 
continuous review and attendance by personnel on 
higher education courses at certain universities also 
enhances specific skills that are considered essential.

It is, therefore, essential to both maintain contact 
with and work in synergy with the academic world 
in order to achieve the necessary osmosis between 
the potential of the Army and the leading cultural 
institutes of different countries so that the Army can 
acquire and deepen its knowledge and skills needed 
to maintain the quality of its courses ensuring it will 
always be ready to meet the challenges it is called 
upon to face.

The capitalisation of available financial resources 
requires prioritisation of education and training 
activities and careful verification of their compliance 
with the real needs related to the employment of 
human resources. This training activity must also be 
seen as an investment in which a corresponding 
“return” in terms of improved work performance and 
improved professional quality of the man and unit 
must be achieved. 

The effectiveness of investment in education 
and training, both as a certification tool and as 
an enhancement of human capital, must aim at 
a balanced alternation between deployment and 
training, seeking the right balance between academic, 

hands-on and distance learning. Education and 
training must aim for the professional growth of the 
individual in each rank, constantly preparing them to 
fulfil the task for which they are intended and creating 
the tools for continuously updating the knowledge/
skills acquired in order to improve the organisation’s 
performance.

Likewise, it will be beneficial to continue planning 
activities abroad and to continue with initiatives in 
international contexts in order to offer educational 
opportunities (e.g., "Military ERASMUS" programme) 
that allow personnel to gain valuable experience and 
helps them to both improve interoperability and 
collaborative relationships with other armies as well 
as fostering the improvement of their linguistic skills. 

Looking to the future, an education and training 
system that is increasingly usable and effective 
(notwithstanding the essential role of face-to-face 
teaching in the context of social interaction, ethical-
moral education, and high technical and practical 
training as well as education, which requires a high 
cognitive density) must tend towards a new paradigm 
that takes advantage of all the opportunities offered 
by technology (including Artificial Intelligence). 
Therefore, courses must be delivered face-to-face and 
remotely, integrating all possible delivery methods. 
The new concept of ‘Integrated Digital Education’ 
is understood as a complementary teaching method 
incorporating the traditional face-to-face experience.

Investing in education and training contributes 
to having men and women that are increasingly 
motivated, highly competent, and up-to-date and 
ensures that now and in the future they are able to 
uphold the level of excellence the Italian Army has 
always demonstrated in support of the country and 
society.

...looking to the future
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Education  
and Training
Both military training and education are of huge 
importance because they first aim at building 
the “soldier" and then subsequently the 
“commander" and the “professional" through 
a joint and continuous process in order to 
develop personal characteristics and create the 
skills necessary to make the Organisation work.
The Army personnel training and education 
system - including basic, advanced and 
specialized training and education - is one 
of the decisive strategic factors for building a 
military force capable of fulfilling the assigned 
mission, fully and over time, thus ensuring its 
competitiveness and its ability to innovate. The 
Army has also taken advantage of the experience 
gained during the pandemic, giving impetus 
to the digitisation of education activities, in 
particular through the Army Multimedia Portal 
(PMFA), striving increasingly for integrated 
digital training. The latter provides staff with the 
training continuum they need to perform the 
assigned tasks.
In 2021, a total of 17,765 attendees were trained, 
of which 4,655 were trained through alternative 
forms of teaching (e-learning / blended).

Basic Training 5  
Basic training is aimed at providing all types 
of personnel with the knowledge and ethical, 
cultural and technical-professional skills needed 
to carry out the tasks deriving from their first 
assignment as well as those needed throughout 
their Army career. 
A total of 3,747 men and women were trained in 
2021, as follows:
 ∙ 124 Commissioned Officers;
 ∙ 152 Officers of other categories;
 ∙ 496 Warrant Officers and Sergeants ;
 ∙ 2.826 one-year-term volunteers [VFP1];
 ∙ 149 Cadets of the Military Schools. 

Officers
Military Academy - MODENA
School of Military Studies - TORINO

5

The professional growth 
of the individual is the 
prerequisite for the growth 
of the Army.

WOs and NCOs
Warrant Officers School - VITERBO
80th Regt. “Roma" - CASSINO

Volunteers
85th Volunteer Training  Regt. - MONTORIO VERONESE
235th Volunteer Training  Regt. - ASCOLI PICENO
17th Volunteer Training  Regt. - CAPUA

Military Schools
Nunziatella  - NAPOLI
Teuliè - MILANO
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Warrant	Officers	
A new training process was also defined 
for senior NCOs coming from the internal 
competition to enhance the professional 
background and skills acquired during their 
previous service. The new course was divided 
into a common phase and an advanced phase 
differentiated according to the new assignment 
(Platoon Commander or Branch Assistant).

1-year-term volunteers 
The training course for VFP1 has been 
reorganised, on a temporary basis, to be 
delivered over a period of 6 weeks instead of 11, 
as well as for a maximum of 600-700 attendees 
per course, in order to compensate for the 
reduction of the accommodation capacity of 
the Training Regiments due to the measures to 
fight Covid-19.
Part of the theoretical activities were provided 
in e-learning mode and the level of ambition 
of the training objective was adjusted in order 
to ensure that each soldier participates in all 
shooting lessons and achieves the minimum 
skill level required to carry out armed service.

Advanced education     
Advanced education is dedicated to Army 
leaders in permanent service in order to enable 
professional growth, and is particularly aimed 
at ensuring that they obtain the managerial, 
technical, and operational skills necessary to 
cover certain positions. In 2021 various education 
projects were launched in order to consolidate 
the infrastructure sector and develop space 
and cyber capabilities, following their recent 
recognition by NATO as additional operational 
domains, to support land operations.
In addition, to enhance military medical 
service capacity during pandemics, the pool 
of personnel with access to specialist medical 
training has been expanded. This is in order 
to increase the number of Medical Officers 
able to be assigned to Post-graduate Schools 
(specifically those with focus on service 
medicine). To support this project and to 
ensure that part of the duty carried out at the 
assignment sites is recognized as a period of 

Commissioned	Officers
The education and training of Commissioned 
Officers was revised following a study begun 
in 2018 that ensures Officer’s training and 
education meets the complexity of a modern 
operational scenario increasingly characterised 
by technology.
In particular, starting from the Academic Year 
2021/2022, the so-called “Unified Class" was 
introduced. This experimental model provides 
a first year of common university education with 
a strong engineering connotation for all Officers 
Cadets (with the exception of those belonging to 
the Quartermasters and Medical and Veterinary 
Corps). 
Starting from the second year, university 
education continues with a degree course in 
Strategic Sciences for the various branches of 
service, while the cadets of the Transport and 
Materials branch and the Corps of Engineers 
continue with the studies course in Engineering.
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Specialised education allows the development 
of the skills necessary to cover defined types 
of functions and positions in specific sectors 
of employment. The main educational bodies 
of the Army in charge of Specialisation are the 
Service Branch Schools / Headquarters, Training 
Centres, Training/Operational Regiments and 
Battalions. In 2021, a total of 12,744 attendees 
were trained, of which 2,078 were trained using 
e-learning.
In addition, the specialisation training activity 
envisaged for enlisted men and women has 
been rationalised through a single training 
moment to acquire the knowledge and skills 
necessary to cover the various careers in the 
Army, thus allowing the Corps Commanders a 
greater flexibility in using their men and women.

Language learning  
Maintaining and increasing the level of linguistic 
knowledge are essential objectives for the 
Army. The Army School of Foreign Languages 
in Perugia organised and conducted courses, 

including online during the pandemic, for those 
attending the “Basic Training" (Officers and 
NCOs) and “Advanced Education" (General Staff 
Course and Branch Course). The School also 
prepared personnel for employment abroad, 
including for those employed in International 
Bodies, in national  Embassies  and in Multinational 
Headquarters. In addition, courses were 
organised for Defence personnel, other Armed 
Corps of the State, and other Armed Forces of 
Allied or Partner Countries. In 2021, a total of 
100 courses were held for 1,482 attendees.

Economic Resources for 
Education and Training   6  
The financial resources for the training 
requirements were budgeted proportionally 
and were mainly oriented towards the 
development of training courses (in Italy 
and abroad) aimed at preparing those 
personnel taking on positions characterised 
by increasing complexity, responsibility, skills 
and knowledge related to change processes in 
the Defence sector and Public Administration.
In 2021, although face-to-face teaching 
activities partially resumed, the Army continued 
to boost the development of distance teaching 
methodologies and modernised its teaching 
aids and tools in its educational institutions 
by reinvesting financial resources – about 
400K€ - made up of savings deriving from the 
cancellation of face-to-face courses.

Collaboration 
with civil partners   7  
Despite the limitations related to the country's 
pandemic situation, exchanges between the 
Army and partners outside the Defence 
resumed in 2021 through the signing of 
conventions and agreements with public and 
private entities, especially in the sectors of 
innovation of organizational structures, national 
and international security, intelligence, cyber 
security and leadership.
There was also a renewed interest on part 
of educational institutions in benefiting 
from periods of learning and/or experiences 

learning activity, it is anticipated that specific 
agreements will be made at the local level in 
order to include the national military medical 
structures in the training network of Post-
graduate Schools.

COURSES

Brigade Commanders/
equivalent positions 12

Regiment Commanders 102

Battalion/Group Commanders 89

Company Commanders 94

Staff College Course 181

Joint Services Command and
Staff College Course - ISSMI 63

Institute for Higher National 
Defence Studies - IASD 9

Branch Course for Warrant Officers 100

Professional Counseling and Upgrading 1.412

attendees
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drawn from the regular institutional activities 
of Army bodies, as part of the “Pathways 
for Transversal Skills and for Orientation 
(PCTO)" project governed by the Memorandum 
of Understanding signed between the Ministry 
of Defence, the Ministry of Education and the 
Ministry of University and Research.

Admission of foreign 
personnel to national  
courses 8  

Also in 2021 as part of bilateral international 
cooperation, the Army contributed to meeting 

6

87

Public universities
22%

Secondary school
57%

28Europe

Africa 54

7 America

88Asia

177 Attendees
They belong to 36 different countries, among which the particular 
interest on the part of Qatar, Jordan and Saudi Arabia is highlighted.

The training and 
educational output 
is tailored to the needs 
of the Land Forces and 
is	sustainable	in	financial	
terms.

the training and education needs requetsed by 
allied or partner countries by welcoming foreign 
military personnel to attend basic, advanced 
and specialised courses. 

Funds
!16.7MBreakdown by budget Breakdown by type
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Doctrine and Training are the main factors of military 
success in history and continue to be key elements in 
leaders' education and the deployment of the military, 
even in the broader context of the Atlantic Alliance.

To respond effectively to the present and future 
challenges - characterised by unclear threats and the 
growing complexity of rapidly evolving technologies 
- the Army resorts to the doctrine on which it bases 
its conceptual foundations. Doctrine is “the set of 
fundamental principles which shape the actions carried 
out by the Armed Forces to achieve their objectives. It 
has an authoritative character, but applying it requires 
judgement”.

Doctrine does not constitute a compendium of 
norms (Mission Command philosophy) but is rather a guide 
to understanding the approach to military operations. 
Being a common and shared conceptual basis, it provides 
the theories for the optimal employment of forces.

However, the doctrine must also meet the 
requirements of clarity, conciseness and rapidity of 
development to be easily understood and promptly meet 
the different needs of the Army.
Doctrine level. 
The doctrine of the Army, in consideration of the level 
of detail and its impact on the Army, is divided into four 
levels.

The top level is called general doctrine, is produced 
by the Army General Staff and is represented by the 
Army Doctrinal Publications (PDE). In particular, the PDE-1 
"The doctrine of the Army", enunciating the fundamental 
concepts, is the Army capstone publication to which the 
keystone publications summarised in figure 1 refer.

The second level is represented by the analytic 

doctrine and is drafted by the Education, Qualification, and 
Doctrine Command (COMFORDOT). The publications at 
this level are called Army Support Publications (PSE) and 
are intended to illustrate the Army's approach to:
• specific activities;
• conduct of particular operations;
• employment of land forces in specific natural 

environments.
The Army Support Publications derive from the 

superordinate Army Doctrinal Publications and in 
consideration of the wide range of discussions they cover, 
are the Army's Cornerstone publications and describe 
how multiple types of units operate in a specific context.

The third level is the deployment policy, which is 
always drafted by COMFORDOT. These publications are 
called Army Deployment Policy Publications (PIE)and are 
intended to illustrate how the following work:
• Branches, Corps and Army specialties;
• Divisions and above, units, companies and below into 

which the Army is divided.
Unlike the analytical doctrine, the deployment 

policy describes how a single type of unit operates in 
multiple contexts.

The fourth and last level is the technical standards, 
or the Army Technical Publications (PTE), which are 
intended to regulate the use and maintenance of weapons, 
vehicles and materials. They provide the operators (e.g., 
rifleman) and the Commanders of companies and below 
with instructions for the correct use of every single 
material (e.g., ARX rifle).

The Army Technical Publications do not replace 
any technical documentation provided by the Land 
Armaments Directorate but supplement their contents 

Commander 
for Army Education, 
Specialisation and Doctrine
Lt. Gen. Salvatore CAMPOREALE

Education
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with helpful information to highlight limits, performance 
and safety measures. COMFORDOT is assigned the 
direction and control of what is planned by the drafters 
coinciding with the commands of the various units 
according to the type of vehicles/materials described 
(summarised in figure 2).
Doctrinal Forum

It is the annual event, organised by COMFORDOT, 
which brings together the doctrinal community (Drafters 
of Army Technical Publications and custodians of Army 
Support Publications and Army Deployment Policy 
Publications) to take stock of the situation regarding 
current doctrine and doctrine in production, to clarify 
doubts, and to have a fruitful exchange of views with the 
aim of receiving feedback enabling the more efficient 
development of publications.

To that end, the decision was taken to:
• draft and develop the doctrine by increasing the 

involvement of the entire Army;
• insert a further phase in the approval process of a 

publication, during which the High Commands can 
intervene with additional comments on the remarks;

• create a doctrine forum within the ‘Knowledge Portal’, 
which already includes all the publications edited by the 
Army, in order to initiate a comparison of ideas for the 
benefit of the entire doctrinal community;

• present the publications just issued by the various 
command echelons according to the topic dealt with 
before approval;

• update existing nomenclator to make it consistent with 
the current doctrine and the most recent technological 
developments;

• plan to test a publication for a minimum period to 
obtain helpful information from the operational units to 
eventually revise/update the document.

It was also considered necessary to deepen the 
doctrinal concepts relating to Multi-Domain Operations 
(MDO), understood not only as joint operations but as 
operations carried out in the five domains (land, sea, air, 
space and cyber) at the strategic, operational, and tactical 
levels through the deployment of military and civilian 
capabilities, jointly with allied countries, under single 
Command and Control structure.

In parallel with the development of the MDO 
concept, in recent years, there has been an increase in the 
production of documents deemed necessary to optimise 
the full spectrum of the Army’s operational capabilities.

Even in the short term therefore, doctrinal 
development will place particular emphasis on the ability 

to conduct warfighting in order to ensure the defence of 
the State and its vital interests, a certainly more onerous 
task from which the Army derives the ability to carry 
out all the other missions. Consequently, the doctrinal 
theme was presented and was drafted with the following 
assumption: "How the aspects of logistics, coordination 
and communication affect the manoeuvre of the combat 
unit, at division and above, in the transition from the 
delaying action to the tactical enabling redeployment 
through guarded positions, as part of a combat 
campaign", and will be the reference for seminars and the 
main exercises of the Army in 2022.

Doctrine, therefore, has the task of guiding the Army 
in its transformation process, consolidating in the cadres 
the awareness of both the importance of language and 
the relevance of military culture. They are both essential 
components of command and the art of war and are 
components that cadres must always consider in order to 
be able to both face current threats and foreshadow the 
unknowns of future scenarios.
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“Job opportunities” 
project 
The Army attaches fundamental importance to 
the success of the "job opportunities" project. 
The results achieved from this project not only 
guarantee the effective transition of dismissed 
service personnel (with a clean service record) 
from military to civilian life, but they also have 
a positive and direct impact on the appeal that 
the competitions to access the initial careers 
of the Armed Forces have on young people as 
volunteers on a fixed-term contract (VFPs).
While supporting VFPs during their professional 
training is an arduous and demanding task, 
creating the best possible conditions to enhance 
their professional experiences is a fundamental 
moral duty for the Army. This will help VFPs 
who one day will be required to return to the civil 
workforce either by personal choice or due to 
numerical limits placed on personnel strength.
In 2021, a series of initiatives were implemented 
in order to strengthen this project and achieve 
the objectives of the Defence sector in terms of 
outplacement, including:
 ∙ participating in online events called 
“States-General of the World of Work" to 
raise awareness of the project;

 ∙ signing a memorandum of understanding 
with Confindustria to promote closer 
collaboration in matters of common interest;

 ∙ setting up help desks dedicated to supporting 
outplacement at all Army units having 
volunteers on fixed-term contract (VFP1 and 
VFP4) in the organisational chart.

 
Deviant phenomena
As in the past, the Army continues its work of 
monitoring the so-called deviant behaviours in 
order to identify contrast strategies, selecting 
the most effective and currently available means. 
The data collected in 2021 showed a steadily 
declining number of incidents attributable to 
deviant behaviour compared to previous years, 

confirming the effectiveness of the information 
activities, preventive measures and contrasting 
activities implemented by the Commanders. 
A total of 350 were recorded, involving only 
0.37% of all Army personnel.
This result is mainly due to the constant work of 
Commanders at all levels, and their continuous 
use of available  "sensors" in order to prevent 
deviant behaviour.

The principle of ‘zero 
tolerance’ has always 
characterised the Army 
approach in this regard.

 
Military Penitentiary 
Organisation (MPO)
The MPO, based in Santa Maria Capua Vetere 
(Caserta), is the only military prison currently 
active on the national territory. 
This prison houses soldiers of the three Armed 
Forces, the Carabinieri, the Guardia di Finanza, 
as well as personnel belonging to other Armed 
Corps of the State (State Police and Penitentiary 
Police) who are in pre-trial detention or serving 
their sentence.
In 2021, the average daily presence was 53 
inmates. In addition to the delicate task of 
ensuring the detention of personnel, the MPO 
also performs an important re-education 
function through a series of activities and 
projects in order to improve the treatment of 
inmates with the ultimate goal being to facilitate 
inmates’ social reintegration at the end of their 
imprisonment.

9

10
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CRIMES AGAINST HONOUR · 114
insult and/or Defamation among Military [38],
insult and/or Defamation between Military  
and Civilians [76].

DRUG DEALING AND POSSESSION 
FOR PERSONAL USE · 37
drug dealing [4], personal use [33].

OFFENSES AGAINST 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION · 45
embezzlement, fraud, bribery, corruption,  
abuse of office.

HARASSMENT · 27
stalking [14], sexual harassment/violence [13].

OTHERS · 127
drunk driving [47], theft/robbery [10], 
domestic abuse [33], violation of family  
obligations [27], suicides [3].

10
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In	2021	there	was	a	significant	increase	in	
applications for joining the project thanks to the 
activity of the newly established help desks.



Psychological 
monitoring
In 2021, actions were put in place to protect 
the health of personnel, including specific 
prevention and monitoring activities for issues 
related to combat stress (PTE - potentially 
traumatic events) further aggravated by the 
psychosocial impact of the pandemic. The 
psychological monitoring work planned, 
organised and conducted by the Army General 
Staff, made it possible to:
 ∙ identify potential uneasy situations and 
manage them through the development of 
new synergies between the brigade-level 
Psychology Officer, local organisations, 
and health professionals in possession of 
specialised skills consistent with the military's 
care requirements;

 ∙ standardise procedural solutions and 
management procedures pertaining to 
potentially traumatic events.

In 2021, 759 soldiers who 
were involved - starting 
from 2009 - in potentially 
traumatic events deliberately 
took part in the project.

 
Initiatives in favour  
of military personnel

National plan of the socio-
educational structures of the 
Army    
The Plan launched in 2020 will be implemented 
over a decade during which 63 facilities will 
be opened throughout the country, divided 
between nursery schools and recreational 
socio-educational centres. The first structure 
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will be completed in 2023 at the “Perotti” 
barracks, headquarters of the 1st mountain 
artillery regiment in Fossano (CN). The plan will 
support parents in a structured and balanced 
way, allowing them to maintain a good work/
life balance.

Supplementary  
health insurance    
In 2020, the Army promoted an innovative 
project providing free supplementary health 
insurance to all Army career personnel. The 
project was subsequently extended to other 
armed forces and has become a permanent 
programme in 2021.
The programme provides a basic insurance 
policy to Army career personnel whose 
premium will be borne by the Army. It will cover 
cases of serious pathologies, minor and major 
surgerys, hospitalisations in nursing homes and 
other highly specialised services. In addition, 
the basic policy includes a blood check-up, a 
heart examination with ECG, a gynaecological 
examination with pap test, and a urological 
examination. The insurance can also be extended 
at the user's expense to family members and 
retired personnel. A special programme office 
has been set up at the Army General Staff in 
charge of dealing with the development and 
management of the program including user 
assistance.

11
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Military sports centres  11  
As part of the Army’s welfare initiatives, the 
Army General Staff has developed a project 
extending the use of the Army sports facilities 
to family members. The 32 military facilities 
suitable to be reconfigured as Military Sports 
Centres will be able to offer users high-quality 
spaces dedicated to psycho-physical well-being 
comparable to civilian facilities. At the same 
time, they are suitable spaces for promoting and 
reviving social relations between the families of 
military personnel.
The entire project, to be further expanded in 
the future, will be able to sustain itself thanks 
to the economic returns deriving from the 
management of annual subscriptions through 
the services offered by the company Difesa 
Servizi SpA and will ensure the constant 
qualitative improvement of the facilities 
concerned.

Welfare Support  
Organisation (WSO)  12  
Clubs, Military Mountain, Sea and Lake 
Resorts, and Beach Clubs are important assets 
within the Army’s Welfare Support Organisation 
contributing to the social aggregation of 
personnel and their families as well as facilitating 
interaction with the outside community. 
In 2021, the Army continued to revive this 
organisation by redeveloping the infrastructures 
and renewing the management of numerous 
facilities thanks in part to the proceeds of the 
Army Card (Carta Esercito).

Furthermore, in order to make these facilities 
more appreciated, new forms of events will be 
included for a wide range of users. Innovative 
tourist packages will offer personnel and their 
families the opportunity to stay in military 
facilities and take advantage of the tourist 
attractions and services offered by local 
organisations.

Army Card (Carta Esercito)    
Army Card is a loyalty programme designed for 
Army personnel and a varied group of  ARMY 
FRIENDS with the proceeds of the card being 
reinvested in order to maintain and improve 
welfare facilities for the benefit of all users. 
Joining the loyalty programme allows you to:
 ∙ take advantage of welfare facilities at 
discounted prices;

 ∙ obtain a valid identification document within 
the Army accommodation facilities;

 ∙ use the so-called “Electronic purse” at the 
welfare facilities to pay with peace of mind 
and security;

 ∙ take advantage of exclusive agreements with 
top-level companies operating within various 
commercial sectors.

12
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The Capital Military Command, in line with the 
policies developed at the central level in support of the 
well-being of personnel, which are the most precious 
resource of the Army, is committed to finding a balance 
between the functional and operational needs of the 
Army and the legitimate expectations of its personnel, 
particularly the stability and wellbeing of families.

More specifically, in order to improve the quality of 
life of personnel, the Capital Military Command focuses 
on the relevant dependant units scattered across Italy 
particularly in the Lazio region, and therefore also in the 
Rome area, which is known to be characterised by a high 
density of personnel from the Army and other Services 
and is often burdened by a particular socio-economic 
condition that requires a targeted and effective social 
policy in support of the well-being of both serving and 
retired personnel and their families.

In particular, the work carried out is a possible 
reference model for the Army in relation to the objectives 
also achieved in this last year, despite the statutory 
limitations imposed by the pandemic. The results achieved 
concern the management of various sectors: from Welfare 
Support Organisation to accommodation and housing, 
from Logistics and Training Bases to support for families, 
from the acquisition of business proposals from third-
party companies for offers of goods and services in favour 
of personnel to agreements stipulated with companies 
that offer products at subsidised prices for personnel and 
companies that guarantee work for honourably discharged 
military personnel.

More specifically, the Raggruppamento Logistico 
Centrale (Ra.Lo.Ce.) , among the many activities in support 

of the military bodies in Rome and beyond, is in charge of 
all the activities related to the effective management of 
the Welfare Support Organisations, including a nursery, 
guest quarters, clubs, restaurants, pizzerias, etc. A high 
user satisfaction index highlights the conspicuous results 
obtained in this sector in line with the objectives set by 
the Army. Housing and accommodation are the main 
strengths, particularly for newly relocated personnel who 
seek the availability of a home for themselves and their 
families. The Ra.Lo.Ce. has proven to be an Army resource 
capable of managing numerous accommodation centres 
whilst independently addressing the various requests of 
users.

The five Welfare Support Organisations (WPO) 
offer a series of services in various areas, ranging from 
accommodation, to leisure and sport, consolidating the 
idea that the presence of various WSOs in the same 
institution allows military personnel and their families to 
weave social relationships that actually lighten the family 
ménage. Noteworthy are the clubs for COs and NCOs 
and the Reception Hall for COs and NCOs “Trincea”, 
which recorded considerable user satisfaction with the 
services offered, despite the reception being affected 
by the pandemic. These facilities have been enhanced 
thanks to various restoration works, adapting them to full 
security standards compliance, optimising specific spaces 
and eliminating architectural barriers. These works have 
ensured more comfortable environments, allowing us to 
offer increasingly competitive standards with a favourable 
price-quality ratio. We have also been able to expand the 
reception capacity of the facilities.

The WPOs also include the three beaches on the 

Commander,
Capital Military Command
Lt. Gen. Rosario CASTELLANO

Quality of life
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Roman coast, which, in the summer period, provided 
encouraging data - despite the pandemic - which 
foreshadow a complete relaunch and a return to normal 
in 2022. For this reason, the future commitment is to 
renovate the swimming pools and the kitchen areas and 
upgrading the infrastructures in order to improve the 
services.

The nursery school of the "Castro Pretorio" 
barracks, which welcomes children aged between 12 
and 36 months, has always been our flagship. During 
2020/21, 19 applications were received, a slight decrease 
compared to previous years due to the ongoing Covid-19 
emergency. However, the feedback from users reveals a 
high level of satisfaction with the service provided, thanks 
to a continuous synergy between the commissioning 
body, the contractor and the little users’ parents. In line 
with the Army's housing policy, the priority objective 
was to adopt resolutive measures aimed at a severe lack 
of accommodation, particularly in Rome, where there 
is high housing stress. Given the situation, the most 
significant efforts have focused on obtaining available 
accommodation that is adapted to personnel’s needs in 
order to allow them to be readily available at their place 
of employment in the context of high mobility. Therefore, 
in 2021 there was a significant increase in the amount of 
housing assignments, due in part to the rise in available 
accommodation. After an inevitable decline in the second 
quarter of 2020 due to the lockdown, the volume of 
assignments returned to pre-pandemic levels by the third 
quarter of 2020. Overall, there was an increase from 470 
assignments out of 2015 applications (23.32%) in 2020 to 
531 assignments out of 1423 applications in 2021 (37.31%).

The Logistic Training Bases are another peculiar 
reality in continuous evolution. They are classified as 
WPOs and are located throughout the country, provide a 
wide range of sports, cultural and leisure services, and have 
the purpose of allowing Army personnel and their families 
to spend periods of rest and psycho-physical recovery 
in locations with particular climatic features. In 2021, the 
Army launched an extensive programme to revitalise 
the entire sector, increase available accommodation and 
improve safety, usability and services. The number of 
guests who used the Training Logistics Bases slightly 
decreased due to the well-known pandemic, however, 
some Training Logistics Bases have proved to be strategic 
assets in support of the National Health System by hosting 
and ensuring logistical-health support initially for civilian 
personnel testing positive to Covid-19 and undergoing 

controlled precautionary isolation, and then, in the 
context of “Aquila" and “Aquila Omnia” Operations, for 
subsequent insertion of former Afghan collaborators and 
their families into the national reception and integration 
system. 

Among the social protection activities that warrant 
particular mention is the initiative in which the Military 
Command - Rome has assumed the responsibility for 
the Army with the public transport company ATAC S.p.A. 
for the management and distribution of ATAC cards, 
many of which have been issued and allow for travel on 
public transport for eligible personnel. The concept of 
free movement for the Armed Forces military is based on 
public and collective interest as by being recognisable, 
the military can increase perceived security and act as a 
deterrent to potential offenders.

Twenty military family support agencies are active 
throughout the country in order to facilitate the integration 
of military personnel and their families transferred to a 
new service centre into the local social fabric. The Lazio 
Region Military Families Support Agency, assisted by 
51 local agencies, ensured widespread support to 62 
Army Bodies in the front office or remote mode (service 
accommodations, affiliated real estate agencies, choice 
of general practitioners, institutes of education and 
schools, useful numbers of health facilities, leisure and 
cultural activities). The work of our support agencies was 
particularly appreciated for its usefulness by personnel 
from organisations located abroad.

Finally, in order to support the outplacement of 
voluntary and honourably discharged personnel there is 
a focus on reaching agreements with private organisations 
in order to raise the number of job opportunities for military 
personnel. To that end, various agreements have been 
signed with leading Italian security and armed surveillance 
companies, and other multi-service companies. A positive 
trend was recorded for personnel registered in the 
SilDifesa database with respect to the selection phases by 
affiliated companies, including Union Security, Confedes, 
and Federsicurezza.

...looking to the future
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Training is the primary 
responsibility of Commanders and 
is a prerequisite to Army Combat 
Capability. Through it, forces are 
generated that can fulfil the tasks 
assigned to the Army in theatres of 
operation and on national territory. 

In the current geopolitical 
scenario characterised by global 
instability, the focus of training has, 
as recommended by NATO,  turned 
to combat. Combat represents the 
most complex and demanding 
employment situation for military 
units and individuals in terms of 
psychological and physical effort, 
skills and applied knowledge, and 
leadership. In addition, to increase 
joint integration and interoperability 
with allied and partner countries, the 
Army has also conducted exercises 
with other Services and countries.

During 2021, the Army 
remained an effective tool to ensure 
national defence and security, and 
international stability and was able 
to intervene quickly and decisively 
to deal with international and 
domestic crises. 

Nationwide, about 7,000 

personnel were deployed in 
Homeland Security Operation 
“Strade Sicure” and ensured 
continuous and effective support 
to the Police in maintaining public 
security and order.

On operations abroad, the Army 
has been the predominant element. 
More than 3,000 personnel have 
operated under the flag of the major 
Organizations to which Italy is part 
- notably the UN, NATO, and the 
EU - or as part of Coalitions of the 
Willing and bilateral missions. The 
effort expended and the significant 
results achieved in the field have 
demonstrated, once again, how the 
Army provides national security and 
international stability and is always 
ready to make a major contribution 
to protecting constitutional values 
and national interests.

Training and 
operations
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Training
“Train as you fight and fight as you train." This 
is the major principle every soldier is taught and 
on which Army training is based. The training 
focus for 2021, as recommended by NATO, was 
Warfighting. It represents the most demanding 
operational situation in terms of capabilities 
and psychological and physical resources to be 
used. 
Through training, the Army has been able to 
make its fundamental contribution to national 
resilience in major crises that have affected our 
country, specifically the COVID-19 pandemic, 
numerous natural disasters (increasingly linked 
to climate change), and the evacuation to Italy 
of Afghan personnel.
Therefore training, as well as education and 
specialization, represent a priority for the Army 
as it generates specialised, motivated soldiers 
who are ready to operate within any scenario in 
order to protect national interests. 
Given the requirement to ensure units remained 
ready for deployment in Italy on Homeland 
Security Operation “Strade Sicure” as well as 
abroad, Army training never stopped during the 
Pandemic, even at its climax, however training 
activities and exercises continued more strongly 
in 2021.

Cooperation    1  
Training follows progressively combined, 
joint, and multinational planning. The related 
activities are increasingly focused on achieving 
and maintaining a full-spectrum operational 
capability and strengthening relations with 
NATO and non-NATO countries. 
Specifically, international training cooperation 
activities have:
 ∙ consolidated relations with historical NATO 
partners and European countries;

 ∙ developed technical and training cooperation 
with Middle Eastern countries;

 ∙ strengthened traditional relations with Latin 
American countries. 

Pre-deployment Training   2  
Despite the continuing epidemic, the Army 
has gradually normalised the training activities 
of readying units earmarked for deployment 
on operations. It has achieved the required 
capability and readiness standards, met the 
expected timelines, and ensured scrupulous 
compliance with health regulations in order 
to safeguard the Army's operational efficiency 
and, at the same time, protect the health of its 
personnel. 
In 2021, the Army supported 30 pre-
deployment cycles, at all levels of command, 
in order to maintain the country's commitments 
with each pre-deployment cycle comprising all 
of the training and educational activities needed 
to prepare for deployment and addressing high 
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1

73
Nations

25 NATO ∙ 48 Partner

726
Training activities

416 in Italy ∙ 310 abroad

39
Bilateral talks

11 at Army level ∙ 28 at Defence level

readiness requirements. 
In such a system, each designated unit conducts 
either a six-month or annual, individual, staff, 
and task unit readiness pre-deployment process 
in preparation for a specific mission.

“Train	as	you	fight	and	fight	as	
you train” 

2

annual
cicles

six-month
cicles

3BRIGADE level
• AFGHANISTAN 

[redeployment]
• LEBANON

10REGIMENT level
• LIBYA
• LEBANON
• KOSOVO
• IRAQ
• MALI

13COMPANY/
PLATOON level

• MALI
• LATVIA
• DJIBOUTI
• NIGER
• KUWAIT
• BOSNIA

4HIGH READINESS
• Joint Rapid Reaction Forces 

/NATO Readiness Initiative
• Land Reserve Force
• Over the Horizon Forces
• NATO Very High Readiness 

Joint Task Force
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The commands and units of the Operational 
Forces (North) Area are part of a multicentre 
organisation, in which each regiment, Army Military 
Command, and local infrastructure management 
unit is a "production" centre of operational 
capabilities in a broad sense. The activities that take 
place there are in line with the policy of the Chief of 
the Army Staff resulting in ready and capable forces, in 
possession of a high level of training for deployment 
in defence of the national territory and the Alliance, 
in Out-of-Area missions or homeland security 
operations and support to the national community. 
They also support the lines of action of the Chief 
of the Army Staff in renovating infrastructures and 
consolidating the Army's sense of identity internally 
and in public opinion.

Combat Divisions and above with very different 
characteristics and specific peculiarities unique to 
the Army are subordinated to the Operational Forces 
(North), HQ. Each of them has high operational 
capabilities and very high joint specialisation.

The ‘Vittorio Veneto’ Division HQ has the task 
of training and preparing the subordinate Combat 
Divisions and above and any supporting forces in order 
to ensure high standards of readiness, high projection 
and deployment capability, complete integration and 
interoperability in planning deployment for operations 
on national territory and abroad in a combined, 
joint and multinational context. In addition to these 

tasks, the Divisional HQ was included in the process 
of establishing a deployable land C2 capability of 
multinational divisional level - Headquarters Multi-
National Division South - HQ MND (S) - to be included 
in the NATO Force Structure to ensure the fulfilment 
of the main tasks of the Alliance.

The ‘Pozzuolo del Friuli’ Brigade maintains 
the Army's capability to conduct amphibious actions 
and is resourced with units specially equipped and 
trained to engage in coastal, river and lagoon combat. 
The units of the Brigade constitute a valuable and 
unique operational capability for mobility on water 
and are particularly suitable for operations involving 
the simultaneous deployment of air, naval and land 
forces.

The ‘Friuli’ Brigade is the Armed Forces’ only 
airmobile brigade. It holds the national operational 
capability for the joint and integrated deployment of 
ground and rotary wing manoeuvre components; a 
combat capability providing  mobility, speed, flexibility 
and firepower.

The 'Folgore' Brigade is the only Airborne 
brigade-level combat unit. It is air-portable and air-
deliverable, and able to project its combat power 
thanks to light infantry units and related combat 
support elements enabling it to acquire control of 
areas and key points deemed vital to the continuation 
of operations.

Finally, the 132nd Armoured Brigade 'Ariete', 

Warfighting

Commander, 
Operational Forces - North
Lt. Gen. Roberto PERRETTI
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the only brigade-level armoured combat unit in 
the Army, displays high tactical mobility, firepower 
and protection characteristics, making it the most 
important unit in decisive combat and high-intensity 
operations.

In the current situation, it is necessary to maintain 
high readiness capabilities to operate effectively both 
during international missions and on national territory 
which requires a sufficient readiness level and rapid 
response by HQs and Units alike. Readiness can only 
be obtained by applying a structured training method 
in relation to homeland security engagements, 
now strongly limiting operational capability, and to 
operational theatres. For this reason, a company/
battery/squadron asset, called Permanent Training 
Company (PTC), was set up on an experimental basis 
at each combat, combat support and combat service 
support regiment in the Operational Forces (North) 
Area. Each PTC is a full-strength company manned 
by military personnel without operational deployment 
constraints and oriented exclusively towards 
conducting combat training. The remaining personnel 
are dedicated to the preparation and/or conduct of 
Homeland Security Operation “Strade Sicure” and/
or Operations abroad, as well as other contributions. 
This means making at least four task groups trained 
in symmetric or asymmetric conflicts available to the 
Army Chief of Staff.

In the context of homeland security operations, 
the Operational Forces Command-North has been 
the pioneering High Command which designeted 
the Territorial Military Commanders, already 
responsible for the regional issues, as Task Force 
HQ Commanders in Homeland Security Operation 
“Strade Sicure”, thereby reducing the burden on the 
operational forces and benefiting the relationship 
with the territory.

The "Friuli Venezia Giulia", "Emilia Romagna", 
"Marche", "Abruzzo and Molise", and "Umbria" Army 
Military Commands are responsible for the following 
sectors: garrison, recruitment and mobilisation forces, 
public information, recruitment promotion, and 
documentary. Their action on the territory is mainly 

aimed at seeking synergies with local authorities in 
order to make the services offered by the local military 
structure available to citizens in the best possible way.

The Infrastructure Management units 
(5th, 6th, 7th, 12th and the autonomous Pescara 
Detachment) operate, under the unitary vision of the 
Operational Forces (North) HQ, within the broader 
project of modernising and renovating the Army’s 
infrastructures. Accordingly, the units are responsible 
for synergistically planning interventions to restore 
and maintain the military infrastructures in the 
Operational Forces (North) Area, especially those 
aimed at supporting personnel and operational forces 
(synchronising Infrastructure Units, work teams, Mini 
Operational Units of Infrastructure Engineers, HQs 
centres), as well as optimising the resources available 
and reducing costs for Defence.

The HQ's current structure and organisation 
aim to guaranteeing the units (that are the raison 
d'être of the Army) constant and timely support 
and close support with directives and guidances, and 
synchronised control. This avoids the units being 
burdened with command and control tasks given 
by an assortment of interlocutors who, against any 
organisational and military principles, erode  the 
commanders time and resources he needs to manage 
the multitude of orders and the complex identification 
of responsibilities and competences.

The ‘hoplites phalanx’, mentioned by the Army 
Chief of Staff in his opening speech, finds an equal 
in the Operational Forces (North) HQ, a unique and 
present commanding body which guarantees the units 
a safe “camp", resources, well-being, and command 
and control to enable them to win the battle.

...looking to the future
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Training 
simulation
The simulation systems and technologies that 
are available at Army units’ locations, provide 
an extraordinary and increasingly important 
opportunity for training, and were widely used 
during the pandemic. There are three pivotal 
aspects of simulation training:

Training as a central precondition for 
a ready and efficient Army.

In fact, through simulation, traditional training 
methods complement each other, and realism 
is reconciled with the safety of the personnel 
being trained. Simulation systems are aimed at 
training, readiness and maintaining the combat 
capability of units. In addition, they are a point 
of strength and an extraordinary asset for safe 
operations. 

1ST

Technology as a multiplier, to make 
training effective and realistic 
even under Covid-19 containment 
measures.

The Army is reviewing training and readiness 
methodologies for units and personnel. It is 
also turning the limitations that the pandemic 
imposed, into new opportunities to maximise 
the effectiveness of the training itself.
During the pandemic, a new approach was used 
to training that had always been conducted 
in the traditional manner, for example, firing 
lessons and Command and Control procedures 
at company level and below. 
In the future, the Home Station Training concept 
will increase training opportunities and reduce 
the time for personnel to travel from their 
barracks. Through the integrated use of firing 
ranges and traditional training areas, Tactical 
Training Centres (TTCs) and Virtual Training 
Centres (VTCs), the training of Army units will 
follow a coherent and structured process, at 
the end of which there will be an evaluation of 
the results achieved at the Army Simulation and 
Validation Centre.

2ND

During 2021, more than half 
of the Army used simulation 
systems for its training 
activities, with more than 
53,000 personnel trained.
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Home Station Training and that of 
multifunctional infrastructure, on 
which the “Eco friendly Barracks" 
project is based.

As part of the transformation strategy, the Army 
will have to take additional, parallel actions 
concerning personnel policy, organization, 
education and training, infrastructural 
development, and pursue synergies outside 
of the Army, so that all of its components can 
develop harmoniously.
It is precisely from this perspective, that the 
project for the construction of modern military 
infrastructure known as “Eco friendly Barracks", 
in which functional areas are designed in 
synergy with each other - will make the Home 
Station Training concept even more effective. 
As a result, most educational and training 
activities can be carried out in the barracks and 
in a realistic manner. This will make it possible to 
complement traditional training methods and 
reconcile effectiveness and personnel safety, 
including by minimising the need for transfers 
to other training areas.

3RD

SIMULATION...

1. Reduces vehicle wear and tear 
and fuel and lubricant consumption

3. Breaks down space-time barriers

5. Minimises the environmental 
impact

2. Increases the effectiveness 
of training

6. Allows Joint and Multinational 
exercises to be combined

4. Increases safety conditions
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Military literature is replete with treaties and 
studies on the future and its military implications. 
Indeed, since the dawn of time, humankind has tried to 
anticipate challenges and threats in order to develop 
techniques and tactics to respond.  Instruments, 
tactics, generations of commanders and soldiers may 
change, but one thing is certain: the perennial pursuit 
of the "definitive" solution that we know very well is, at 
best, merely temporary.

In sum, it is a question of solving an equation 
between the known, the unknown and the imagined.  
As a first and intuitive consequence, we can assume 
that the above equation has no solution.  In fact, a 
(definitive) solution does not exist: there are several 
temporary and sometimes ephemeral solutions 
instead.

Historically, the most practiced response 
has been specialisation, probably because it is 
the most effective one, countering threats with a 
multidimensional approach, evolving from the "scuffle" 
to the battle and then to the combat campaign, 
gradually adding new elements such as combat at sea, 
in air and more recently in outer space and cyberspace.  
The joint approach is therefore part of the concept of 
specialisation by domain guided by a unitary vision. 
This concept, applied to "industrial" warfare, has had its 
maximum expression in operation OVERLORD, where 
a (not obvious) synergy between the three classical 
domains has allowed a harmonious use of resources 
functional to the accomplishment of the task.  On this 
occasion, the joint-force approach undoubtedly acted 

as a multiplier of effects by virtue of the unitary vision.
Today this paradigm is challenged by the rigidity 

of the classical joint-force approach that manages with 
difficulty - and in perspective is not going to succeed 
– to respond adequately to complex scenarios likely 
to pose coordinated dilemmas in different domains 
on a time scale not comparable with the analysis, 
coordination and reaction capability of the traditional 
joint approach.   The so-called multi-domain operations 
are a first partial response, which, not replacing the joint 
forces, complement them with the necessary agility for 
an effective joint manoeuvre.

As mentioned above, there is no single, easy 
and immediate solution, but it is essential to make 
military thought evolve in a non-linear form, seeking 
conceptual innovation before industrial innovation.  
In the search for solutions, the Army, being based on 
soldiers who express “natural intelligence" at all levels 
and areas of conflict, has a privileged perspective by 
virtue of its manoeuvre capability (down to companies 
and below) and agility of action (just think of combat in 
urban-hybrid scenarios).  In this delicate area, leaders 
clearly play decisive roles at all levels, and in particular 
at the operational-strategic level, and must adapt to 
the changed context by adopting an approach open to 
change.  And they must do it soon.

The response to the new challenges must be 
sought above all in agility, expressed in the conceptual, 
operational/procedural but above all cultural and 
institutional areas; questioning, if necessary, even 
the most consolidated paradigms, to shape the new 

The Joint 
Dimension
Deputy Chief of Staff,
Italian Defence General Staff
Lt. Gen. Carmine MASIELLO
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generations according to classic values schemes but 
with a pragmatic and prospective approach, going 
beyond dynamics that are no longer functional.  In 
this context, values are the core around which to build 
the military man through training and experiences in 
a pedagogical context that even allows, within certain 
limits, to make mistakes. Immobility, born from the fear 
of making mistakes, never pays.

Conceptual agility must be aimed at facing 
future scenarios with effective solutions, which are 
probably already present (or will soon be) but are 
often understood or used with logical schemes and 
paradigms that are no longer functional.

Also, decision-making processes at the various 
levels could benefit from a more agile approach, pushing 
on the accountability of the different organisational 
levels through dynamics focused on objectives and 
resources through a bolder programmatic-military 
approach.

The most impacting area is the organisational and 
institutional cultural evolution, which requires a long-
term vision, the ability to sense changes and, above 
all, the resolve to respond quickly, swiftly adapting 

organisation, procedures and mental approach.
In this evolutionary trajectory, the Army must 

continue to move in harmony with the other Armed 
Forces, focusing on the integrability of the multi-
domain instrument and interoperability with the main 
allies, carrying the capability balance essential to the 
harmonious conduct of operations in today’s and 
future scenarios.

In conclusion, today’s leaders have - more than 
in the past - the responsibility for the contribution that 
our Armed Force will be able to express in the Defence 
complex transition towards the challenges that await 
us, in the hope that the multi-domain can overcome 
with greater agility the difficulties encountered by the 
joint force development process.  It is a responsibility 
towards our country but, above all, towards the young 
people who have decided to choose the profession of 
arms, and who will work in an Army that is increasingly 
efficient and adequate to the times.

...looking to the future
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Main exercises

NASR     

Exercise NASR is part of well-established set of 
exercises and exchanges between Qatari and 
Italian land units in Qatar and Italy. During NASR 
21, a warfighting campaign was conducted in 
the desert, including a Command Post Exercise 
and a live exercise for the artillery component 
supporting the Brigade.  

Vertigo   

This mountaineering exercise was conducted at 
the end of the Mountain Troops training process, 
i.e., the basic, advanced, and qualifying summer 
mountaineering courses. The main purpose of 
the exercise was to test technical and tactical, 
mountaineering, survival, mountain warfare 
training of Alpine troops units, as well as their 
degree of cooperation with civilian mountain 
rescue assets. 

Combined Resolve XVI    

This is a force-on-force exercise focused on 
cooperation between Italian and U.S. units. 
It was conducted for the purpose of training 
a Combined Arms Tactical Group in the 
conduct of offensive, defensive, stabilization 
and enabling tactical activities, and in the 
operational functions of manoeuvre, protection, 
stabilization, fire, command and control and 
logistical support. In addition, interoperability 
objectives were pursued between the Italian 
and US militaries.

Defender Europe 21     
Organised by US Army Europe and Africa 
Command (USAREUR - AF), this exercise 
consisted of a campaign of several phases. The 
Italian Army participated in several federated 
exercises in sequence. These were:
 ∙ SWIFT RESPONSE. Airmobile exercise held 
in Bulgaria in May, in which a platoon of the 
“Folgore” Airborne Brigade participated;

 ∙ SABER GUARDIAN. Exercise carried out 
in Romania from May to June, in which a 
mechanised Battle Group of the 1 Bersaglieri 
Regiment participated as NATO VJTF Land 
component;

 ∙ DEFENDER EUROPE. Command Post 
Exercise held in Germany in June in which the 
“Acqui” Division participated as a Secondary 
Training Audience. The Division had three 
Brigade-level Response Cells (Italian Brigades 
“Pinerolo” and “Aosta” and Spanish Brigade 
“Galicia”) attached to it.

ITA Army
Artillery Command, 132nd “Ariete” Land 
Artillery Regiment, 5th “Superga” Artillery 
Regiment (rocket launchers), 2nd Signal 
Regiment, 185th Reconnaissance and 
Target Acquisition Regiment.

300

Qatari Emir Land Forces
combined Battle Group 500

Al Qalayel Range (Qatar) 

October  2021

ITA Army
“Tridentina" Mountain Division 
Headquarters, “Julia" Mountain Brigade, "
“Taurinense" Mountain Brigade, Mountain 
Troops Training Centre, rotary-wing assets 
of the Army Aviation Command, “Friuli" 
Airmobile Brigade, 2 Signals Regiment.

385

5 Torri (Belluno)

September 2021 

ITA Army
11 Bersaglieri regiment, 132nd Armoured  
Regiment.

300

US Army   

Hohenfels Training Area (Germany)

February/March 2021 
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Hight readiness
21 Exercises carried out

 4,739 Participating units
€12,1Mln

Capability development
3 Exercises carried out
 750 Participating units

€3.2Mln 

Capability maintenance
35 Exercises carried out

 8,012 Participating units
€24.8Mln 

Vertigo Combined Resolve

NASR

Defender Europe
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Operating effectively, 
incisively, in a timely manner 
and in very high-intensity 
scenario requires ensuring 
that units have a consistent 
high level of training.

European Wind CAEX

Bison Counter

Bayonet Ready
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European Wind    

This exercise was the culmination of an intense 
training cycle carried out by the 11th Bersaglieri 
Regiment, which as part of the European 
Union Battle Group, is the Multinational 
Regiment. Several tactical actions were 
conducted during the exercise to test 
standard operating procedures and exercise 
the intervention capabilities of assets in a 
hostile environment within a simulated crisis 
scenario. The interoperability of computerised 
communication and weapon systems was also 
evaluated with the aim of consolidating and 
enhancing their capability.

Bison Counter     

Bison Counter is a Multinational interagency 
exercise sponsored by the European Defence 
Agency (EDA) and drives cooperation in 
countering improvised explosive ordnance 
(C-IED). The activity tests and increases C-IED 
capability in the European arena, and so to that 
end, the EDA  provided the Joint Deployable 
Exploitation and Analysis Laboratory (JDEAL), 
specialized in so-called Weapons Technical 
Intelligence and powered by Staff from 
participating nations.

CAEX I e II     

The Complex Aviation Exercise was organised 
by the Army Aviation Command to train its 
units for the planning and conduct of complex 
operations in high-intensity scenarios and 
to carry out aero-mechanised and airmobile 
actions.

Bayonet Ready         

As part of activities related to revitalizing the 
warfighting capabilities of Army units, a tank 
platoon of the Ariete Brigade was deployed 
to the Hohenfels training area in Germany. 
Deployed personnel are provided by Army tank 
units on a rotational basis for participation in 
exercises organised by US Army Europe and 
Africa Command (USAREUR - AF). Specifically, 
in 2021, Italian assets participated in DRAGON 
READY, SABER JUNCTION, BAYONET READY, 
and COMBINED RESOLVE XVI exercises.

Units of participating countries
Defence Cooperation Initiative (DECI):
Italy, Austria, Croatia, Slovenia and 
Hungary.

800

Cellina Meduna and La Comina training areas 
(Pordenone)

June 2021

ITA Army 130

Other Italian Armed Forces, 12 EU 
member states, Norway, and the 
United States.

245

Decimomannu Air Base (Cagliari)
Salto di Quirra Joint Firing Range (Nuoro)
Capo Teulada Firing Range (South Sardinia). 

October/November 2021 

ITA Army
Army Aviation and Friuli Brigade 
Headquarters and regiments (ANTARES, 
ALDEBARAN, RIGEL, VEGA, ALTAIR), 
1st “Granatieri” Regiment, 3rd Bersaglieri 
Regiment, 151th, 152th and 5th Infantry 
Regiments, 66th Airmobile Regiment, 185th 
Reconnaissance and Target Acquisition 
Regiment, 5th Combat Engineer Regiment, 
Military Veterinary Centre, 2nd Signal 
Regiment.

450

Capo Teulada Firing Range (South Sardinia)

2nd sessions: May and November 2021 

ITA Army
132th Armoured Regiment

1 platoon

US Army 2,110

Hohenfels Training Area (Germany)

November 2021 
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Atlante I e II         

This event gathers and integrates individual 
specialised combat support unit exercises 
into a single training event. In particular, the 
exercise highlighted the capabilities of combat 
support units in a Warfighting scenario such as 
direct and indirect ground artillery fire support, 
protection from aerial threats by air defence 
artillery, establishment of networks/connections 
by the Signal Corps Headquarters’ units in order 
to support deployed units, management and 
maintenance of railroad yard (RPOE/D), and 
gap crossing of a waterway (Po River) using a 
Motorised Floating Bridge carried out by the 
Engineer Brigade Units.

Bentu Estu    

Exercise organised by the Sardinia Army 
Military Command in close coordination with 
the Prefectures of Cagliari, Sassari, Nuoro 
and Oristano. The activity was sanctioned by 
Memoranda of Understanding signed between 
the Ministry of Defence and the Autonomous 
Region of Sardinia. The purpose is to train Civil 
Protection assets and integrate them into the 
conduct of the Army's fourth mission, with specific 
focus on crisis management in the aftermath of 
a possible environmental disaster. The ability for 
contingency planning and coordination among 
the civilian and military component, that faced 
simulated contingency situations conceived 
in the planning phase, have been tested in the 
field. This included the experimental deployment 
of vehicles and equipment (drones), which are 
particularly useful in these activities.

ITA Army
Units from the Headquarters of combat 
support units (field Artillery, Air Defence 
Artillery, Engineers, Signals, and Tactical 
Information Brigade).

780

National training areas (Italy)

June/September 2021

ITA Army 300

Capo Teulada Firing Range (South Sardinia)

November/December 2021

Turnout Eng    

Annual multinational exercise involving the 
participation of Railway engineer units of our 
major Allies who contribute to  NATO's capability 
inventories. The event provided the opportunity 
to share skills and employment procedures 
specific to “railway engineers" with a focus on 
interoperability as sponsored by NATO. It also 
focused on the project and construction of 
railway key node for mobility and tactical and 
logistical supply to units deployed in an area of 
operations.

ITA Army
Railway Engineer regiment

1 team

NATO Units
Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, 
and Spain.

Kineton Training Area (UK)

October 2021 

Tournout Eng
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Bentu Estu

Atlante

Training and readiness are 
inescapable activities even 

in the current pandemic, 
to achieve the necessary 

level of operational 
readiness.
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The Engineers, Signals, Land and Counter-Air 
Artillery and Logistics Support HQs and the Tactical 
Information Brigade are the six HQs subordinated to 
the Land Forces Support Command.

Each HQ has specific peculiarities and 
characteristics and a well-defined role within the many 
and different areas of employment of the Italian Army; 
they are the maximum expression of everything that 
falls within the scope of combat support.

Thanks to their distinct duality and flexibility, 
our units have been able to ensure, especially during 
serious emergencies, full support to our Institutions: 
a broad spectrum of skills spanning from “material" 
logistical support to operations to the entire range of 
military activities, including the “virtual" cyber domain.

In line with the emergence of present and 
future deployment scenarios, the specific areas 
of intervention of the subordinate HQs are the 
following: the capabilities of the Engineer HQ in the 
field of mobility, the maintenance of “sustainability” in 
operations provided by the Logistics Support HQ, the 
management of information and cyber security by the 
signals HQ, the efforts towards achieving information 
superiority by the Tactical Information Brigade, the 
manoeuvre and fire of the Artillery HQ and, finally, the 
need to counter the air threat also extended to the 
mini/micro remotely piloted aircraft by the antiaircraft 
artillery. In this varied and stimulating context,  the 
subordinate HQs have consolidated their mastery of 
very high professional skills, characterizing  the most 

advanced combat forces.
The centre of gravity that has made it possible 

to express these excellences is undoubtedly the focus 
given to the man-soldier, understood as the true 
essence on which all Commanders at the different 
levels have concentrated every single effort to have 
their personnel trained, motivated and perfectly 
integrated in the community in which they live and 
work.

The perception of the soldiers feeling themselves 
a fundamental pawn for their unit and the entire Army 
has created the sense of identity and unity necessary 
to fulfil their obligations with the utmost commitment.

In line with the institutional tasks, the Land 
Support Forces have always understood training 
as a “complex of individual and collective teaching 
activities aimed at delivering the maximum operational 
efficiency” of the subordinate units, putting in place a 
careful technical-tactical preparation of the individual 
soldier, professionally preparing the officers and 
focusing on each unit in view of the operational tasks 
to be performed, both on the national territory and 
abroad.

Despite the numerous and demanding 
collaborations to combat the pandemic, the Army 
has spared no effort not to waste the acquired bulk 
of capabilities. Training activities were organised by 
“steps": from individual training common to all soldiers 
to specialised training for officers, from the so-called 
“advanced training" or "training for deployment" to 

Manoeuvre
support
Commander, 
Land Forces Support
Lt. Gen. Massimo SCALA
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...looking to the future
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collective training in shooting ranges.  Moreover, the 
subordinate HQs have tried to update and modernise 
their simulation systems, trying to implement the 
progressive integration of traditional methods with 
the possibilities offered by virtual technologies that 
represent indispensable training dynamics in continual 
evolution.

The training level was tested through participation 
in the most important exercises organised and 
conducted both in Italy and abroad. During the year 
a number of events took place that required the 
employment of the subordinate assets in support of 
the manoeuvre brigades or tests were made of the 
level of interoperability achieved with the Armed Forces 
of other nations in important training exchanges in 
the field of communications to implement functional 
satellite links with the Motherland, the deployment 
of complex Command and Control organisations, the 
strategic transport of numerous weapon systems 

and, in some cases, the operational validation of new 
ammunition.

The efforts carried out found tangible 
acknowledgement in the participation of our units, also 
with small groups, in most of the operations abroad, in 
Kosovo, Lebanon, Iraq, Libya, Turkey and Latvia, under 
the aegis of NATO, UN or the EU.

Our soldiers, are faithful to the motto “Semper 
Ubi Necesse” (wherever it is necessary). They make 
ethical-moral values like courage, discipline, and 
altruism the pillars that represent the essence of the 
soldier. They operate and will continue to work with the 
people and for the people “wherever it is necessary”, 
helping consolidate the perception that citizens have 
of the Italian Army as a healthy and cohesive Institution 
at the service of the country.
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There is no doubt that the White War and the 
Russian epic can be considered an extraordinary, 
dramatic test bench for the Mountain Troops: however, 
things have changed a lot since then.  In fact, whilst 
still remaining faithful to centuries-old values and 
traditions, the Alpine Troops have been able to draw 
important lessons from the operational experience 
gained in recent decades during operational activities 
of different kinds and scopes and during  so-called 
“peace missions". The “Alpini" have considerably 
expanded their capabilities thanks to the scientific and 
technological development that has accompanied the 
approach to the mountains and, more generally, to 
Defence matters.

To briefly describe the peculiarities of the Alpine 
Troops, I would use two words: “verticality” and “arcticity”. 
Verticality refers to the ability to live, move, fight and, if 
necessary, rescue lives in environments characterised 
by high altitudes and vertical cliffs; in other words, the 
ability to dominate the realm of vertigo.   With the word 
“arcticity", I refer to the ability of the Alpine Troops to 
operate, for long periods and without loss of efficiency, 
in adverse climatic conditions, typical of high-altitudes, 
plains, and urban areas at extreme latitudes.  In both 
cases,  the Alpini are a precious resource:  fighters who 
can reach places inaccessible to others and perform 
their task in meteorological situations in which the 
support of technology, for example rotary wing assets, 
is one of the possible solutions because what matters 
most is the individual and collective psycho-physical 
training that allows preparing specialised operators, the 

“Alpieri" to be able to act as a multiplier of performance 
and to facilitate Alpini’s manoeuvring forces.

Allow me some minor but fitting digressions. The 
typical characteristics of “arcticity and verticality" can 
also be found in some other Units of the Italian Army 
and although they are not subordinate to the Alpine 
Troops HQ, they are very similar to Alpine Troops (and 
they can be said to have a “mountain vocation"): the 4th 
Monte Cervino Mountain Ranger Regiment (airborne), 
the 4th Altair Army Aviation (AVES) Regiment, and the 
2nd Mountain Signal Regiment. At the entrance to the 
AVES regiment home base in BOLZANO, you can read 
a telling expression of this “mountain vocation"(“La 
Patria del volo in montagna”, “The home of mountain 
flying"), meaning that, also in the Third Dimension, the 
compartmentalised terrain and the microclimate that 
derives from it are aspects that make it necessary to 
adapt flying manoeuvres to the characteristics of the 
mountain.

Similarly, analogous considerations can be 
made for C4 systems: the Mountain Signals Regiment 
(Reggimento Trasmissioni Alpino) - where “Mountain" 
is an adjective that strongly characterises the Unit - 
must absolutely adapt and review the procedures of 
the specialty to adjust them and make them effective 
even in extreme conditions of difference in altitude 
and sidereal temperatures.  Furthermore, we know 
that the Italian '“Rangers" originate from “special'"Alpini 
(Mountain Paratroopers) who, over time, have 
developed, defined, and used capabilities as forces 
able to carry out special operations in mountain or 
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compartmentalised terrains or particularly adverse, 
difficult and problematic climatic and geographical 
conditions.

This wealth of knowledge determines and defines 
a specificity and identifies a microcosm where the 
typical experiences and skills only a “mountain soldier" 
can acquire and make their own are added to the basic 
notions.

Furthermore, in line with the deepening of 
the peculiarities mentioned above, during the most 
recent Mountain Troop seminars, the results of some 
courageous and promising experiences were discussed. 
Among those discussed were the reintroduction of the 
105/14 howitzer, useful for its manageability and the 
possibility to use it for direct fire support as “assault 
artillery", the use of the All-Terrain Vehicle BV both as a 
protected, versatile and effective combat vehicle and as 
a platform for other weapon systems in direct support 
of manoeuvring units, and the Centauro, noted for its 
manoeuvrability in compartmentalised terrain and on 
ice. Interesting debates also took place regarding the 
evolution of ammunition, the training progression of 
the Alpieri and the ultimate acknowledgement of the 
Mountain Training Centre of AOSTA as the hombease 
of the Italian Alpine Troops, suitable and ready to be the 
military school for mountain combat in international 

connection through the NATO 'Mountain Warfare' 
Centre of Excellence in Poljce (SLOVENIA).

From all this, it incontrovertibly  emerged that it is 
imperative to have Units permanently and adequately 
trained in so-called 'Mountain Warfare' i.e. the ability 
to operate in mountain environments.  Every day 
these units experience problems related to "verticality 
and arcticity” and are therefore very different from 
those who, despite having a very high level of 
training, only occasionally deal with these specific 
characteristics of terrain and climate.  These concepts 
are shared internationally and have recently also 
been acknowledged by NATO, which is developing an 
ambitious project, the 'Mountain Warfare concept', in 
which our experience as Alpini plays a central role.

Achieving this milestone means adding another 
piece to the extraordinary mosaic of our history as Alpini, 
Soldiers and Italians. A mosaic to whose splendour, 
those who, fighting in the mountains, sacrificed their 
lives for each one of us, contributed the greatest.
We are grateful and admire them above others, and 
we have an obligation to defend their traditions and 
teachings and look to the future by improving what our 
"oldies" have taught us. 

...looking to the future
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Italian Army 
Commitments
The Army develops cooperative projects and 
conducts operations in close coordination 
with allied/partner countries. It contributes to 
international stabilization in supports of the 
international community.
On the one hand, NATO, UN and EU led 
operations still absorb about 62 percent 
of the Army's commitment. On the other 
hand, over the past 4 years, the contribution 
to stabilization of specific areas of crisis 
has increased sharply following bilateral 
and multilateral agreements. This process 
received a definite boost with the end of the 
Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan on 
which 750 military personnel were deployed 
daily, effectively marking the end of a nearly 
20-year Army commitment on the ground.
Domestically, however, the Army's main effort 
is focused on Homeland Security Operation 
“Strade Sicure" and the support to national 
authorities against the COVID-19 pandemic.

The four Army missions

National Defence   
Defending the Nation against every 
possible aggression, safeguarding the 
integrity of national land, territorial 
waters and air space, safeguarding the 
security and integrity of the areas under 
national sovereignty, defending our 
nationals abroad, and defending the 
integrity of the lines of communication 
to/from Italy.

Defence of Euro-Atlantic 
and Euro-Mediterranean 
areas   

This is the contribution to the NATO 
collective defence and the preservation 
of stability in the areas neighbouring the 
Mediterranean Sea in order to protect 
the vital or strategic national interests. 

Contribution to 
International Peace 
and Security    

In the context of international crisis 
management, it consists in the 
participation in crisis prevention and 
crisis management operations outside 
the areas of priority intervention, in 
order to guarantee peace, security, 
stability and international legality, as 
well as the affirmation of fundamental 
human rights, in the spirit of the United 
Nations Charter.

Other forms of support 
and speci"c tasks   
Contributing to the protection of 
institutions and execution of specific 
tasks in case of natural disasters and 
in other cases of extreme need and 
urgency.

1^

2^

3^

4^



ASIA
Afghanistan [ended]

Lebanon 
Iraq-Kuwait

India-Pakistan

AFRICA
Libya

Western Sahara
Mali

Niger
Central Africa Rep.

Somalia
Djibouti

886
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Homeland commitment
7,230

6,536
694

STRADE SICURE 
IGEA/EOS/ATHENA [Covid-19]

International commitment
3,137

High Readiness units
8,718

4,259

1.019
550
535
216
180

1,959

Joint Rapid Reaction Forces/
NATO Readiness Initiative
NATO Response Force
Over the Horizon Forces
Land Reserve Force
Migrant emergency
NATO Ballistic Missile Defence
Disaster relief

     19,085
Total soldiers employed [24/7]

1.498

A daily employ with more
of 19,000 military personnel in 
operational activities or high 
readiness initiatives.

1,462
1,193
1,033

220

NATO [691 from june]
Coalitions/Bilateral
UN
EU

EUROPE
Latvia 

Bosnia-Erzegovina
Kosovo

Mediterranean

753
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The Italian Army continues to prove that it is 
a fundamental tool for the country’s security and 
defence, capable of intervening in an integrated, 
flexible, rapid and decisive manner in crises abroad and 
on national territory.

The participation in 20 operations outside the 
national borders, in the regions where our interests lie, 
such as the Mediterranean, Africa, the Middle East, and 
Asia, translates into the constant effort of about 3,000 
soldiers, and is testimony to the Army’s contribution 
to International Organisations such as the UN, NATO, 
the EU, and the various multinational coalitions of 
which Italy is a part. At home, the approximately 
7,000 soldiers employed in Homeland Operations 
(Operation “Strade Sicure" for the surveillance of 
sensitive sites and targets, Operation "Igea" in support 
of the Ministry of Health during the Covid-19 pandemic, 
Operation "Eos" for receiving, sorting, distributing 
and administering anti-Covid-19 vaccines) provide an 
essential contribution to national Institutions and the 
population.

With the pool of the Joint Rapid Reaction Forces 
(JRRFs), high-readiness forces that number almost 
9,000 soldiers, the Army also guarantees constant 
readiness to respond flexibly and quickly to the 
needs deriving from national contingency plans and 
international commitments.

All these areas summarise the solid and 
uninterrupted effort that the Army, and in particular 

its operational component, ensures in carrying out 
its Missions: defending the State; defending the Euro-
Atlantic and Euro-Mediterranean areas; contributing 
to international peace and security; cooperating in 
protecting free Institutions, in case of public calamity 
and other cases of unexpected necessity and urgency.

The overall burden, which consists of the daily 
work of about 19,000 soldiers, is sustained by the 
strength of a solid internal organisation and is based 
on the ability of men and women of the Army to 
operate in profoundly different operational contexts, 
from the Balkans to the Sahel, and from the Middle 
East to Latvia.

The flexibility of employment has allowed, for 
example, the sudden and well-organised return of 
the contingent from Afghanistan and the coincident 
increase of operational assets in Kosovo, Iraq and 
Niger.  It also guaranteed to deploy and maintain at the 
same time, combat assets of infantry and cavalry (as 
in Lebanon, Somalia and Latvia), Army Aviation assets, 
Counter-Unmanned Aerial Systems (C-UAS), Counter-
Improvised Explosive Devices (C-IED) and CBRN assets, 
like those deployed in the Balkans, where Italy plays a 
role of primary importance.

All of the tangible results that have been achieved 
in the operational field  during the last year (despite the 
persistence of the severe health crisis), would not have 
been possible without the particular emphasis placed 
on the function that, in the Army, more than in any 
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other complex organisation, identifies with its nature 
and its raison d'être: training.

Training essentially means preparing the forces 
to carry out specific missions, but above all to face 
indeterminacy in any operational context and with 
very little notice.  Essentially,  to be ready to perform.

Therefore, we are striving to revitalise combat 
capacity in order to preserve and improve our talent 
thus enabling them to react to the widest possible 
range of situations. To that end we are:
1. placing ever greater emphasis on the ability to 

conceive, plan and conduct military operations in 
which command and control takes place at the 
highest levels and in a joint environment. Examples 
of this commitment are the multinational exercises 
of the series Steadfast Leda, Steadfast Jackal, 
Defender Europe, and Joint Stars, conducted by the 
Italian-led NATO Rapid Deployable Corps and the 
Vittorio Veneto and Acqui Divisions, which will be 
repeated in the years to come;

2. bringing back the heavy component of the Army, 
in which armoured, mechanised and artillery units 
stand out, to carry out training and exercises on the 
main shooting ranges in Italy and abroad, through 
consolidated relationships of collaboration, in 
particular with the United States Army Europe and 
Africa (USAREUR-AF), as part of the interoperability 
road map between the Italian medium and light 
units and the US counterparts stationed in Europe 
(2nd Cavalry Regiment and 173rd Airborne Brigade 
Combat Team) and with the Qatari Army, with which 
exchange activities have been conducted for the 
last three years that allow us to successfully use the 
Al Qalail shooting range and to host Qatari units in 
Italy;

3. prioritising training through live force-on-force 
simulation systems installed at Tactical Training 
Centres and distributed among infantry and cavalry 
units, which allow commanders, units and individual 
soldiers to face an opposing force that has his own 
will and has capabilities comparable to ours;

4. federating exercises and training activites through 
the modern simulation systems available in order 

to exercise simultaneously, command posts and 
units. These systems also allow for training to be 
conducted at considerable distances from the 
command posts and units respective home bases 
and in case of health restrictions.

The traditional shooting ranges and training areas, 
indispensable Army assets for the effectiveness 
and realism of training, are increasingly considered 
a resource to be shared efficiently  with the other 
Services. In 2021 we emphasised this line of action 
through exercises “Falcon Strike", with a SAMP/T 
battery in support to the Italian Air Force, “Mare 
Aperto", with the use of the Capo Teulada shooting 
range by the Italian Navy, and  “Bison Counter", also 
in Sardinia to verify the joint counter-IED capability. 
In addition, the shooting ranges are a resource that 
is open to other state administrations and regional 
and local organisations that deal with defence and 
civil protection.  To verify the ability to work together 
with other civil protection organisations in the event 
of disasters Exercises “Bentu Estu" and “Vardirex" were 
recently conducted.  Moreover, the shooting ranges 
and training areas have been at the centre of constant 
efforts focussed on environmental protection for years, 
with a series of measures aimed at safeguarding both 
those who work in them as well as the local population 
for whom the shooting ranges can increasingly 
represent a resource and not a burden.

In conclusion, the Army has gained a greater 
awareness of its role in service of the country and 
in the security of its citizens.  A role that it performs 
with responsibility and professionalism through its 
operational component and through the constant and 
demanding preparation of its men and women that 
enables them be able to react to the challenges of the 
complex times we live in.
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Resolute Support Mission [RSM]
AFGHANISTAN
NATO
Started in: January 2015 [ISAF 2001-2014] ∙ Completed on: June 28, 2021.
Mission: assist, within the framework of the strategic partnership with the Afghan 
government, the Afghan Security Forces (Functionally Based SFA - Train, Advise 
and Assist) to make them fully self-sufficient, and help strengthen institutions in 
the country.
ITA Army contribution: 771 personnel — Italy 4th contributor [among 45 countries].
Vehicles employed: 97.
Other assets:  Medical Treatment facilities ROLE 2 Enhanced [until june 21, 2021].
Main activities conducted: 110,342 Force Protection missions, of which 948 patrols 
∙ 50 out-of-base operational activities ∙ 276 rotary-wing and remotely piloted aircraft 
flight sorties ∙ 91 Train, Advise and Assist activities carried out in favour of ANDSF ∙ 
12 CIMIC projects completed amounting to €50K.
Italian leadership: RS Deputy Commander [Gen. C. A. Nicola ZANELLI] ∙ Sector 
West Commander [Gen. B. Beniamino VERGORI replaced Gen. B. Alberto 
VEZZOLI on January 25, 2021 and ended his term on June 28, 2021, as the mission 
was redeployed].

UNIFIL ∙	Operation Leonte
LEBANON
ONU
Started in: August 2006.
Mission: contribute to strengthening UNIFIL's military capabilities to achieve the 
objectives set forth in UN Security Council Resolution 1701, namely monitoring the 
cessation of hostilities, assisting the Lebanon Armed Forces (LAF), and supporting 
the local population.
ITA Army contribution: 1,027 — Italy 2nd contributor [among 46 countries].
Vehicles employed: 347.
Main activities conducted: 87,077 operational activities conducted by JTFL-SW, 
including 7,997 with LAFs ∙ 1.195 flight missions ∙ 31 courses completed in favour 
of the LAF ∙ 385 Lebanese military personnel trained ∙ 43 CIMIC projects finalised, 
amounting to €796K.
Italian leadership: Force Commander/Head of Mission [Gen. D. Stefano DEL 
COL] ∙ Sector West Commander [Gen. B. Stefano LAGORIO replaced BG Davide 
SCALABRIN on 4 August 2021].

MIBIL ∙	Italian Bilateral Military Mission in Lebanon  
LEBANON
ITALIAN
Started in: March 2015.
Mission: organise, conduct, and coordinate, both in Italy and Lebanon, all national and/
or multinational training and educational activities agreed upon in advance with the 
Lebanese authorities to contribute to building the capabilities of the Lebanese Armed 
Forces.
ITA Army contribution: 15 Mobile Training Teams whose composition changed 
depending on the courses to be taught.
Vehicles employed: 15.
Main activities conducted:  28 courses in support of Security Forces ∙ 490 Lebanese 
personnel trained [167 Officers, 201 NCOs, 122 Troops] ∙ 6 CIMIC courses [engagement 
awareness, train the trainers, and project management] for a total of 96 Lebanese 
personnel trained.
Italian leadership: Mission Commander [Col. Andrea MAZZOTTA replaced BG 
Marcello ORSI on September 23, 2021].

1
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Operation Joint Enterprise
KOSOVO
NATO
Started in: June 1999.
Misson: contribute, within the framework of NATO's Operation Joint Enterprise, 
to establish a Multinational Force in Kosovo with a view to a secure and stable 
environment, enable the further implementation of UNSCR 1244, and facilitate the 
creation of conditions to solve the crisis.
ITA Army contribution: 454 personnel — Italy 2nd contributor [among 27 countries].
Vehicles employed: 141.
Main activities conducted: 4,407 tasks completed [of which 2,512 liaison & 
monitor] ∙ 66 CIMIC projects implemented with national funds [amounting to 
€260K] and 7 projects implemented with NATO funds [amounting to €57.3K].
Italian leadership: KFOR Commander [Gen. D. Franco FEDERICI until October 
15, 2021] ∙ Deputy Commander of KFOR [Gen. B. Luca PIPERNI since November 
17, 2021].

EUFOR ∙	Operation ALTHEA 
BOSNIA
EUROPEAN UNION
Started in: December 2004.
Misson: contribute to Capacity Building and Training activities for the benefit of the 
Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina; support the forces in their progression 
towards NATO standards; and contribute to the creation of a secure environment.
ITA Army contribution: 46 personnel.
Vehicles employed: 9.
Main activities conducted: [Full operational capability declared as of January 1, 
2021] 63 reconnaissance and information research activities ∙ 64 Military Intelligence 
Reconnaissance (MIR) and Force Collection Activities (FCA).
Italian leadership: Task Force Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance  
Commander [Lt. Col. Alessandro FERRETTI replaced Lt.Col. Roberto CHIABERT 
on September 7, 2021].

ENHANCED FORWARD PRESENCE [EFP]  
Operation Baltic Guardian
LATVIA
NATO
Started in: July 2018.
Misson: conduct training/exercise activities and integrate with the Canadian-led 
NATO Battle Group to contribute to deterrence against possible aggression and 
defence of Alliance territory from an incursion carried out at short notice by limited 
hostile forces.
ITA Army contribution: 230 personnel — Italy 7th contributor [among 20 countries].
Vehicles employed: 131.
Main activities conducted: 147 live fire activities ∙ 25 Battle Group level exercises 
∙ 27 company level exercises ∙ 45 platoon level exercises ∙ 69 exercises for JTAC.
Incarichi nazionali di rilievo: Task Group Commander [Lt. Col. Giovanni 
GRAZIANO replaced Lt.Col. Massimiliano FERRARESI on June 18, 2021, and ended 
his term on December 15, 2021].

4
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MISIN ∙	Bilateral Support Mission 
in the Republic of Niger  
NIGER
ITALIAN
Started in: December 2018.
Missione: deploy a joint force for Capacity Building, Security Force Assistance and 
Stability Policing activities to enhance the capabilities of Nigerien Defence and 
Security Forces in territorial and border control to counter illegal trafficking of all 
kinds.
ITA Army contribution: 230 personnel.
Vehicles employed: 13.
Main activities conducted: 53 courses [basic and advanced infantry, paratrooping, 
counterinsurgency, C-IED, Special Forces] ∙ 1,283 Nigerien personnel trained ∙ 8 
CIMIC projects carried out [amounting to €291K]
Italian leadership: Mission Commander [Gen. B. Alessandro GRASSANO replaced 
BG (AF) Maurizio D'ANDREA on April 1, 2021, and ended his term on December 15, 
2021].

MIASIT ∙	Bilateral Assistance  
and Support Mission in Libya  
LIBYA
ITALIAN
Started in: January 2018.
Misson: provide support to Libyan Security Forces and government institutions by 
conducting Security Force Assistance (SFA) and Stability Policing (SP) activities to 
increase Libyan capabilities to stabilise the country, counter terrorism, and irregular 
migration flows.
ITA Army contribution: 318 personnel.
Vehicles employed: 62.
Other assets: 1 Medical Treatment Facility (Field hospital).
Main activities conducted: 6,089 health care services provided at the Misurata 
Field Hospital [outpatient and specialist visits, specialist treatments, and surgeries] 
∙ 46 courses to Libyan health personnel ∙ 12 CIMIC projects [donations of medical 
equipment and medicines] ∙ 46 Key Leader Engagement [political, civilian, military 
authorities] ∙ 349 reconnaissance sorties.
Italian leadership: Mission Commander  [C.A. Placido TORRESI (MM) replaced 
BG Roberto VERGORI on September 2021].

Operation Barkhane ∙	Task Force “Takuba"
SAHEL
COALITION OF THE WILLINGS
Started in: August 2021.
Misson: support Task Force "Takuba" to fight against international terrorism, 
support Sahel nations engaged in stabilizing the region, and protect national 
interests.
ITA Army contribution: 181 personnel — Italy 2nd contributor [among 10 countries].
Vehicles employed: 12. 
Other assets: 3 MEDEVAC assets [3 CH 47-F “Chinook” and 3 A129 “Mangusta”].
Main activities conducted: [initial operational capability reached in December 
2021]; 3 MEDEVAC missions for 4 wounded people ∙ 107 training missions totalling 
about 103 flight hours for the CH-47-F and 20 flight hours for the AH 129-D ∙ 650 
passengers and 17,000 kg of payload carried.
Italian leadership: Commander of Italian Task Force "Jacana" [Col. Andrea 
CARBONARO since August 8, 2021].
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INHERENT RESOLVE ∙ Operation Prima Parthica  
IRAQ/KUWAIT
COALITION OF THE WILLINGS
Started in: October 2014.
Mission: support the International Coalition in providing humanitarian assistance to 
the Iraqi population and countering of the advance of Daesh, to create the security 
conditions for the immediate cessation of all hostilities..
ITA Army contribution: 447 personnel — Italy 3rd contributor [among 71 countries].
Vehicles employed: 147.
Other assets: 4 NH-90 helicopters.
Main activities conducted:  146 flight missions for over 545 flight hours ∙ 1.410 
people and 27.4 tons of materials transported ∙ 210 hours of assigned airspace 
surveillance [Initial Operational Capability achieved on June 25, 2021] ∙ Joint Force 
Protection, Fire Fighting, Medical Evacuation, and Air and Missile Defence training 
with Coalition forces.
Italian leadership: Commander of the National Land Component [Col. Domenico 
Nicola DI BIASE replaced BG Francesco PRINCIPE on June 24, 2021] ∙ Commander 
of Task Group “Scutum"  [Lt. Col. Marco MELISSANO replaced Lt.Col. Gianluca 
MARUCCI on October 7, 2021].

NATO MISSION-IRAQ  
IRAQ
NATO
Started in: October 2018.
Mission: contribute to the Alliance's civil-military training and Capacity Building 
initiative vis-à-vis Iraqi central institutions, military and civilian, by enhancing the 
capabilities of Iraqi institutions to prevent the return of Da'esh to the area.
ITA Army contribution: 7 personnel.
Main activities conducted: advisory and advising activities for the development of 
the Defence Planning Process ∙ crisis management in favour of the Prime Minister's 
National Operations Centre and the Ministry of Defence ∙ reorganization of the 
Intelligence and Security Branch of the Ministry of Defence.
Italian leadership: National Representative [Col. Domenico SERMON replaced 
Col. Fabrizio ZACCHÈ on September 12, 2021].

EUTM SOMALIA ∙ European Union Training Mission
SOMALIA
EUROPEAN UNION
Started in: April 2010.
Misson: contribute to create Somali Security Forces (Somali National Army - SNA) 
loyal to the national government, in line with local needs and priorities.I
TA Army contribution: 139 personnel — Italy 1st contributor [among 8 counties].
Vehicles employed: 34.
Main activities conducted: 28 courses to SNA ∙ 1,249 SNA personnel trained ∙ 
provided equipment for over 40M€ [EU funds] ∙ 35 CIMIC projects implemented 
[amounting to €200K].
Italian leadership: Mission commander [Gen. B. Fabiano ZINZONE].
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Afghanistan: 20 years of operations

Pursuant to the Bonn 
Agreement, with 
UNSCR 1386 of 20 

December and under Chapter VII of 
the UN Charter, the UN authorised 
the deployment of a multinational 
formation called International 
Security Assistance Force (ISAF). 
Italy joined the operation by deploying 
to KABUL. The participation of a 
military contingent was authorised 
based on two national task forces, 
one within ISAF in Kabul and the 
other (Task Force NIBBIO) within 
Operation Enduring Freedom.

Following the expansion of ISAF's 
Area of Responsibility, Italy took 
the responsability of Regional 
Command West by providing a 
Provincial Reconstruction Team 
(PRT) and establishing a Forward 
Support Base (FSB) in HERAT for 
operational and logistical support.

In 2009 the mission became a 
Counter-Insurgency Operation. 
Attempting to pacify the country 
required a great effort in terms of 
personnel, which eventually required 
a blood toll of 46 killed and 314 
wounded.

2005 2009

ITA ARMY 
personnel 
employed

1,000

460 ISAF
540 Enduring Freedom

3,400

2001
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Since Jan. 1, as the 
ISAF mission ended, 
operation Resolute 

Support Mission (RSM) was 
launched with the task to Train, 
Advise and Assist (TAA) the Afghan 
Security Institutions and Afghan 
National Defence Security Forces 
(ANDSF). 
It consisted of 3 phases:

Execution
train, Assist, Advise mainly at the 
Corps level and for the Police Zone 
Headquarters, both at the central and 
regional levels;

Transition
progressive phase out of the Train, 
Advise, Assist Command pending 
confirmation that the Afghan 
Security Forces had acquired enough 
autonomy in their respective regional 
domains;

Termination

A

B

C

800 770

0

Following the Doha agreements between the US and 
the representatives of the Afghan factions, a process 
of folding and closing the operation called Retrograde 
to Zero was started. The complex activity resulted 
in the redeployment of all personnel, equipment, 
and materials while, at the same time, transfering 
responsibility for “Camp Arena" base and HERAT 
airport to the Government of the Islamic Republic of 
Afghanistan.

JAN

The redeployment operations of the Italian Contingent 
started in May 2021 and ended on June 28.

MAY

Operation “Aquila" began for the humanitarian 
evacuation of Afghan civilian personnel who 
had cooperated with the Italian military contingent 
over the years. Transfers from Kabul continued 
with Operation “Aquila Omnia" even as Afghan 
institutions collapsed, and the Taliban came to power. 
Approximately 5,000 Afghan civilians who were in 
need and whose life was in imminent danger were 
evacuated. 

JUN

On August 27, the last teams finally left 
Afghanistan.

AUG

2021

770 personnel
2,400 linear meters of
vehicles/materiel/containers
8 helicopters

The activities associated with “Retrograde to Zero" 
were crucial and highly complex due to the number of 
nations involved, the amount of personnel, vehicles, and 
materiel to be moved, and the risks associated with Force 
Protection measures.

2015
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From 1949 NATO has proven to be the most 
long-lasting and effective political-military alliance in 
history.  Born to prevent another world conflict and 
preserve peace, during its 73 years of existence, NATO 
has become an essential component in the global geo-
political landscape, ensuring the security of the European 
continent and projecting stability beyond its area of 
responsibility.  The reasons for this success are mainly 
due to the Alliance's ability to continually transform 
and adapt its tasks and organisation to the evolution of 
security scenarios to maintain at all times its advantage 
over any potential opponent.

The critical fluidity of the current security scenarios 
necessitated a further strategic adaptation of the Alliance, 
with the ongoing revision of the Strategic Concept and 
the NATO Military Strategy (NMS).  The latter takes as 
reference two cornerstones of the employment and 
evolution of Military Instruments of Power (MIoP), in 
particular:
1. the Concept for Deterrence and Defence of the Euro-

Atlantic Area (DDA), developed by Allied Command 
Operations (ACO), in Mons (BEL), with a focus on the 
use of MIoPs in current scenarios and with a time 
horizon of 10 years.

2. the NATO Warfighting Capstone Concept (NWCC) 
developed by the Allied Command Transformation 
(ACT), in Norfolk (USA), with a focus on Warfare 
Development, or rather on the development of MIoP 
in future scenarios and with a time horizon of 20 years.

The aggregate of these two concepts outlines the 
main lines of development of the adaptation process 

that the Alliance will have to implement, with the related 
implications for NATO’s Armed Forces.

Main features of the Battlespace and threat trends
The character of conflicts is progressively 

changing and is becoming characterised by persistent 
competition without geographical boundaries conducted 
simultaneously with increasingly less kinetic tools.  Even 
the traditional concept of Battlespace will continue to 
expand into all dimensions, eliminating the traditional 
“time and space” factors.  The linear progression "peace-
crisis-war" is giving way to a new non-linear structure, 
characterised by three phases that coexist and overlap, 
in time and space, to varying degrees: shaping - 
competition – conflict.  This pervasive instability is also 
reflected in the threat trends that NATO is to face, no 
longer focused primarily on the East or South flanks nor 
on purely military security scenarios.

This implies that the Armed Forces’ traditional 
role is also gradually changing.  The crisis of solid state 
structures and international bodies, social tensions, 
emerging threats such as hybrid and  cybernetic threats, 
the increased relevance of new domains and areas of 
confrontation such as outer space and the cognitive 
dimension, as well as security implications deriving from 
climate change, migration and pandemics, are expanding 
the range of the characteristics and capabilities that the 
military forces of the Alliance will have to have to deal 
with them. It is clear that the military will not be able to 
support or defend everything but we must still be able 
to maintain pre-eminence in specific capacitive sectors 

The Italian Army 
in the NATO
perspective
Deputy Supreme 
Allied Commander Transformation
Lt. Gen. Paolo RUGGIERO
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to guarantee NATO's "advantage" and the effectiveness 
of its deterrence.
Implications for the Italian Army: The Army must be a 
versatile, resilient, technologically advanced instrument 
fully integrated with the other security components of 
the Nation, capable of facing threats across the entire 
spectrum of conflicts and of dealing with persistent 
adversary activities conducted, also simultaneously, in 
multiple domains.

Cognitive Superiority
The military, normally focused on the "physical" 

environment (manoeuvre), will have to shift its attention 
more and more to the "cognitive" domain (Cognitive 
Warfare).  Understanding quickly the opponents' 
intentions will increasingly be a success factor and 
therefore, great importance will be given to acquiring 
and immediately sharing intelligence through sensors 
operating in all domains, connected to each other 
and enhanced by advanced technologies (Emerging 
and Disruptive Technologies – EDT).  In addition, the 
integration of Information activities (PsyOps, InfoOps, 
CIMIC, Public Affairs, etc.) and their coordination 
with cyber activities will contribute to degrading the 
communication, propaganda and influence skills of 
adversaries. This will result in an operational advantage 
not limited to the cognitive dimension alone but 
extended to all domains.
Implications for the Italian Army: the Army must have 
advanced capabilities that ensure sensors operating in 
all domains are able to connect to the network.  It must 
also manage the Intelligence cycle, effectively contribute 
to Situational Awareness, and counter propaganda and 
disinformation campaigns effectively and actively.

Resilience
MIoPs will increasingly be a pillar of the global 

system of national resilience, in synergy with all civilian 
components, in order to absorb, resist and react to 
shocks. 

In this context, civil-military cooperation must 
ensure effective support between all state institutions, 
ensuring that critical infrastructures, transport and 
logistical supplies are a strength and not a vulnerability.
Implications for the Italian Army: the Army must be 
able to establish the structural redundancies necessary 
to ensure greater resilience and response to shocks. 

The integration between services and the civilian 
components will have to be continually updated and 
tested in order to contribute to raising and maintaining 
the level of national resilience.

Influence	and	Power	Projection
MIoPs will have to include the full range of lethal and 

non-lethal options to allow the Alliance a more proactive 
and varied approach than in the past.   While keeping 
to its defensive nature, NATO must exert a positive 
influence on other actors operating in the international 
scenario and project power in order to shape the 
political-strategic and operational environment.
Implications for the Italian Army: the Army is to continue 
to ensure the availability of forces with high operational 
readiness, mobility and projection in order to rapidly 
concentrate combat power. In addition, it will have to 
maintain a high level of engagement with the armies 
from partner countries of the Alliance to increase positive 
influence and enhance interoperability, helping to build a 
more extensive and reliable general deterrence.

Integrated Multi-Domain Command and Defence
The future scenarios of military employment will 

be increasingly characterised by the contemporaneity of 
operations on multiple domains, with kinetic and non-
kinetic actions. Commanders will exercise leadership 
in an integrated and multi-domain battlespace, with 
activities characterised by very high complexity and 
speed, manageable only with the help of the most 
advanced technologies. Therefore, the training of future 
military leaders of the Alliance will be based primarily on 
crucial enablers such as the human element (Human 
Capital), technological innovation (EDT) and data 
management.
Implications for the Italian Army: Future Army 
Commanders will manage multi-weapon, integrated, 
technologically advanced devices used simultaneously 
on multiple domains and will have skills of assimilation, 
creativity and the cultural insight necessary to 
manoeuvre effectively with a wide range of actors, both 
physical and non-physical.  Consistent with NATO, the 
Italian Army’s Operational Concept 2020-35 attaches 
importance to technological innovation, "Data”, and 
confirms the centrality of human capital - the essential 
element and the engine of innovation and adaptation.
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Homeland security operation ∙ Strade Sicure

Task organisation
Also in 2021, the Army deployed a major contingent to help prevent and fight 
against crime and terrorism in support of Police. The readiness, the widespread 
distribution of forces across Italy and the ability to reshape the contingent 
force were key factors for the success of the operation and contributed to 
increasing the security of the Italian community. For the G20 Summit of the 
Heads of State and Government, a task force of 400 personnel was deployed 
to Rome from October 25 to November 2 to increase security. In 2022, there 
will be a significant reduction in numbers to return deployed personnel to their 
usual training activities.

LOMBARDIA
TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE
7 Areas
Milano, Varese, Bergamo, Bolzano, 
Monza, Brescia, Como

LAZIO 
ABBRUZZO
3 Areas
Roma, L'Aquila, Rieti

VENETO 
FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA

3 Areas
Gorizia, Udine, Trieste

SICILIA OCCIDENTALE
4 Areas
Palermo, Trapani, Agrigento,
Caltanisetta SICILIA ORIENTALE

3 Areas
Messina, Catania, Ragusa

SARDEGNA
1 Area
Nuoro

CALABRIA
5 Areas
Crotone, 

Reggio Calabria,
Catanzaro, Cosenza,

Vibo Valentia

PUGLIA
BASILICATA

5 Areas
Foggia, Bari, Brindisi,

Taranto, Potenza

PIEMONTE 
LIGURIA
4 Areas
Torino, Vercelli, 
Genova, Imperia

VAL DI SUSA
VALLE D'AOSTA
2 Areas
Aosta, Torino 
(Bardonecchia, 
Chiomonte, 
San Didero)

UMBRIA 
MARCHE
TOSCANA
5 Piazze
Firenze, Pisa, 
Livorno, Perugia, 
Macerata

EMILIA ROMAGNA
5 Areas

Modena, Bologna, Parma, 
Rimini, Ferrara

VENETO
5 Areas

Venezia, Padova, Verona, 
Treviso, Vicenza

736

356

1,552

475

311

545

335

415
CAMPANIA
3 Areas
Napoli, Caserta, Salerno 

1,091

53

218

177

156

333

6,753
Total soldier 

deployed
24/7
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The Army, with the widespread 
deployment of its soldiers, has 
helped ensure the safety and 
security of citizens through the use 
of dynamic surveillance services 
and by guarding sensitive sites and 
targets nationwide.   
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Sensitive Sites
759
including

9 border crossing

19 refugee centres

30 seaports/airports

49 UNESCO sites

151 institutional/diplomatic

49 railway stations

102 places of worship

Interventions
963 Basic Life Support 81 Military Combat Method

Contribution

83 Barracks involved

1,300 Vehicles used

Organisation

54 Provincial areas

14 Headquarters

Outcome
from beginning of operation [2008]

people
17,149 arrested
31,466 reported to Police
14,899 detained

seizures
1,569 weapons
14,904 vehicles
2,505 kg drugs
491,226 counterfeit articles 

checks
9.9 M people
2.5 M vehicles

Personnel
Army · 6,536
Air Force · 137
Navy · 80

Dynamic approach
Mobile 
surveillance: 84%
Stationary 
surveillance : 11%
Refugee  
centres: 5%
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to implement the checks imposed on so-called 
“red areas”. During these checks, the documents 
authorizing people's movements were verified, 
gatherings were prevented, Extraordinary 
Reception Centres were manned, and more.

Specialised Assets      
At the request of, and in support of Law 
Enforcement Authorities, numerous high-
tech assets were supplied by the Army. These 
included:
 ∙ two Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA RAVEN) 
in support of Operation Land of Fires. Helping 
to keep extensive areas under surveillance 
and increasing the discovery of illegal waste 
dumping sites by 30 percent;

 ∙ a Counter Unmanned Aerial System (C-UAS) 
set-up to counter possible threats from mini-/
micro-RPAs during the “EURO 2020" UEFA 
European football championships (Rome, 
June 10-July 4).

RPAs have proved invaluable in 
operations to combat 
illegal waste dumping 
and burning during 
the Land of Fires 
operation.

“Land of Fires"  1  
Homeland Security Operation “Strade Sicure" 
also includes a contribution to the fight against 
environmental crimes in the so-called “Land 
of Fires". Since March 31, 2014, the Army has 
provided its personnel to the Prefectures 
of Naples and Caserta. Deployed within the 
“Campania" Task Force, soldiers support law 
enforcement agencies and carry out patrols to 
combat illegal waste dumping and burning 
over an area of about 300 sq.km. 
Given the importance of the operation, the 
Office of the President of the Council of 
Ministers has drafted an intervention plan called 
the “CAMPANIA Protocol." The Protocol aims to 
centralising the fight against the illegal activities 
described above and allows for the deployment 
of highly specialised technical assets and 
military units to supervise Waste Shredding and 
Packaging Plants. 

Covid-19
The contingent for Homeland Security 
Operation “Strade Sicure" is consistent with the 
Budget Law and government provisions related 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. It adopted its crisis 
establishment until December 31 and employed 
753 personnel. The “ordinary" component was 
reduced from 7,050 to 6,000 personnel starting 
July 1, 2021. 
A prominent feature of the training was flexibility, 
with 40 adjustments occurring throughout Italy 
during the year. At the local level and based on 
the needs of the Public Security Authorities, the 
Army implemented 573 changes to its services 
that concerned personnel, the location of 
services, the timing, and the operational groups. 
Continuity of services was also ensured through 
a Readiness Plan with 5,000 personnel ready 
to deploy to cope with additional requests from 
the Ministry of Interior. 
Countless checks were carried out on people and 
vehicles during the contingency and there has 
been a marked increase in police stops related 
to irregular entries and stays within the border 
cities of Trieste, Gorizia, and Udine. At the local 
level, task organisation has been reorganised 
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1

2

2 RPAs used
[from 2019]

1,365 flight hours 

1,837 missions conducted

S.Maria 
Capua Vetere 

Giugliano

TufinoCaivano

CASERTA

NAPOLI

255
soldier deployed

Operational Deployment Levels
LEVEL 1
Fully autonomous patrols 
to identify suspects and/or 
perpetrators of illegal actions 
pertaining to waste dumping 
or burning.

LEVEL 2
Patrols and mobile checkpoints 
in support of Local Police to 
combat illegal dumping in 
areas where waste storage 
and/or waste treatment sites 
are present. 

LEVEL 3
Implementation of security 
frameworks in support of 
operations conducted by a 
Task Force consisting of Police 
Forces and specialised assets 
to counter the spread of fires.

36,894 262 172

Operational output

40 national remodulation

573 local redistribution

753 incremental units

3.912 detentions on border

13 “red zone” activated

5,3 M checks

Outcome
from beginning of the operation [2014]

477 arrested/detained

46,078 people identified

38.009 vehicles checked

1,539 fires

5.639 spillage sites

138,597 patrols

FOUND
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Forms of support 
and	specific	tasks

Support to other  
national stakeholders     3  
The activities that the Army carried out within its 
fourth main missions  were particularly significant 
with the Army actively contributing to saving 
lives and providing relief during disasters and 
operations in the public interest. Thanks to the 
unique capabilities and specific training of Army 
personnel, a timely and qualified contribution 
was made in support of the Judicial Authorities 
and Law Enforcement Agencies.
To act promptly in case of emergency, the Army 
has arranged a Disaster Readiness Plan, that 
envisages approximately 2,000 personnel/day 
at various degrees of readiness ready to support 
territorial emergency management authorities.

Forest	Firefighting 
Campaign   2    4  
The support the Army continuously provides to 
the Civil Protection Department includes active 
Forest firefighting. In 2021, with an effort greater 
than previous years the Army was once again on 
the front line of the fight against environmental 
challenges by providing helicopters, flight 
crews, and redeployment bases for logistical 
support to the Civil Protection Department. 

Environmental 
Remediation  5   
The Army regards environmental protection 
as an ethical and institutional duty. Over the 
years, this duty has resulted in many initiatives 
to preserve the natural heritage, including within 
its own training and logistics areas with various 
monitoring and environmental remediation 
operations being carried out. One of them, 
Operation “Pasubio", consisted of the timely 
monitoring of the environmental matrix 
conditions of the Delta peninsula inside Capo 

Teulada Range (South Sardinia): the chemical 
and radiological sampling and analysis of soil 
samples were the final stage of this operation 
in July 2021.

“Aquila” and “Aquila Omnia” 
Operations   6

Since June 2021, following the conclusion of 
the Italian deployment in Afghanistan, the 
Army has supported the evacuation of Afghan 
personnel who had worked for the national 
military contingent as well as personnel who 
were part of the diplomatic mission, and those 
in need or with imminent danger to their lives. 
Italy thus welcomed 5,187 people. During the 
period of relocation, the Army provided various 
accommodation facilities to  1,419 Afghan 
civilians who were relocated and subjected to 
controlled precautionary isolation until they were 
handed over by the Ministry of the Interior for 
final inclusion in the national reception network. 
The Italian Army once again demonstrated 
the ability to respond to any emergency with a 
readiness that only a ready, capable, and well-
trained Service can have.

Electromechanical 
Experimental Module [MOSE]  
Thanks to the highly specialised units of 
the Signal Corps Command, the Army was 
able to implement the system, known as 
Electromechanical Experimental Module 
(MOSE), that is used to support the management 
and synchronization of the mobile protective 
barriers in the Venice lagoon and ensured that 
connections between the three control rooms 
at the respective inlets were made. In addition, 
ongoing support activity includes the constant 
deployment of a core asset of military personnel 
from the Signal Corps to enable supervision and 
proper operation of the system.
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3

4

6

5

3 areas of intervention 
bad weather emergency | 151 soldiers ∙ 52 vehicles 

9 search and rescue missions
75 soldiers ∙ 16 vehicles ∙ 4 helicopters 

24 public calamity intervention
329 soldirs ∙ 96 vehicles  ∙ various equipment

rubble removal

water and fuel transport

research of material buried

fire-fighting

road maintenance/interventions

Anti-Covid measures

Other

158 flight hours flown

3 helicopters and flight crews

104 flights operated

78 missions / 1,123 launches

8 Army facilities available

153 land transports

237[max] soldiers employed/day

37 [max] vehicles employed/day

3 refuelling bases

1,419 refugees hosted

53 86 19

National priorities are the duty of the Army

41.247 m2

area drained

21,274 kg
waste found

206 samples 
taken and analysed

1

2

8

5

4

1

3
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IGEA Operation  7        
The operation was conducted in support of 
the Ministry of Health to increase screening 
capacity, improve the reliability of swabs, and 
decongest the activities of the National Health 
Service. To that end, the Army set up and 
managed many facilities known as Defence 
Drive Through (DDT) across Italy. 

EOS Operation  8        
The operation was designed to manage receipt 
of, sorting, distribution, and administration of 
COVID-19 vaccines in cloose coordination with 
other relevant ministries.

MINERVA Operation  9        
The operation concerned the administration of 
COVID-19 vaccines to Army personnel, as well 
as reporting for the National Vaccine Registry.

ATHENA Operation  10        
The operation involved deploying Defence 
personnel, assets, and facilities to conduct 
COVID testing in support of educational 
institutions.

Sanitation Plan  11        
The Plan envisaged the nationwide deployment 
of high-capacity sanitation equipment provided 
by Army regiments and specialised teams of 
the 7th CBRN regiment.

Covid-19 emergency          
The hard work and professionalism shown by 
the Army since the beginning of the pandemic 
has been fully recognised with the Government's 
appointment of Lt. Gen. Francesco Paolo 
FIGLIUOLO, the Commander of Army Logistics, 
as the Extraordinary Commissioner for the 
COVID-19 emergency. He was also entrusted 
the responsibility for the implementation of the 
national vaccination campaign with the goal of 
immunizing 80% of the Italian population by 
September. As part of the operational support 
provided to the emergency management, 
the Army made available specialised medical 
and logistical assets to meet the needs of the 
Prefectures, Civil Protection Department, and 
Local Authorities.
In addition, military logistics experts were 
included within the Office of the Special 
Commissioner to plan, coordinate, and conduct 
activities. These activities were carried out by 
the Army throughout the pandemic and are part 
of broader Defence-led operations.

General support          

3 field hospitals
Perugia [24 patients],  
Aosta [11 patients], Cosenza [11 patients]

9 facilities
811 beds 
179 guests accommodated

The Italian Army provided a widespread and continuous effort to 
fight	the	pandemic	nationwide	by	using	valuable	specialised	health	
care and logistics assets.

2 military medical hub
“Policlinico Militare Celio"
“Centro Ospedaliero Militare di Milano"

618 medical staff
217 Medical Officers, 266 Nurse NCOs,
135 Volunteer Health Care Logisticians

269,881 
carried out in the field laboratories

Swabs additional to Op. IGEA
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9

34.3 M
vaccine transported 
102 carriage performed
44 vehicles employed

4,6 M
doses administered

88 vaccines centers activated
statics and team mobile

1

2

2

31,646 swabs carried out

13,285

844

11,834

4,349

1,334

7 specialist teams
at 7th CBRN Regiment

71 sanitisation teams
local level

3,964 interventions

Defence vaccination hubs

Drive Through Defence

Presidecy of the Republic

Public facilities/population centres

Security Forces infrastructures

Religious sites

2,040

1,243

585

86

9

1

163,737 
doses administrated

29 facilities
23 medical facilities, 6 military pharmacies

117 screening activities

1.7 M 
swabs carried out

111 Drive Through 
deployed

7

11

8 10

3

4

5

10

12

12

10

5
6

4

3
1

2

1

4

1



The etymology of the word resilience (from the 
Latin resilire, to spring back) refers to the vitalism needed 
to use the intellectual, moral and economic resources 
that enable us to react brilliantly to any collapse and 
bear any load.  In engineering, resilience is the ability of 
a material to withstand dynamic forces and shocks by 
deforming and returning to its original structure without 
breaking.  Similarly, resilience in a society is the ability 
to resist and react to a "shock" by mustering all of its 
human and structural resources.

“Resilience is our first line of defence", reports the 
recent NATO 2030 factsheet, raising the concept of 
resilience to a fundamental determinant in the strategic 
field and a structurally necessary asset for every nation 
to be able to face a wide spectrum of threats, such as 
armed or hybrid attacks, or natural disasters. In Europe, 
the awareness of a “security environment" more hostile 
than in the past, is bringing forward the cogent need 
for concrete assistance and solidarity between EU 
countries in a structured defence framework capable 
of being resilient to hybrid and cybernetic attacks as 
well as conventional attacks, consigning to the past the 
traditional passive approach to these threats.

In the last two years, the Covid-19 pandemic 
disrupted the world socially and economically and put 
a strain on the resilience of all nations. Italy, the first 
in Europe to be hit by Covid-19, responded by using 
all available resources with a particular reliance on 
the Armed Forces, which constitutionally is the "first 
responder" in the event of natural disasters and is the 

backbone of the Italian emergency organisation.
In a climate of great uncertainty, the Armed Forces, 

and in particular the Army, have been able to respond 
with vigour to the new challenges imposed by the current 
situation, constantly guaranteeing the fulfilment of their 
institutional tasks and, in doing so, managing to preserve 
the safety of personnel and that of the organisation itself.

From this perspective, thanks to the natural 
synergy between its multiple units and the intrinsic ability 
to develop and foster transversal interconnections with 
the National Support, provided by Manufacturing and 
the other State Ministries, the logistics of the Army 
plays a fundamental and propulsive role in addressing 
and solving the complexities of the challenges posed by 
Covid-19. The logistics of the Army did not just support 
an operational manoeuvre in a conventional scenario 
but had to reinvent itself.  It had to quickly adapt itself 
to a new need, modify its assets and adjust procedures, 
thus becoming the main main actor of a battle that has 
subverted the warfare paradigm, from "fighting" a war, 
to prevention and protection, placing human health at 
the centre as a primary asset to be safeguarded and an  
End-State to be achieved and preserved.

The key factor that allowed the Army to channel 
and converge its efforts towards a common goal was its 
ability to be resilient, overcome the schematisation of 
conventional and doctrinal approaches and guarantee 
adherence to the operational needs of the country both 
in the context of foreign nations and in the management 
of commitments at home.

Resilience

Commander, 
Army Logistics
Lt. Gen. Francesco Paolo 
FIGLIUOLO

Appointed as Italian Joint Operations HQ 
Commander on the 27 december 2021 
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...looking to the future

To do this, the Army has applied flexible and 
innovative procedures. In fact, contrary to popular 
belief, a complex system does not need complicated 
structures and rules but rather competent professionals 
who know how to adapt procedures to requirements.  
A modern and effective organisation like our Army, 
a combination of technologically advanced means 
and capabilities, finds its true strength in the human 
component, an irreplaceable entity capable of balancing 
the vulnerabilities generated by unforeseen events and 
originating solutions pertinent to contingent situations.  
The concept of resilience therefore finds its maximum 
expression in man, who must always remain at the centre 
of our policies, constantly valued and trained.  From his 

will and professionalism, from his ability to take the risk 
of his own decisions and to pursue objectives one step 
at a time, the system finds the strength to survive shocks 
and bear the heaviest loads.

“Knowing how to do well" even in emergencies, 
using modern technologies, but also knowing how 
to operate in degraded environments, is what allows 
the Army to withstand and “absorb shocks without 
breaking", whilst also managing to keep pace with events, 
protecting its effectiveness in service of the community.
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Clearance  
of explosive ordnance 2    12    
Occasional clearance of explosive ordnance 
and remnants of war throughout the country 
continued in 2021. The ordnance disposal 
teams (Conventional Munition Disposal Teams) 
provided by engineer regiments conducted 
2,524 sorties and neutralised 50,288 
unexploded ordnances from previous wars, 
including 34 airplane bombs.
Regarding the latter, innovative reinforced earth 
retaining works, pioneered by the Counter-IED 
Centre of Excellence in collaboration with “La 
Sapienza" University of Rome, were implemented 
to reduce the effects of possible detonation of 
ordnance during defusing operations.

Safety of ski resorts    2    13  
The Army operated on the slopes of 9 ski resorts 
located in the regions of Piedmont, Lombardy, 
Trentino-Alto Adige, Veneto, and Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia with its assets present on the tracks to 
rescue mountain enthusiasts and sportsmen, 
as needed. In 2021, 182 interventions were 
carried out.

Railway Engineering 14

Italy is the leading NATO member with the ability 
to build new railroads, maintain existing ones, 
and manage rail traffic, both in Italy and abroad. 
In 2021, an average of 80 military personnel 
per day from the Railway Engineer Regiment - 
qualified as Station Manager, Train Driver, Train 
Manager, Switchman and Railway Infrastructure 
Worker - were deployed in the Emilia-Romagna 
region at the rail yards and railway lines of 
three partner companies (Trenitalia-Tper, 
Ferrovie Emilia Romagna and Dinazzano Po), 
in order to maintain their skills. Such civil-
military cooperation is a virtuous example of a 
“country system" at work: on the one hand, a 
niche capability is provided by Italian Defence 
to NATO, on the other hand military personnel 
is able to act on behalf of the national railway 
community, as happened  during the pandemic 
emergency.

Army Mountain  
Weather Service 2    15 
The service is recognised by Civil Protection 
Department as a Specialised Centre for 
Avalanche Hazard Prevention and Forecasting 
and is a member of the European Avalanche 
Warning Services (EAWS). The 6 Mountain 
Weather Centres in Turin, Aosta, Bolzano, 
Brunico, Belluno, and Udine rely on 48 
automatic sensing stations and 18 manual 
sensing teams, each consisting of 2 to 3 
operators. They provide daily mountain bulletins 
in winter and summer formats. In 2021, 1,044 
bulletins were issued.

Military Mountain 
Rescue Service 2    16 
The 13 Military Mountain Rescue Teams 
conducted search and recovery for missing and 
injured people in alpine areas in all environmental 
and weather conditions, sometimes with the 
support of helicopters. 77

Army specialists serve the 
national community and 
are ready to deal with any 
emergency.
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Capabilities
and systems

Ever since NATO recognised 
Cyber and Space as operational 
domains in addition to the 
traditional ones, the Army has 
increasingly sought to address the 
challenges of these operational 
environments (characterised by the 
rapid and disruptive development of 
technologies that will revolutionise 
the concept of traditional battlefield) 
from a “multi-domain" perspective. 

To that end, the Army has 
identified the need to boost the 
Army's transformation process and 
close the current technological 
gap with the other Services. The 
overriding goal of the entire Army 
planning process for the next two 
decades is to ensure Italy has a land 
component that consists of highly 
trained, specialised operational 
units equipped with state-of-the-art 
platforms and weapon systems.

Achieving such an ambitious 
and challenging goal requires 
capability development and 
financial planning tools that will 
allow the Italian Army's capabilities 
to be set according to priorities in 
the medium-long time period.

However, the systems renewal 
program necessitates a transition 
phase in order to synchronise the 
entry into service of next-generation 
platforms with timings dictated 
by industrial production lines and 
decommissioning of obsolete 
platforms, the phase-in-phase-out 
of platforms. 

At this stage, in order to keep 
the number of capabilities provided 
in the inventory unchanged, the 
Army will modernise and extend 
the operational life of platforms 
already assigned to units. This 
applies to those platforms that may 
still be viable in current operational 
scenarios after an appropriate 
technological upgrade has been 
completed in order to make them 
interoperable with platforms of other 
Italian Armed Forces and Allies/
Partners. Ultimately, the process 
of modernising capabilities and 
systems will need to be sustainable 
and resilient, and thus cannot ignore 
two key factors:
1. the increasing involvement of 
the Italian defence industry in 
the technological development 
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Italian Army: cutting-edge 
technologies to modernise 
its equipment.

and production of new systems, including 
domestically, that is aimed at consolidating the 
industrial and technological base and preserving 
the desired level of national strategic autonomy 
in defence and security fields;
2. cooperation with Allies and Partners under 
multinational collaborative programmes in 
order to share efforts and technological know-
how and to generate economies of scale.

adequate level of security, increased protection 
and survivability, and improved day and night 
engagement capability. Among the best-
performing pieces of individual equipment, 
there are the combat boots in light and heavy 
versions, the body armour, whose ballistic 
protection is highly modular and scalable, and 
the latest generation of night vision goggles. 
During 2021, three regiments were equipped 
with these systems.

SHORAD capability  
“Grifo" system on CAMM-ER 
missile
The renewal of the Army's short-range air-
defence capability is based on the development 
of the “Grifo" system and the Common Anti-air 
Modular Missile Extended Range (CAMM-ER) 
missile for the Army and Air Force. The new 
system will provide protection against a wide 
range of threats from the third dimension, such 
as combat aircraft, helicopters, cruise missiles, 
and Remotely Piloted Systems (RPS). Production 
of the systems will begin in 2023 with the Army 
reaching its initial operating capability by 2025. 

Light Utility Helicopter (LUH)
The aircraft, which will be developed based on 
the AW 169 civilian helicopter, will replace the 
current 5 lines of multirole helicopters by 2033 
as these can no longer be upgraded to meet 
the operational “combat support" needs in the 
third dimension. The new helicopter will operate 
in Italy and abroad and will envisage a “Basic 
Trainer" version, of which the Army already has 
two, that meets the training needs of pilots. In 
addition, from 2023 and by 2027, helicopters in 
an “Advanced Multirole" configuration suitable 
for operational and training use will be acquired 
and will be equipped with self-protection 
systems, increased maximum take-off weight, 
an electronic turret and much more.

Main modernisation 
programmes

New attack helicopter 
AH-249     
The “Mongoose" line of attack helicopters, 
worn out by intense operational deployment, 
will be replaced with a platform that performs 
better in terms of survivability and engagement 
capability. The new platform will have greater 
range, greater carrying capacity and digital 
connectivity to ensure interoperability with all 
national and NATO military land, naval, and air 
assets, including in a net-centric environment. 
Program development has enabled the 
contracting of new, fully equipped helicopters 
available from 2027. 

Individual Combat 
Systems (ICS)  
The Individual Combat System (ICS) is an 
integrated weapon system. It consists of state-
of-the-art individual materials and equipment 
through which soldiers in the field gain an 
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Systems against Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft  
The growing potential for hostile actions to 
be carried out by mini-micro Remotely Piloted 
Aircraft, i.e., drones weighing less than 20 
kilograms, has prompted the Army and the 
Ministry of Defence to study systems that 
protect ground units. The Army currently has 
three different systems for countering the hostile 
use of mini and micro Remotely Piloted Aircraft 
known as DRONE DOME, AD3S and ECUS. The 
latter was developed under the “NEC Force" 
Project. These systems will provide Defence and 
the Army with a minimum defence capability 
within Italy as well as providing protection of 
contingents deployed abroad.
In addition, a joint procurement program will 
provide the Army, Navy, and Air Force with 
additional systems to counter this threat. 

“SAMP/T" Programme
The Surface-to-Air Missile Platform/Terrain 
(SAMP/T) is the missile system developed 
by the European EUROSAM consortium 
(consisting of Italy and France) and is designed 
to protect ground units from medium-altitude 
air threats. The current modernization program 
of the SAMP/T New Generation will achieve 
a substantial improvement of its capabilities 
by producing the new missiles in the new 
technology configuration, integrating the new 
Italian-made Kronos sensor and new motors 
into the ASTER30 B1 missiles, and introducing 
new command posts. The performance gains 
achieved by these changes will allow Italian 
Defence from 2026 to have a class-leading 
Missile Defence system within NATO that is 
able to counter aircraft from over 100km away 
and ballistic missiles launched from more than 
1,000km away.
In March 2021 the development phase of 
the SAMP/T New Generation program was 
launched. In addition, contract amendments 
were signed for the adoption of new engines on 
ASTER missiles (June 2021) and the production 
of KRONOS radars (December 2021).

Light Multirole Tactical 
Vehicle (LMTV) “LINCE 2"
After years of intensive deployment on all 
operations at home and abroad, the “Lince” 
LMTV 2 programme will modernise two main 
aspects of the previous version: the basic 
platform in general and the Command and 
Control capability. This capability improvement 
includes next-generation systems for enhanced 
crew protection, improved ergonomics, 
increased mobility, greater transportable 
payload, improved logistic autonomy, as well 
as increased interoperability with other Army 
platforms and systems.

New “CENTAURO 2"
The New Centauro represents one of the Italian 
Army’s most ambitious military programs. It 
will produce a platform with greater mobility, 
survivability and protection than the Army's 
Light Forces and with a greater deployment 
speed than the Army's Heavy Forces. The 
Army's Cavalry units will receive a state-of-the-
art, digitised platform with high versatility and 
interoperability. The new platform will have 
a 120 mm cannon - the same calibre as the 
“Ariete" tank - and will be equipped with high 
ballistic anti-mine and improvised explosive 
device protection that will improve crew safety. 

COUNTER APR
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LMTV2

SAMP-T

The New Centauro will gradually replace the 
previous version that, due to major operational 
decay after two decades of intensive use, no 
longer meets current needs. 
In 2021, the first platforms were delivered to the 
Cavalry School, where courses for instructor 
operators were started. The platform was 
used in the Operational Integration Session in 
October 2021. 

NEW CENTAURO 2
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“ARIETE" Main Battle Tank
The Program for Maintaining the Operational 
Capability and Safety Conditions of the 
“Ariete” Tank will provide the Army with a 
“heavy” capability and is an interim solution 
pending the future acquisition, in cooperation 
with other countries, of a new Main Battle 
Tank. Platform upgrades aim to removing 
elements of obsolescence whilst introducing 
performance-enhancing technology, especially 
with regards to personnel safety, mobility, and 
lethality. Production of several updated “Ariete" 
Tank prototypes is underway, with delivery 
scheduled for the end of 2022. Upgrades and 
improvements include the engine, safety of 
radio systems and turret, the tracks system, and 
some other elements identified as obsolete. 
Following a period of performance testing 
(measured against the Army’s needs), series will 
begin, leading to the production introduction of 
the first tanks into service from 2025 and the 
finalization of the modernization of all platforms 
by 2030. 
In summary, the successful completion of this 
program will enable the Army to have, within 
a reasonable timeframe and for the next 15-20 
years, an adequate tank capability in anticipation 
of the subsequent phase-in of the new MBT.

ARIETE

FRECCIA

ROLE 2
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“FRECCIA" 8X8 Armoured 
Infantry Fighting Vehicle
The “Freccia” AIFV is the base platform 
for the Medium Forces of the Italian Army. 
Developed as part of the transformation and 
modernization process of the Land Forces, 
this vehicle is particularly suitable in high-risk 
operations and high-intensity combat scenarios 
due to its mobility, protection, armament, and 
state-of-the-art technology. The goal of the 
acquisition program is to introduce several 
versions into service, namely combat, command 
post, anti-tank guided missile, mortar carrier, 
as well as the Reconnaissance, Surveillance, 
Target Acquisition (RSTA) version. In addition, 
the Army is evaluating the development of 
a combat version for Combat Engineers and 
a scout version for the Advanced Combat 
Reconnaissance Teams (ACRTs) of Combat 
Engineers. 
In 2021 and a decade after the first platform 
went into service, the “Technology Upgrade 
and Obsolescence Resolution" program was 
launched with the aim of adapting vehicles to 
natural technological evolutions. The Army 
already has part of its platforms ordered in 2021, 
and the remainder will enter service between 
2022 and 2023.

Field Medical  
Treatment Facilities
The ROLE 2 field hospital, according to 
NATO doctrine, is the fundamental set-up for 
medical support in Brigade-level operations or 
above. The configuration can be adapted to 
different scenarios, both in terms of healthcare 
facilities and treatment level. Specifically, the 
configurations of reference are ROLE 2 Basic 
and ROLE 2 Enhanced. The former provides 
emergency surgery and consists of seven 
main modules (emergency, admission, surgery, 
hospitalization, recovery, diagnostics, and an 
initial supply of medication and management 
support). The second represents the Army's 
highest degree of projected out-of-area 
medical support. In addition to the ROLE 2 
Basic modules, it has additional modules such 

as analysis laboratories with medical analyst, 
pharmacy with pharmacist, additional medicine, 
isolation and biocontainment, dentistry, and 
mental health modules, plus any additional ad 
hoc modules set up depending on the operation 
to be supported.
In 2021, the ROLE 2 Basic acquisition program 
had a strong momentum that led to the delivery 
of field assets, including biocontainment 
capabilities, deployed at the four Army Health 
Care Task Forces in Rome, Persano, Turin, and 
Bellinzago Novarese. Finally, contracting for the 
ROLE 2 Enhanced, which will be available by 
2023, is in the final stages.  
   

Other programmes

New Reconnaissance  
Vehicle (RV)
The current fleet of Land Rover Defender 
Reconnaissance Vehicles is nearing the end of 
its operational life (2025) and so the process to 
acquire new vehicles capable of being used on 
different types of terrain has been initiated. These 
vehicles ensure high mobility even in heavily 
compartmentalised terrain and are available in 
two versions: “light," almost commercial-derived, 
Gray-coloured; and “standard," camouflage-
coloured, for operational needs. For this reason, 
this latest version is equipped with such devices 
as new radio system arrangements, an auxiliary 
battery for operation of radio equipment and 
computers when the engine is off, protection 
guards, tow hook, and a winch, to name a few. 
In 2021, the first vehicles in “light" - intended 
mainly for use in Homeland Security Operation 
“Strade Sicure" - and standard versions were 
contracted. The first New Reconnaissance 
Vehicles are scheduled to be delivered to the 
Army during the first half of 2022.

Digitised Brigade and 
Regimental Command Posts         
The project is designed to implement Digitised 
Brigade and Regimental Command Posts and 
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will equip units with standardised, tent-based, 
and interoperable Command and Control 
structures for effective deployment across the 
full spectrum of operations. They shall be:
 ∙ slim and easily deployable;
 ∙ modular, on-tent, deployable rapid assembly 
shelter type;

 ∙ easily manageable via the unit's personnel 
and expertise;

 ∙ equipped with advanced communication 
equipment capable of ensuring efficient, 
broadband communications and supported 
by command and control systems suitable for 
handling tactical links; 

 ∙ cyber protected through hardware and 
software systems. The systems will be able 
to monitor, detect and contain any threats, 
ensuring the command post can perform its 
functions even in a degraded environment.

The project described above will be critical in 
enabling the understanding and management 
of complex scenarios, ensuring a rapid and 
secure joint and inter-agency communication 
capability, and ensuring the standardization of 
systems and processes as part of an ongoing 
search for timely, multi-domain military 
solutions. The process for the acquisition of 
the Command Posts, scheduled for delivery in 
2022-2030, is currently underway.

155mm “VULCANO"  
Guided Long Range Artillery 
Ammunition 
The 155mm “VULCANO" Guided Long Range 
ammunition is a high-performance grenade 
that significantly increases the range and 
accuracy of field artillery. Equipped with a Global 
Positioning System-based guidance system as 
well as semi-active laser terminal guidance, the 
munition achieves ranges of 70+ km and can be 
used by current Army artillery weapon systems 
such as the PzH2000 armoured self-propelled 
howitzer and the FH70 mechanical trailing 
howitzer. During 2021, acceptance activities and 
operational fire validation tests were conducted 
as part of the “NASR 21" exercise held in Qatar 
in October. These activities were preparatory 
to the certification of the munition and the 

subsequent start of procurement planned from 
2022

New Logistical Bridge
This effort aimed at increasing the Army's gap 
crossing capability will see the replacement of 
the Army's current bridging equipment, which is 
no longer suitable nor meets NATO's minimum 
capability requirements, with modular logistical 
bridges. Specifically, the program includes 
the acquisition of 80-meter and 40-meter 
bridges, all having 80/120 class. These bridges, 
in addition to their ordinary use in support of 
manoeuvre units on operations, can also be 
used to support the civilian population during 
disaster relief operations, and thus represent a 
valuable resource for the country. 
During 2021, the Army committed to the 
acquisition of 80-meter class 80/120 bridges by 
2022 thus ensuring Italy will obtain a capability 
that only a few NATO Allies currently have.
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RV

LOGISTIC BRIDGEVULCANO

DIGITAL COMMAND POST

All the programmes will lead 
to the realisation of a future 
Army that is in step with 
the times, environmentally 
sustainable, and interoperable 
in the joint and multinational 
context.



New Command  
and Control System    
The Command and Control System that the 
Army currently uses is called SIACCON ADV. 
This system suffers from an architecture that 
dates to the late 1990s, and, although the 
system has been adapted and updated over 
time, in order to meet the Army's current 
operational requirements there is a need to 
breathe new life into the Command and Control 
Software. Therefore, as a result of an operational 
requirement that was developed based on input 
from units in the field, a new Command and 
Control system is being acquired and will be 
introduced into service no later than 2025. 

Land Mobile Radio (LMR) - 
Tactical Operative Mobile 2 
(TOM 2)
Through the Land Mobile Radio (LMR) project, 
a permanent "UHF mission-critical" radio 
network is to be established throughout Italy. 
Such a network will enable secure unclassified 
communications by voice, or by messaging 
and tracking, and will be able to support the 
operational activities in which the Army is 
called upon to operate. These will include 
maintaining public order and crime prevention, 

COMMAND AND CONTROL

LM RADIO

RADIO TBT



the organisation of major events, public disaster 
relief, etc. The network will interface with the 
communication systems of the main national 
stakeholders the Army operates with, namely 
the Police Forces, Civil Protection, the Fire 
Brigade, and the Red Cross. The implementation 
of the project has already been completed in 
the country's major metropolitan areas (Naples, 
Rome, Milan, Florence, Turin, and Catania) and 
is at an advanced stage of testing in other cities, 
with the goal of reaching coverage of the entire 
country. 

Air-to-Ground 
TACtical SATellite (TACSAT) 
Radio
The Army is pursuing the goal of equipping 
units deployed on operations with radio stations 
for tactical and operational communications in 
joint and combined scenarios that are secure 
and compliant with the latest NATO STANAGs 
and new security requirements. These radio 
stations are multi-band, software-defined multi-
protocol type capable of Air-to-Ground and 
TACtical SATellite (TACSAT) communications. 

Modernization of  
Connectivity for Operational 
Theatres
In 2021, preliminary activities were initiated 
to implement a network architecture capable 
of ensuring highly reliable connectivity that 
is compliant with the latest communication 
standards and suitable for supporting high 
throughput data exchange with units deployed 
on operations. Specifically, the architecture to be 
implemented by 2022 will feature military-grade 
IP technology wide area network (WAN) nodes 
and will be able to guarantee interoperability 
with legacy systems whilst ensuring guaranteed 
minimum throughputs of 5Mbps satellite links.

Modernization of Tactical 
Transport Network Capacity
As a result of the continuous increase in the 
amount of information and data handled within 
operations, as well as the obsolescence of 
equipment, a program has been initiated in order 
to modernise tactical communication systems 
and to adapt them to modern bandwidth, 
connectivity and security requirements. In 
2021, the program for the acquisition of next-
generation TROPOSCATTER Systems to 
complement NATO Band IV satellite systems 
was also initiated. These systems will be used in 
conjunction with Line of Sight (LOS) links and FLY 
AWAY Systems to build full IP communication 
nodes for Beyond LOS communications and 
next-generation high-speed RADIO BRIDGES 
for LOS links up to 50 kilometres.

TACTICAL TRANSPORT NETWORKS
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New scenarios, new systems: 
EW support
The year 2021 represented a watershed moment 
for the most specialised sectors. One example 
is the Army's strong emphasis on Electronic 
Warfare (EW) which has seen significant 
capability development programmes initiated 
in this important area. 
The initiatives are designed to meet specific 
operational requirements and will enable Army 
units to operate with the support of modern 
EW systems in any operational context, and 
to maintain freedom of action even in the 
Electromagnetic Environment. 
The latter, which is increasingly contested 
and crowded, is now considered a true 
operational environment in which having 
information superiority and the capability to 
conduct timely decision-making is a key factor. 
Electronic Support Measures (ESM) systems 
will be acquired to equip an electronic warfare 
company in the Communication and No-
Communication sector.

5G Network
As part of the evolution of telecommunications 
networks, the Army sees 5G as the enabling 
technology for a profound transformation of the 
battlefield, which today is mostly managed via 
mission critical narrowband communications. 
The Army has developed an Operational 
Requirement and a corresponding Technical 
Operational Requirement to ensure radio-
mobile coverage at specific infrastructure 
and geographic areas of interest, such as on 
operations and/or exercise areas, barracks, ports, 
airports, and so on. Such coverage may also be 
used by redeployable or mobile operational 
assets, such as military convoys, ships, military 
vehicles, etc., and should ensure very high 
capacity and low latency communications and 
transmission. It will also be available for Army 
operations in conjunction with enforcement 
of public order, territorial control, and other 
specific military services that can be enabled by 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) 4G and, eventually, 
5G technologies.
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The Land Component transformation is fundamental to provide 
the Country with an Army able to face the future challenges.
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The current geopolitical context is characterised 
by complex, volatile and difficult-to-predict security 
dynamics that prompt Defence, and the Army, in 
particular, to continually adapt in order to perform its 
institutional tasks. To achieve such an adaptation, I 
believe it is important to target through four evaluation 
lenses:
1. a drive towards integration between the various 

systems in use/being acquired, whether they are 
components of a single platform or the set of 
several operational components;

2. the principle of “modelling";
3. the shortening of the timeframes for the various 

modernisation and renewal programs;
4. the drive to a fruitful synergy between the Army 

and the Defence Industry.

Integration and its levels
A platform can be fully efficient and effective 

only if the individual parts that compose it are 
correctly sized and designed both for the functions 
they must perform individually and for interacting with 
each other.

The absence of one of the elements, especially if 
of a critical nature, could compromise the effectiveness 
of the entire platform, making it vulnerable or, in 
extremis, useless. This first level of integration is the 
starting point for extending the approach towards 
the Army’s different components (armoured, heavy, 
medium, and light).   On the basis of its organisational 

level, each Army unit must be equipped with all the 
components that allow it to perform the task for 
which it was conceived, a “system of systems" (e.g. C2, 
engine, sensors, fire, etc.) just like a naval unit, fittingly 
complementary and integrated.

Combat engineer units must be like coastal 
patrol vessels, cavalry squadron groups like frigates, 
and infantry regiments like destroyers. Army units 
must be organised as complete packages of all the 
assets/systems that guarantee full functionality and 
operational capacity according to doctrine and in 
response to needs.

They must be fully integrated and networkable 
with each other over time, not only in the Army, but 
also at the joint and multinational levels.

The principle of “modelling"
Capability development must necessarily fit the 

operational tasks that derive from Defence missions 
in their entirety.  Doctrine allows us to identify those 
“models" of light, medium and heavy forces that 
are ideal for achieving institutional objectives and it 
defines the platforms and systems acquisition needs 
- in terms of quantity and technical requirements - 
in order to operate in the different scenarios of use 
according to the level of commitment indicated by 
political authorities.

The timeframe of the programs
Once acquired, the efficiency of the capabilities 

Capabilities 
and systems
Deputy Chief of Staff,
Italian Army 
Lt. Gen. Gaetano ZAUNER
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must be maintained over time, with the renewal of 
existing platforms occurring before their performance 
declines, due to age or obsolescence, thus leaving the 
units unequipped. 

The current situation and the state of the 
Army imposes the need to preserve the systems in 
use (so-called “legacy”) by carefully planning their 
maintenance/logistical support for the entire duration 
of their intended use. The continuous development 
of new technologies may well result in a shortening 
of the time window in which the legacy platform is 
able to guarantee adequate response capabilities to 
systems renewed by the adversary and so this must 
also be taken into account.

It is necessary to keep up with the 
times, conducting Concept Development and 
Experimentation activities with the dual purpose of 
updating the configurations of the systems in use and 
designing new systems in synergy with the national 
industry.

Maintaining the capabilities by acquiring new 
weapon systems/platforms will have to be planned 
in the medium-long term by implementing a realistic 
phase-in-out process of the production lines aligned 
to the financial resources made available by Defence 
and the production rates of industry. This process 
must guarantee, especially for the national land 
component, interoperability of the new and closing 
production lines and that the overall numbers 

remain unchanged over time. The drive to a synergy 
between the Army and the national Industry.

Complying with plans and timings requires a 
close sharing of intentions with the Italian industrial 
sector from a "Country System" perspective.

This drive to synergy is often challenged by the 
need for the Army to optimise the available financial 
resources by spreading them over a long time frame 
and, on the other hand, by the industry's need for 
immediate profits and certainty of project financing.

A winning strategy for both sides is if companies 
produce high-quality products. The Army benefits by 
being equipped with its desired platforms and systems 
and, at the same time, acts as the first important 
testimonial for the industrial sector, promoting both 
the products and the company and thus attracting 
the interest of other potential buyers. 

The Army requires platforms and systems to 
guarantee the fulfilment of institutional tasks at all 
times.  This can only be achieved by maintaining 
the efficiency of the assets in use and by defining 
a credible modernisation plan that clearly and 
unchangeably defines the Army's capability priorities 
that are deemed necessary to ensure the defence of 
the nation.
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NEC FORCE  
Network Enabled 
Capability
The NEC Force (Italian: Forza NEC) is an 
Army-led joint programme. It is based on 
a major collaboration with industry and 
Defence and is aimed at the modernization 
and digitisation of Land Component and the 
the Army’s and Navy’s Landing Forces. The 
synergistic efforts transformed many projects 
into systems and set-ups could be tested in 
the field through a two-phase Technical and 
Tactical Experimentation Campaign. The first 
phase is technical/experimental and known as 
Technical Integration Session; the second is 
technical/operational and is called Operational 
Integration Session.

Technical 
integration Session  1   
This session was conducted at the Army 
Experimentation and Validation Centre and 
was the main opportunity to test industry-
produced system prototypes as well as the 
Army's equipment, platforms, and weapon 
systems in a simulated operational scenario. 
During this phase, essential assessments were 
made in order to improve the performance and 
responsiveness to the end-users operational 
needs. 

Operational  
Integration Session    2   
This session involved a Task Group and was 
conducted in October during a Live exercise 
at the Torre Veneri firing range in Lecce. The 
exercise’s main aim was to consolidate the 
Army's digitised capabilities, including in the 
joint context. The following objectives were 
pursued:
1. integration of numerous systems including 

the Brigade Command Post, the Freccia 
AIFV equipped with the new Command and 
Control system under development and the 
STRIX-DF RPA;

2. verification of the level of interoperability 
between Army, Navy, and Air Force 
Command and Control systems in Joint Fires 
Support and Battlespace Management;

3. evaluation of the capabilities of the 
Integration Test Bed (ITB) - a joint 
simulation laboratory to test the integration 
of networked systems and platforms by 
simulating “real-world" operations.

Participating in the exercise were: the “Pinerolo" 
Brigade Headquarters and its Command Group; 
the Cavalry School; 9th “Bari” Infantry Regiment, 
15th “Lodi” Cavalry Regiment, 183rd “Nembo" 
Airborne Regiment, “Serenissima” Landing Force 
Regiment, 7th CBRN Regiment, 41st "Cordenons" 
Regiment, and the Army Experimentation and 
Validation Centre.

1
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2

The Operational 
Integration Session 
allowed for a review of the 
progress achieved so far by 
Defence relating to force 
digitisation	and	verified,	
by measuring actual 
performance, current 
system maturity.
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For some time now, we have been living unaware 
of a digital revolution that pervades every moment of 
our lives.

The progress and innovations of the last 30 years 
have certainly changed the daily life of each of us, 
making us completely addicted to infinite possibilities 
of communication and the virtually unlimited 
availability of information, so that we cannot think of 
a world without the digital systems that simplify our 
existence.

It is reasonable to think that, in the near future, 
those who do not have a digital ID will be "people-
who-do-not-exist", a sort of stateless people of the 
digital age, “functional illiterates" who don't know how 
to use computers to access and use the information 
on the network.

But what is digitisation? A simplistic but universal 
definition state that it is a digital conversion process 
using enabling technologies. However, digitisation 
is not just introducing new technology but rather 
digitising processes and operations. We are already 
talking about Enterprise 4.0 referring to digital 
transformation, i.e. the impact new technologies 
have on the integration of business processes, the 
redefinition of organisational structures and the new 
skills used to analyse the considerable amount of 
data provided by digitisation and exploit it effectively.  
In this system, a single idea, a single new technology 
and a single organisation no longer ensure success.  

In fact, success itself, understood as the final goal 
to achieve, passes through performance indicators 
consisting in simplifying activities, profoundly 
changing users' habits and redefining roles.  Besides,  
artificial intelligence has already replaced human 
intelligence in many sectors because it is capable of 
thinking much faster and more rationally, but without 
the intuition and boldness necessary for those who 
have to oppose the will of the adversary.

The military sector, which for its operational 
tasks needs to have, process and distribute data 
and information as quickly as possible, was perhaps 
the first, or certainly among the first environments 
affected by this evolution, by digitisation, and has 
undergone a profound transformation.

Work procedures and relationships between 
organisational levels have had to consider the 
increasingly quick reaction times.  The sharing of data 
established within the network, in which information 
is acquired and shared, obliges not only the central 
decision makers but also the lowest decision levels 
to demand maximum control to obtain security in a 
new environment that has become a dimension of 
confrontation and challenge: cyberspace.

Digitisation influences working procedures 
heavily. On the one hand, we have experienced that 
the network allows us to share data in real-time and 
take advantage of all the obvious benefits; on the 
other hand, we have often seen that digitised systems 

Digitisation

Commander, 
Operational Forces - South
Lt. Gen. Giuseppenicola TOTA
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can still be fragile when confronting the opposing 
determination of a possible antagonist.

Progress poses problems we may not yet be 
aware of or whose contours are not fully known,  which 
will be increasingly crucial in safety, deployment 
policy and personnel education.

Having these premises in mind, the Army 
conceived the Forza NEC project in "distant" 2006. 
The project was launched to build a Defence 
capability development, such as to identify the 
enabling technologies capable of enhancing the 
strengths that distinguish an Army of excellence. That 
is, it must be capable of guaranteeing information 
superiority, identifying function parameters and 
indicators to understand the activities of potential 
adversaries also below the threshold of armed 
conflict, maximising the speed of decision-
making processes and increasing the operational 
capabilities of deployed units in terms of selectivity, 
effectiveness, force protection and limiting 
collateral damage. In the new path, it is, therefore, 
necessary to conceptualise digitised units equipped 
with capabilities able to operate in an integrated 
and multi-domain perspective and move quickly to 
counter opponents, even in the case of an initially 
unfavourable force ratio and in non-permissive 
contexts.

Experimentation has already shown that 
digitised assets make it possible to plan and conduct 
operational activities more promptly and effectively 
than traditional units, surprising and defeating  even 
initially numerically superior opponents.

In an absolute ground-breaking renewal path, 
the Armed Forces are implementing their digital 
transformation through a significant conceptual, 
technological and financial effort so that the new joint 
force (Forza Integrata Nazionale -FIN) can face future 
challenges.

We must move on not only through upgrading 
our operational platforms, upgrading work procedures 
and organisations, but most of all, we must invest in 
the transformation of the human component, which 
is not only specialisation with a technical connotation, 

but above all, growth of new Commanders as future 
decision-makers in the digital age.

Are new methods of personnel selection 
and education therefore necessary? Experience is 
increasingly helping us in this field.

In any case, it will be necessary to continue 
deepening the scientific knowledge that is the basis 
of technological progress because it will also allow 
us to use, if necessary, the classic analogue tools.  
For those who work and have to solve operational 
problems in which the unexpected (which is also 
the opposition of the adversary) is not the rule but a 
reasonable possibility, it is vital to survive and ensure 
readiness even without digitised systems.

We must continue to give great importance to 
the social sciences.  It will be increasingly essential to 
deepen our knowledge of the dynamics that regulate, 
bind and direct the inter-relationships between 
individuals and groups ever more connected to each 
other to know how to govern them in a society in 
which the influence of social media also generates 
fragility.

Last but not least, the exercise (and not just 
the study) of leadership: even in the cyber world, 
it will be increasingly essential for commanders to 
influence and maintain the loyalty of their soldiers.  
This is a domain where technical/digital skills have 
never counted, do not count and will never count; 
what matters is having the timeless qualities that 
always have distinguished commanders: LOGOS, 
ETHOS, and PATHOS.  You must be culturally and 
professionally knowledgeable; you must prove 
that you are credible; and you must be capable of 
arousing emotions.
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The Army's modernization and renewal 
process needs a balanced approach between 
immediate needs and those related to long-
term capability development. This trade-off 
is consistent with continuing technological 
evolution. In the short to medium term, 
legacy and next-generation capabilities will 
coexist and therefore the highest possible 
level of interoperability must be achieved. 

In addition, NATO Capability Planning 
Process (NDPP), which is increasingly 
focused on combat and the progressive 
transformation of the land component into 
a heavier one, significantly influences the 
process of national and Army capability 
development, especially in the long term. 

Hence there is a need to develop and 
acquire complete system of systems and 
develop a range of platforms to meet both 
the combat and support functions. Within 
this framework, in 2021, the Chief of the Army 
Staff indicated the guidelines for capability 
development described below:

The acquisition of the new LMV2 platform 
in different versions for CIS, half of which are 
expected to be delivered by 2035, will enable 
the use of a common platform. However, 
to achieve greater unit specialization, the 
specialised light forces will, in the long run, 
be equipped with tailored combat platforms. 

In the short-to-medium term, and in 
addition to envisioning a mid-life upgrade of 
the "Freccia" AIFV platform currently in 
service, a study is underway to develop  

 
 
additional versions for cavalry and combat 
engineer units of the medium brigades 
(Command Post, scouting and Combat 
Engineers versions). Reaching full operational 
capability of medium forces is a target that 
the Army intends to achieve, thanks in part to 
the entry into service of the new Centauro 2.

A study is underway for the development 
of a next-generation combat system centred 
on a combat platform and a series of support 
platforms, namely Command Post, anti-
tank, mortar carrier, combat engineer, scout, 
anti-aircraft, medical transport, ammunition 
carrier, and driving school platforms. The 
system will begin in 2030 to replace the 
platforms currently in service.

 In accordance with the goals of Defence 
- that is, to be able to conduct an Italian - led 
Limited-Smaller Joint Operation by 2026 - the 
Army will continue to modernise the current 
legacy fleet of vehicles consisting of Dardo 
IFV, M113, Ariete MBT and Leopard tank-
derived versions, and will centralise platforms 
in order to gradually ensure fully specialised 
capabilities. 

HEAVY Forces

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES FOR 
CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT

LIGHT Forces

MEDIUM Forces
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These programmes will ensure that the country 
will have a technologically advanced Army 
capable of meeting the challenges of the future.

The same approach will be taken for 
all support units, starting with artillery units. 
Weapon systems will be modernised and 
ammunition for MLRS, PZH2000, FH70 will 
be renewed and VULCANO ammunition 
acquired. 

For Air Defence, in the medium to long 
term, the medium-range capability will be 
maintained through the modernization of 
the SAMP/T system, upgrading it to the New 
Generation version by 2030, whilst, the short-
range capability  will be revamped with the 
introduction of the CAMM-ER missile onto 

    SUPPORT Unit the GRIFO platform. Added to this there 
are programmes related to the “project" 
and “sustain" Main Capability Areas (MCA).
In addition, a program has been initiated 
to strengthen the Reception, Staging and 
Onward Movement (RSOM) capacity, 
enhance medical support, and modernise 
and refurbish the Army's tactical, logistics 
and commercial vehicle pools. The efforts 
described above fully meet the criteria of 
feasibility and sustainability and will guarantee 
Italy has a technologically advanced Army 
capable of meeting the challenges of the 
future.
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 NATO's recent recognition of Space 
as an additional operational domain has 
also prompted the Army to explore new and 
additional opportunities to support ground 
operations.
Today, space technologies support 
capability-related applications widely used by 
the Italian Army, especially for strategic and 
tactical satellite communications between 
the Theatre of Operations and Italy, troop 
positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) and 
earth observation for intelligence purposes 
(EOINT). Space assets and technologies, 
therefore, contribute decisively to the 
conduct of a wide range of tactical activities 
in the terrestrial domain. The Army, after the 
creation in 2020 of the Army Space Office 
and precisely because it is fully aware that 
most operations depend on the benefits 
associated with the exploitation of space 
capabilities and services, has undertaken 
several initiatives in the space domain.  

These are mainly oriented to:

 ∙ spread awareness of the degree to 
which ground operations are dependent 
on space through articles, seminars, 
conferences, and webinars for Army 
personnel;

 ∙ participate in Defence and NATO 
working groups to draft space doctrine;

 ∙ place greater value on the training 
and employment of highly specialised 
personnel in the space sector according 
to the “supply chain" concept;

 ∙ review the training model to enable 
operations even in the absence of space-
based communication, positioning, 
intelligence, and weather services.

Among the main activities promoted by 
the newly established Space Office there is 
a Cooperation Agreement signed with the 
Italian Space Agency (ASI) on September 
9, 2021. This is the first official form of 
collaboration between the Army and the 
Agency in the space sector. It resulted in 

Being aware of the development 
of autonomous systems and artificial 
intelligence and their possible applications, 
the Army initiated the "PROMETEO" project 
in 2019. This is a multi-year initiative of 
study, research, and experimentation in 
collaboration with academia, research, 
and industry. The Concept Development 
and Experimentation (CD&E) in the field of 
Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) is 
the part of the project aimed at identifying 
the advantages of using RAS in fulfilling 
the tasks of the land component. Through 

SPACE TECHNOLOGIES IN 
SUPPORT OF THE LAND DOMAIN         

ROBOTICS AND AUTONOMOUS 
SYSTEMS [RAS]
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joint studies related to the production 
of innovative mapping tools, shared 
technologies developed in space, nuclear, 
biologica and chemical defence, and 
emerging 5G satellite technologies.
The collaboration, which is part of the 
existing framework agreement between 
ASI and the Defence General Staff, has the 
common goal of increasing the synergy 
on national programs, resources and 
professional expertise. In addition, it is 
intended to optimise public investment in 
this sector and maximise the effectiveness 
of Defence capabilities in serving the 
community.

practical activity carried out in the field 
and with agile methodology, the CD&E is 
intended to outline the ways in which these 
technologies could be adopted and in which 
areas their use should be prioritised. 

The RAS testing campaign has recently 
entered the implementation phase and, 
during 2021 a technology partner (so-called 
system integrator) was contracted, through 
the NATO Support and Procurement 
Agency (NSPA) to support the Army in its 
experimentation efforts and to make hardware 
and software technologies designed and 
produced by different manufacturers or 
developers interoperable. The goal is to 

create a complete autonomous architecture 
that can be integrated during predefined 
tactical actions.

In addition, the testing campaign is part 
of a wider project of creating a structured 
system to support the innovation process 
with the aim of managing Army CD&E in 
support of its own capability development.
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Over the last few years, and with increasing frequency 
since the 1991 Gulf War, the key elements of the so-called 
Revolution in Military Affairs have been a constant feature 
of discussions about changes to the “battlefield" (in its 
broadest sense).  Growing ever more sophisticated and 
integrated, technologies have pushed the development of 
doctrine into a virtuous circle, whereby the novelties in one 
area trigger realignments in the others in a recursive and 
rapid process.

Over the last century, a superposition of domains 
(compared to the classic land domain, which has dominated 
conflict scenarios for centuries) has gradually turned 
into integration, making the joint approach to operations 
increasingly necessary and structured in terms of doctrine 
and Command and Control function, thus proving the 
effectiveness of a unitary vision of the available assets 
under the authority of a single commander.

These changes to the reference context, first physical 
and then more and more in the intangible sphere, have 
expanded to include increasingly more significant sectors, 
including in non-military contexts. In recent times, other 
currents of change have crossed our planet and have 
relentlessly swept the political, social and economic 
structures that we used to consider stable and consolidated, 
reducing the separations between contiguous sectors.  The 
fall of the walls (not only the physical wall in Berlin but also 
the conceptual walls, which for decades had helped to 
maintain clear relations between states) triggered a process 
of disintegration of the rules. It is therefore necessary 
to revise the approach to conflicts, moving away from 
incremental change to fullscale cultural change. Conflicts 
are increasingly understood as an inseparable whole not 
only in the military but also in diplomatic, economic, and 

social sectors. Finally, conflicts are characterised by new 
and difficult-to-define forms, which we have learned to 
consider first “asymmetrical" and then "hybrid".

The bar of the concept of joint forces has been raised 
by the ever greater integration of physical domains (Land, 
Sea, Air and, lately, Space) and intangible domains (Cyber). 
Consequently, multi-dimensional objectives are defined, 
which extend to cognitive and virtual spaces, making it 
necessary to integrate the assets. At the same time, the 
classic association of one specific domain with a Single 
Service is no longer appropriate,  and so a new overall vision 
has been introduced, which imposes a “multi-domain" 
approach to operations.

To that end, the Italian-led NATO Rapid Deployable 
Corps (NRDC-ITA) has launched a series of workshops to 
share the first doctrinal reflections on the topic and increase 
the Multi-Domain Awareness of NRDC-ITA personnel, as 
well as of the subordinate and affiliated units.  In addition 
to the Army General Staff, the other Army Operational HQs, 
Divisions, Brigades and specialist units participated in the 
activity with about 700 connected users.

NRDC-ITA, as a Command within the NATO Force 
Structure, has started an initial reflection, observing what 
is already in place in the armies of Allied Countries and the 
Atlantic Alliance and supporting what the Italian Army has 
already implemented, a starting point for further conceptual 
insights. In line with the mandate from the Army General 
Staff, over the 2021-2023 timeframe, NRDC-ITA will conduct 
a proof of concept in line with the planned multinational 
training commitments.  In this perspective, the results of the 
doctrinal investigations on the multi-domain concept will be 
implemented and tested during the next training activities, 
which will include the involvement of the Vittorio Veneto 

Multi-domain

Commander,  
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps - Italy
Lt. Gen. Guglielmo Luigi 
MIGLIETTA
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Division and some Brigades in the exercises STEADFAST 
JACKAL 2021 and STEADFAST JACKAL 2022, both aimed 
at training and validating the Army Corps as a NATO Force 
Structure JTF HQ in a multi-domain context.

From the first evidence, it emerged that in this type 
of environment, the management of competition and 
confrontation in multiple domains simultaneously shortens 
timeframes, dramatically expands the area of operations 
and the battle, and increases its complexity. The most 
difficult goal does not lie in the ability to occupy a domain 
but in occupying and influencing all five of them at the same 
time. This aspect requires the development of a shared and 
coherent multi-domain concept, which must necessarily 
take into account the psychological, and not only the 
technological, elements of this revolution in the approach.  
For this purpose, NRDC-ITA has reviewed its training 
roadmap to analyse and understand the implications 
and the related intellectual and technological requests 
functional to the complex and articulated synchronisation 
and coordination of actions to achieve the desired effects.  
Subsequently, a series of activities will be implemented 
to create procedures and processes necessary for the 
Command and Control function, evaluating any need for 
reorganising structures to better suit the new approach, 
as well as the appropriateness of acquiring specific skills 
currently not available (particularly in the cyber and space 
domains).

It also appears evident that, in such an operational 
context, it will be necessary to review and intensify 
coordination with elements external to the classic military 
command and control chain, improving procedures and 
providing preferential communication channels to pursue 
the expected effects at all levels of operations, in support of 
cross-domain manoeuvre.

From a technical and technological point of view, the 
ability to integrate new emerging technologies (such as 
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Self-learning and 
Self-Healing Net, and 5G technology) will take on particular 
importance to support the decision-making process. It 
will guarantee a Multi-Domain Situational Awareness, 
capable of visualising the situation as well as foreseeing 
and elaborating the possible actions to be implemented to 
generate the desired effects.

In addition to blurring the contours of the operational 
domains and the classic areas of deployment of the 
Armed Forces, this “Globalisation of the Scenario" makes 
the occurrence of events relevant to the pursuit of an 
end state particularly fluid, with a substantial overlap of 
the strategic, operational and tactical levels. Collaborative 
combat technologies will allow soldiers, vehicles and 

sensors to exchange information, compressing the 
processes of identifying and neutralising threats, and C2 
nodes to share huge amounts of data, necessary at every 
level, almost in real-time. The Big Data collected during 
action on the ‘battlefield’ (understood in the “global" sense 
described in these lines) represent both an opportunity 
and a vulnerability.  Only accurate artificial intelligence 
algorithms will be able to provide suitable solutions to their 
automatic merging to obtain an intelligible representation, 
useful for supporting rapid decision-making processes at 
every level. On the other hand, the increasing dependence 
on automated systems makes it necessary to have an 
accurate Cyber Defence capability to mitigate possible 
attacks capable of significantly reducing the decision-
making power.

In this context, the characterising aspects of the 
very “conflict" concept are under discussion. Therefore, 
NATO and the EU must continue to promote multinational 
collaboration and the involvement of industries and 
universities to exploit emerging technologies to maintain 
combat superiority (where the cognitive component will 
be increasingly important). Digitisation is clearly the key 
to maintaining this primacy over competitors for collective 
defence, cooperative security and crisis management while 
improving the ability to anticipate threats and identify 
opportunities (including non-military ones).

It is equally clear that this revolution’s technical 
and technological aspects will require an even greater 
change from an anthropological point of view, probably 
constituting the most significant paradigm shift ever 
imposed on personnel.  It is necessary to avoid the risk 
that the outlined greater invasiveness of the technological 
component in decision-making and planning processes 
pushes towards a passive psychological dependence of the 
human component, which must maintain its central role 
as, and perhaps even more than, in the past. As obvious 
as it may seem, if we look at the social dynamics related 
to the development and spread of Artificial Intelligence 
systems, it becomes clear how this is a real risk, especially 
in the medium-term. Increasingly sophisticated algorithms 
support the AI systems in everyday life, an increasingly 
complete immersion in digital media is now on the way, 
and realities, which today may seem futuristic (such as 
the ‘Metaverse’), will be everyday life and, perhaps, a sixth 
operational domain.
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The Italian Army, like all organizations 
operating in global, complex, and multifaceted 
contexts, must constantly adapt to the 
changing demands of the contemporary 
reality. The evolution of that reality is 
seamless, sometimes immediate, with often, 
unavoidable effects on the military. The 
awareness of the challenge represented 
by the evolution of so-called Emerging 
& Disruptive Technologies (EDT) has 
resulted in an increased focus on disruptive 
technologies in the military.

Since the civilian world has long 
served as a technological testbed in areas 
considered to be of significant interest to the 
military, such as those of artificial intelligence 
and autonomy, the Army has actively and 
consistently sought to create synergies with 
industry, small and medium-sized enterprises, 
and start-ups, as well as with research centres 
and academia. 

To that end, in February 2021, the Army 
presented a document entitled PROSPECTA 
to the leadership of major Italian industrial 

groups and academia. PROSPECTA outlines a 
plan for joint investigation and ongoing, open 
collaboration so that the Army can, through 
innovation, enhance ideas and research 
projects that contribute to the Army's security 
and effectiveness. 

With this interaction, the Army regains 
the ability to express in a more precise and 
structured way its need to ensure depth of 
vision on medium and long-term planning 
process to the world of research and industry.

In addition, in order to understand the 
modes of operation and deployment, and the 
adoption of robotic and autonomous systems 
through the experimentation campaign, the 
Army has initiated a process involving cycles 
of conceptual development and iterative and 
incremental experimentation called Concept 
Development & Experimentation (CD&E).

Finally, in 2021, the Army actively 
supported all Defence-sponsored initiatives 
related to the permeability of new 
technological trends for the direct benefit 
of the Armed Forces and contributed to the 
definition of the joint strategy on the impact 
of EDTs on Defence.

EMERGING AND DISRUPTIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES [EDTs]
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The cyber domain is revolutionising the 
way in which military operations are planned 
and executed owing to its effect on factors 
such as space and time, which have always 
characterised the traditional battlefield. The 
domain continues to grow in prominence 
and is exponentially proportional to the 
use of and dependence on information and 
telecommunication technologies of armies.

Our potential opponents may therefore 
take actions to compromise the integrity 
of data/information systems that are key 
to the conduct of operations and critical 
infrastructure. Such actions, which are highly 
cost-effective, are conducted in cyberspace 
and the electromagnetic spectrum, and 
pose serious risks on the operations of 
the Commands and units. Such a threat is 
therefore, one of the most effective tools 
of asymmetric and cross-cutting combat. 
State actors, irregular forces, criminal groups 
or individuals can use it and attribution 
of responsibility is often complicated by 
the heterogeneity of cyberspace and 
anonymization. 

Likewise, thanks to the cybernetic 
dimension, incapacitating effects can be 
achieved without the need to employ lethal 
tools and thus “without firing a shot."

Since 2018, the Army has embarked 
on a complex program to enhance its 
comprehensive cyber defence capabilities. 
The program covers the acquisition of all 
materials for monitoring, analysing, and 
responding to cyber events and attacks, 
as well as training and qualification of 
personnel as “cyber operators".

In addition, construction work on the new 
facility designed to house the Headquarters 
of the Cyber Security Battalion has recently 
been completed. The facility is equipped 

with, among other things, a Classified 
Communications Centre, and a cyber defence 
training laboratory. 

At the same time, the training of the 
Computer Incident Response Teams (CIRTs) 
throughout Italy and the Cyber Security 
Teams of Signal Regiments was enhanced. 
The effort focuses mainly on the human 
component before the material component.

Likewise, the Army has initiated structured 
cooperation with academia in the field of 
cyber security. Specific agreements have 
been signed with two prestigious universities 
to offer students the opportunity to carry out 
internships at an Italian Army Unit.

Students will have the opportunity to 
do a hands-on internship at the Army C4 
Command in Rome, where they will get to see 
the management of the Army's main Data 
Centre and the Army's Security Operation 
Centre/Computer Incident Response Team 
(SOC/CIRT - EI), at which a few industrial 
players also operate. 

Through such agreements, which are 
mutually beneficial to the parties, knowledge 
and experience can be shared. In addition,  
such civil-militay cooperation represents a 
virtuous example of a “Country System" in 
which Defence, and thus the Army, plays a 
leading role in developing the national cyber 
capability. 

CYBER
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The current geopolitical context requires 
the ability to monitor, over time, not only national 
and physical spaces but also those dominated by 
technology, such as cyber space. The entire state 
apparatus is called upon to provide a joint response 
and one of the decisive enabling factors will be the 
persistent interconnection, through a collaborative 
network, of the military and civilian sectors, both 
public and private. Therefore, the challenges awaiting 
our Army are multiple and complex. They require 
coordinated and synergistic efforts by everyone in a 
joint, inter-agency, international and multi-domain 
perspective.

In the procurement sector, the activity of the 
General Secretariat of Defence, in accordance with 
the four missions assigned to the Armed Forces - 
defence of the state, defence and protection of the 
Euro-Atlantic and Mediterranean areas, contribution 
to international peace and security, and support to 
other ministries of the state - will continue to focus, 
also in favour of the Army, on conventional and dual-
use armaments programmes.

Dual use technologies can be applied both 
in the civil and military fields and help develop and 
produce innovation, satisfying a multitude of demands 
that today cannot be separated from the adoption 
of adequate support policies that also require a 
change of approach/strategy or, better still, a change 
of mentality. In this sense, civil-military technology 

transfer should be extended to the same development 
models of civil society with the aim of adopting the 
open innovation model into the military world.

The development and availability of an 
increasingly solid, modern and efficient industrial 
and technological base, to which both large groups 
and small and medium-sized enterprises contribute, 
is essential for the defence and security system and 
for Italy to gain its rightful international position. 
Moreover, the defence potential of a nation has 
always depended not only on the operational 
capabilities of its Armed Forces, but also on the 
technological level and production capabilities of its 
industrial system. In other words, the defence industry 
plays a fundamental role within a country system 
which includes the capabilities of the armed forces, 
the presence of companies on international markets, 
protection of labour and the constant modernisation 
of national technological assets, allowing Italy to 
aspire to a relevant international position. We have 
the task of dealing with this vital and dynamic reality, 
contributing to its further strengthening, promoting 
synergy at the national level and helping rationalise 
the industrial system to make it more competitive in 
international contexts.
Rationalisation is necessary! The search for a 
structure to make the current complex industrial 
organisation more efficient is a determining factor to:
• ensure greater effectiveness of programme 

Secretary General of Defence/
National Armaments Director
Lt. Gen. Luciano PORTOLANO

SGD-DNA
perspective
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management towards the customer;
• acquire greater competitiveness in the sector in an 

international context.
An improved industrial system’s efficiency can reduce:
• sevelopment, production and maintenance 

costs with consequent economic benefits for the 
customers;

• response times from the supplier/producer to the 
final customer.

This vision begins to take shape thanks to new 
industrial collaboration projects at a national level 
and through forms of collaboration in international 
contexts. 

This approach is also in line with the progressive 
change in the model promoted by the European 
Union in favour of the Common Defence and Security 
Policy (CDSP). In addition to the cooperation of military 
forces - as already happens in European-led missions 
and operations - cooperation of the Member States 
at the industrial level has been added. Research and 
technological innovation are the levers to develop 
cutting-edge assets and materials to obtain greater 
autonomy for the industrial base of the ‘Old Continent’, 
which is still excessively fragmented.

It is plain to see that the development and spread 
of new technologies is the main engine of the growth 
processes of advanced economies, which today 
are increasingly based on knowledge and dynamic 
competition. It has been proved that the part of 
investments in research and innovation, concentrated 
in the high-tech sectors, can activate interaction with 
other sectors of the production system and huge 
knowledge spill-over effects on economic activities. 
For these reasons, the high-tech sectors, such as 
defence and security, play a crucial role as an engine 
of competitiveness and development.

Specifically, the macro-areas of interest for 
research and innovation are technological aggregates 
that the Italian Defence General Staff renews annually 
and will concern the Army in particular. Among these 
aggregates, we find:
1.  innovative technologies of Intelligence Surveillance 

Reconnaissance (ISR) and information distribution 

through innovative Command and Control systems;
2.  autonomous systems, artificial intelligence, 

navigation safety and security and related sensor 
systems, autonomous weapon systems;

3.  satellite technologies;
4.  cyber security, cryptography and big data analysis;
5.  enhancement of soldier’s capabilities and 

protection and veteran’s support;
6.  defence technologies - sensors, devices, weapon 

systems, ammunition and innovative materials;
7.  technologies for sustainability, energy resilience 

and infrastructure.
These aggregates, which constitute the so-

called new technological paradigms, are fully 
comparable to the so-called EDT (Emerging & 
Disruptive Technologies) identified within NATO and 
the European Union.

In a context of constantly evolving financial 
resources, the General Secretariat of Defence/National 
Armaments Directorate, in line with the contents 
of the Italian “Defence Industrial Policy Directive", 
is working out some of the possible technological 
trends, which, starting from the capability gaps, have 
the purpose of channelling technological progress 
along three mutually connected axis: technological 
(what), economic-financial (what resources) and 
organisational (how), suitably harmonised in a 
medium-term programme. These axis, not exclusively 
linked to mere research, have a double objective: 
on the one hand, to ensure the achievement of 
specific technological objectives by aggregating the 
academic-scientific and industrial excellence present 
on the national territory and optimising human and 
financial resources; on the other hand to increase 
the competitiveness of the country system in terms 
of know-how, development, production and supply of 
high-tech systems.
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The Army infrastructure is 
predominantly comprised of old 
buildings that no longer meet the 
needs of a modern and efficient 
Army.

Therefore, in recent decades 
the Army has been carrying out a 
complex process of rationalization, 
enhancement and sale of real 
estate that no longer is needed and 
doesn't meet the military’s current 
needs. This is in order to:
1. reduce both the fixed costs and 

the considerable management 
costs of the Army real estate, 
using those savings to 
maintain the remaining Army’s 
infrastructure;

2. bring together several 
operational units in modern 
facilities, possibly in the vicinity 
of important training sites/firing 
ranges, on which to base the 
future of the Army infrastructure, 
thus improving its functionality 
by eliminating duplication of 
functions and services;

3. invest ordinary budgetary 
resources into the modernising/
strengthening of the Army main 
infrastructure;

4. d e c o m m i s s i o n / e n h a n c e 

infrastructures no longer needed 
for institutional purposes in 
order to obtain additional 
resources for the Army.
Concurrently, the multi-year 

"CASERME VERDI" (“Eco-friendly 
Barracks”) initiative aims to 
completely renovating the Army 
buildings, making them more 
efficient whilst simultaneously 
combining the desired operational 
and management standards with 
a  greater level of comfort for the 
Army personnel and their families 
on the military bases.

Infrastructure
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Infrastructure 1       
The Army has continued to rationalize its 
infrastructure and has sold properties no longer 
necessary for institutional purposes, reducing 
the number of the Army properties to the 
current level of 1,634 buildings.

“Eco-friendly Barracks" 2    
This project - which involves 28 districts and 
will be progressively extended to all the Army’s 
main infrastructures — aims at creating new-
generation military bases that are functional, 
designed according to criteria inspired by 
modularity, quick to construct, have low 
environmental impact and maintenance costs, 
and of course are fully compliant with current 
laws (anti-seismic/safety in the workplace/
energy efficiency).
An additional novel element is that it is not 
only the military community that will benefit 
from these specific projects, but also the local 
population who will be able to enjoy the socio-
recreational and sports areas in the new bases.  
This will promote the process of social inclusion, 
contribute to the integration of the military with 
the local community and institutions and help 
to regenerate urban areas by improving their 
liveability and safety.
As part of the "Caserme Verdi" program, 
the research project M.I.R.R.A.A.L. (Modulo 
Infrastrutturale per la Rapida Realizzazione di 
Alloggi e Ambienti di Lavoro — Infrastructural 
Module for the Rapid Construction of 
Houses and Workplaces) has continued in 

“Eco-friendly Barracks" 
is an initiative aimed at 
having new-generation 
military bases suitable for a 
modern	and	efficient	Army	
and represents a great 
opportunity both for Defence 
and for the entire country.

collaboration with "La Sapienza" University 
and the national industry.  This building system 
is based on a steel "elementary load bearing 
module" that is modular, flexible, simple to 
assemble by engineer units with "field" capability 
(also in operational theatres and in situations 
of disasters and emergencies). In addiction, it 
has very high energy performance levels and is 
compliant with anti-seismic laws.
A prototype of a residential building, intended to 
house 64 soldiers or 16 small families, is under 
construction at the Cecchignola Military District  
(Rome) by the “field" engineer component of the 
6th Pioneers Engineer Regiment.  This is the first 
step to test the procedures, technical solutions 
and capabilities that can be replicated in other 
buildings and barracks.  

M.I.R.R.A.A.L.

TYPES BUILDINGS

BASIC
MODULE
Vertical 

connection
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Building returned

to the State-owned

10  Fortifications
  2  Various installation
  5  Barracks
  3  Building/houses

Bellinzago
Novarese [NO] Milano

Gorizia

PiacenzaTorino

Fossano [CN]

Udine
Casarsa della Delizia [PN]

Venezia

Cagliari

Modena

Forlì

Cesano [RM]

Pisa

Foggia

Bari

Torre Veneri [LE]

Palermo

Capua [CE]

Napoli
Persano [SA]

Nocera Inferiore [SA]

Messina

Capo Teulada [SU]

Candiolo [TO]

3

5

4

Roma 1

Pordenone

6

2

Bologna

PERIOD OF 
INVESTMENT

15/20
years

INVESTMENT
BUDGET

1,500
!M

1 CECCHIGNOLA military city 

2 LA COMINA district

3 SERNIA and PEDONE barracks

4 SALOMONE barracks

5 DALLA CHIESA and PEROTTI barracks

DE GENNARO barracks 6

1,634 buildings

Total does not include:
Defensive works/various installation  |  Permanent fortification   |   State-owned areas

797
Buildings/houses

447 
ITA Army barracks27%

390 
Used by other Armed Forces24%

49%
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Energy	efficiency
The "green" commitment of the Army 
continues to ensure the development of 
the principles of environmental protection 
and energy efficiency within the ongoing 
infrastructural and modernization programmes, 
partly implemented in the “Eco-friendly 
Barracks" project in line with Defence policy. 
In particular, as part of the activities aimed at 
implementing the Defence Energy Strategy 
plan, inspired by the national objectives of 
energy sustainability/resilience and reduction 
of emissions, the Army – which has adopted its 
own governance and energy policy document - 
has launched a series of initiatives. These include 
a survey of the energy consumption data of 
military structures and the implementation 
of an energy diagnosis plan. This plan is aimed 
at renovating the Army’s energy infrastructure 
and upgrading it to the “smart military districts” 
model on which the Army works closely with 
the Defence Task Force for the “Development 
of Properties, Energy and Environment”.

Modernisation 
A new residential complex was built at the 
“Mercanti" barracks in Milan in order to 
increase the accommodation capacity of the 
barracks as well as the general well-being of 
military personnel employed in the Homeland 
Security Operation “Strade Sicure".
This project was cost a total of € 3.2 million 
and was carried out by the field engineers 
component of the Railway Engineer Regiment.  
It consists of two, two-storey buildings with 64 
lodgings and a total of 128 beds.  Compared 
to the similar “twin" structure built in 2020 at 
the “Annibaldi" barracks in Milan, it features 
enhanced architectural elements such as 
balconies and sliding sunscreen barriers to 
improve the comfort of personnel and internal 
and external vertical architectural elements to 
counter the spread of Covid-19.

Fixed costs (water, electricity 
and gas utilities) !90.8M! 52%

Minor maintenance of the 
barracks !37.3M! 22%

Routine maintenance 
of infrastructure !21.6M* 12%

Heating fuels !14.9M! 9%

Maintenance of facilities 
and machinery !8.6M! 5%

*The financial resources earmarked for 
regular maintenance also includes the 
resources earmarked for the housing units 
of the “Military Housing Restoration Plan".
For the Financial Year 2022 the allocation 
of funds equals that of 2021.

!173.2M
Maintenance

The assignment - requested for € 208.1 
million — was totally distributed to the Army’s 
peripheral bodies leaving no “budgetary 
savings" and was divided as follows: 

Modernisation 
and renovation !52.4M! 76%

Non-routine  
maintenance !13.8M! 20%

Environmental and 
asbestos remediation !2.1M! 3%

Seismic checks !0.7M 1%

!69M
Investment

The resources made available for the Army 
as a whole are divided as follows:

Financial resources were allocated as 
follows to the following infrastructure 
projects: 
• barracks 65%
• family accommodation  30%
• Educational Institutes 5%
For the financial year 2022, funds allocated 
amount to € 119 million.

INFRASTRUCTURAL BUDGET
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"Mercanti" Barracks

M.I.R.R.A.L.

New residential complex 
in Milan. 64 lodgings and 
128 beds for personnel 
deployed in Homeland 
Security Operation "Strade 
Sicure".
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Housing  3  
Personnel housing is a fundamental resource 
for the Army and increasing its availability is one 
of the main objectives that the Armed Force 
pursues with firmness and conviction.
In particular, the Army continues to make every 
effort to increase and redevelop housing 
facilities in order to meet the needs of its 
personnel and improve the well-being of their 
families whilst also reducing the costs for the 
Military Administration.
With this in mind, the Army General Staff 
introduced the concept of the “hospitality 
contract" with the aim of extending the 
reimbursement scheme, pursuant to art. 1, 
paragraph 3 of the law of 29 March 2001, n. 86 
(reimbursement of 90% of the monthly rent 
paid for private accommodation) - in the case of 
personnel relocation - for “hospitality” contracts 
as well as for leases.
Housing facilities include:
 ∙ Service Members' Houses Temporary 
accommodation for military families - AST;

 ∙ Service Members’ Houses connected with 
Office - ASI;

 ∙ Free Service Members’ Houses for 
Quartermasters and Keepers - ASGC;

 ∙ Service Members’ Houses connected with 
Office, with annexed reception rooms - ASIR.

In additon, the Army also offers:
 ∙ Service Members’ Houses for the logistical 
needs of military personnel in transit and 
family members on occasional visits- APP;

 ∙ Collective Service Members’ Accommodation 
- ASC.

Support agencies  
for military families  
The Support Agencies project was conceived 
and developed  by The Army General Staff in 
order to effectively assist soldiers who relocate, 
thus ensuring that they and their families are 
well prepared to cope with their new personal 
and professional environment. 
This initiative, which has aroused great interest 
among military personnel, consists of a National 

Support Agency, 20 Regional Agencies and 
234 Sub-Agencies and has the specific task 
of providing transferred personnel with all the 
necessary support to help with their inclusion 
into their "new" social fabric (e.g. search for 
accommodation, health care, schools, nursery 
schools, recreational activities, sports facilities, 
commercial offers, etc.).
This is in the belief that providing military 
personnel with the best conditions possible 
increases motivation, the spirit of service and, 
consequently, the operational output of the 
Army.

The increase in housing 
availability is one of the main 
objectives that the Army 
pursues	with	firmness	and	
conviction.
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3

9,113 Housing units

6,593

2,388

131

1

1,264

AST

ASI

ASGC

ASIR

These will be alienated according to the law, because they 
are no longer functional to institutional needs and therefore 
are no longer useful to the Army.

divided by category

divided by consumers

divided by distribution

2,756
Operational Forces Command-North
30%

2,101
Alpine Troops Command

23%

2,807
Capital Military Command

31%

1,449
Operational Forces Command-South
16%

33%
3,083

27%
2,359

37%
3,414

3%
257

reusable

users «sine titulo»
 458 Officers  [168]
 1,501 NCOs  [660]
 211 Other Ranks  [17]
 189 Civilians/other Armed Forces  [91]
[...] protected: for categories deserving  
protection according to current law

unusable
 2,396 To be renovated
 1,013 To be alienate
 5 Transferred to other 
  Administrations

users «in titulo»
 970 Officers 
 971 NCOs
 1,051 Other Ranks  
 91 Civilians/other Armed Forces

of which



As part of the initiatives undertaken in the 
infrastructure sector, many activities have been 
underway for some time to rationalise and adapt the 
Army infrastructure to the operational needs of the 
military, making the infrastructure more modern, safe 
and efficient.

The current challenge is to envisage and launch, 
without delay, long-term programmes, such as initiatives 
specific to the infrastructure sector. It is necessary to be 
aware of the financial magnitude of these programmes' 
and the constant updating of the needs due to the 
natural evolution of the operational and technological 
components over time.

The Army infrastructure consists of buildings 
primarily located in the historic city centres, subject to 
architectural and preservation limitations. These old 
buildings are no longer adequate for the real needs of a 
modern and effective army. A rationalisation plan has 
therefore been developed to identify the infrastructures 
which are no longer useful for institutional purposes and 
start their promotion and dismissal process. Resources 
will no longer be dispersed to maintain buildings which 
are no longer needed but will be concentrated on fewer 
structures to make them more efficient and compliant 
with modern standards.

Maintenance will be dedicated to fully adapting 
infrastructures to ensure they comply with sector 
regulations and in order to achieve efficiency levels 
consistent with the national energy sustainability 
objectives.

It is also essential to promote and implement a 
solid renovation of real estate portfolios through the 
construction of new infrastructures that already meet 
the desired criteria of functionality, compliance with 
current regulations, cost-effectiveness of management, 
and reduced environmental footprint. The ‘Eco-
friendly Barracks’ initiative is fully part of this line: its 
first pilot project was awarded in 2021 and involves 
the construction of a new base at the "La Comina" 
Compound in San Quirino (PN), an area of about 80 
hectares which today includes only a few training 
facilities.

After an initial phase in which the transformation 
of 28 barracks housing the headquarters of operational 
units is planned, the initiative will gradually be extended 
to all the main Army infrastructures, including logistical 
and educational hubs. This will become the innovative 
model the Army uses to combine the sought-after high 
operational and management standards with vastly 
improved living standards for military personnel and 
their families.

The latter is an urban and social function whose 
boundaries will not be limited to the military community 
but, hopefully, extended to neighbouring communities 
through the sharing with citizens and local institutions 
of the adjoining unclassified training areas or 
infrastructures, with the aim of achieving full integration 
and synergy with civil society.

The need to ensure the well-being of personnel 
also requires redevelopment of the housing estate. 
This planning is included in the so-called Military 
Housing Restoration Plan and is drawn up according 
to criteria similar to those adopted for barracks. In this 
way, all the service housing/accommodations that 
need significant infrastructural interventions will soon 
be usable.

To give depth to these projects, the 
reorganisation process of the infrastructure sector, 
launched in 2020 to ensure the unitary vision and 
effective and sustainable management of the sector, 
must be completed in compliance with the diversity and 
complexity of operational, training, logistical, territorial 
and training needs of the Army.

This reorganisation has highlighted, among other 
things, the need for the Army to have specially trained, 
updated and specialised personnel in this sector.

The Army will follow these challenging lines of 
action by re-engineering processes with a rigorous 
mathematical approach, even those to meet new 
operational needs, developing and supporting a 
renewed logistical and infrastructural awareness, in the 
belief that within a modern, safe, efficient building, the 
dynamism of the Army can be fully developed.
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Organisation
In 2021 the Army continued to 
rationalise the Land Component 
by pursuing two main objectives: to 
progressively realign Army manning 
to meet the constraints imposed by 
law 244/2012 and also to streamline 
the organisation in order to speed 
up decision-making processes.
The Army is organised into five 
functional areas: Operational, 
Logistical, Infrastructural, Training, 
and Territorial. The coordination and 
management of these functional 
areas has been decentralised from 
the Army General Staff to the Higher 
Commands in order to simplify and 
optimise the Command and Control 
structures whilst simultaneously 
maintaining the operational 
capabilities of the Army.
In 2021, more than 70 bodies were 
effected by the the reorganisation 
measures. The most significant are:
 ∙ the reconfiguration of the 
28th “Pavia" operational 
communications regiment;

 ∙ the merger of specific 
Organisational Support Units 
within the Army Logistics 
Command;

 ∙ the reorganisation of the Cadet 
Regiment within the Military 
Academy of Modena following 

the wider revision of education 
and training for Commissioned 
Officers;

 ∙ the transfer of authority over some 
Infrastructure Management Units 
in line with the plan to reorganise  
the Army infrastructure.

119
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US General George Smith PATTON said, "A 
good plan violently executed is better than a perfect 
plan executed next week". Although made during the 
Second World War, this statement not only retains 
its full validity today but, if possible, takes on greater 
significance in the modern contexts in which the Army 
operates.

Organisations generate “plans" for solving the 
problems they are called upon to address and manage, 
whether operational or not. Among the essential 
characteristics of the elements of an organisation are 
speed of processes, adaptability, resilience, and ability 
to react to external actions or adaptiveness. These 
characteristics are obviously declined in different ways 
according to the level of complexity of the organisation.

Complex organizations are distinguished by a 
larger or smaller number of structures assigned to carry 
out different functions. In a graphical representation 
of these elements - ORGANISATION TABLE - the 
continuous lines connecting the different organisational 
units typically lead us to believe that there is almost 
an exclusive one-to-one correlation between them 
(whether they are represented as straight lines or as 
linear equations with two unknowns which admit only 
one solution for each value of one of the two function 
variables, e.g., y = ax + b).

It is nothing more than a graphic simplification 
that does not reveal the complexity of the relationships 
generated within or involving a structure or the 
processes underlying them. I like to say that the best 
mathematical visualisation of this intertwining of 
connections is a system of differential equations (the 
model of complexity we are dealing with produces 
infinite solutions even when its has defined values of 
one of the variables).

Functions and processes represent the essence 
of organisations. Their analysis - intimately related 
– completely defines that organisation: its speed of 
action, its adaptability, its strengths, its weaknesses, and 
in short, its ability to carry out the assigned missions.

There has always been a debate on the type of 
organisation best suited to respond to the challenges 

of modern scenarios (in times of peace, crisis, conflict 
and hybrid situations). There has always been a debate 
on the organisational structure which best responds 
to the challenges posed by modern (operational 
and otherwise) scenarios: hierarchical, hierarchical-
functional, project-based, matrix, hybrid, etc. Often 
however, one loses sight of the “motor" of the 
organisation, in other words, the processes underlying 
the functioning of an organisation: the procedures.

As the reference scenario changes, the Army has 
always found a solution by modifying its structures; 
for example, in the period from 2000 to 2021, the 
Army was affected by as many as 46 organisational 
regulations of various kinds (constitutions, transfers 
of authority, transfers of functions, etc.). An average 
of two regulations per year often overlapped, even 
substantially, with reorganisation processes yet to be 
completed.

Stability over time, i.e. structural coherence, is 
an unavoidable condition for the correct functioning 
of an organisation and the complex elements which 
compose it. First, the processes and the relationships 
between the different organisational units need time to 
consolidate and become effective and, subsequently, 
efficient. On the other hand, continuous change 
inevitably generates a condition of stress, if not crisis. 
The most suitable tool for adapting an organisational 
structure to the constant changes of the scenario, to 
the achievement of specific objectives (contingent and 
otherwise) is to act on the relationships which govern 
the processes, in other words, on the procedures. 
Just as a complex Command in operations develops 
a set of procedures (Standing Operating Procedure-
SOP, Standing Operating Instruction-SOI) to deal with 
specific contingencies, reorganising itself internally 
without any changes to the general structure taking 
place, the organisational structures, in the same way - 
especially at the top level - must act on their internal 
procedures to be ever more faithful to their mission, 
reacting to changes by governing them and not 
subjecting to them.

Focus: organizational structures

Lt. Gen. Gaetano ZAUNER
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THE CONTEXT
The international scene is undergoing a profound, 

rapid transformation, partly triggered and certainly amplified 
by the pandemic emergency, which anticipated the onset of 
confrontations, conflicts and fracture lines, exacerbating pre-
existing crises and feeding new ones.

It is not only the stability of the delicate geopolitical 
balances which arouses concerns but also the long-term 
consequences, even indirect ones such as economic 
divergence, social imbalances, the vulnerability of the most 
fragile states, tensions within industrialised ones with the 
potential to degenerate into violent forms of individual 
and collective unease, renewed activism of some states, 
extensive use of the so-called proxy war, market volatility with 
consequent possible financial and energy shocks, etc.

The pandemic also highlighted the vulnerability of 
international organisations, which were slow to understand 
the phenomenon’s complexity and breadth and respond 
consistently and effectively. This raises doubts as to the ability 
of the international system to withstand further extended and 
prolonged shocks.

Therefore, the resulting security framework is strongly 
altered in terms of the time and extent of the phenomena and 
has direct and indirect repercussions on defence and security 
policy, on the protection of national strategic interests and, in 
the long term, on the role and capability of the military.

As the Italian Prime Minister reiterated at the G7 
Summit in Carbis Bay on 12 - 13 June 2021, the area of priority 
strategic interest, not only for Italy but for global security, 
is the "enlarged Mediterranean", which stands out for the 
sinusoidal trend of the conditions of stability. The currently 
dormant Libyan crisis, the political and institutional instability 
of the Central and Eastern sector and the worsening of the 

crisis in Lebanon are all signs suggesting that the area’s 
stability is getting worse. There are also signs that migratory 
flows are starting up again.

Ultimately, the bipolar confrontation, based on Russian 
assertiveness, integrates (but does not replace) a multitude of 
situations, which take on different shapes and sizes, depending 
on the geopolitical sector in which they develop, and the 
actors involved. The symmetry of conflicts, increasingly 
blurred at the edges, gives way to hybrid confrontations, which 
go beyond the military dimension and often do not reach the 
threshold of conflict intensity, connoting themselves with 
increasing frequency in crisis, difficult to interpret, and often 
played out also (but not exclusively) in emerging domains 
(cyber and space in the first place), which, if not interpreted 
and managed well, can lead to wars and armed conflicts.

President Biden's foreign policy is rapidly taking 
shape. The United States (in addition to others) is shifting 
its priority interests to the Indo-Pacific area due to China’s 
much more prominent role. This opens up a new theatre of 
confrontation for which the Atlantic Alliance does not seem 
equipped. In this sense, the recent Aukus agreement with the 
UK and Australia suggests that a network of variable military, 
economic and strategic alliances could emerge to contain Xi 
Jinping's China, which for the first time is openly indicated as 
the most insidious strategic rival.

Despite being hit by the emergency, Russia and Turkey 
have been able to numb the effects of the pandemic and 
accelerate the execution of their respective power plans. 
Ankara is on the offensive in all areas of its interest: from 
the Caucasus to the Middle East, from the Horn of Africa to 
Libya; in the Mediterranean and Central and Balkan Europe, 
it also proposes itself as an unavoidable interlocutor for the 
European Union, also on confessional issues in the Muslim 

The Army 
for the future
Military Advisor to the 
President of the Council of Ministers
Lt. Gen. Luigi Francesco 
DELEVERANO
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world. Russian activism has had a marked acceleration, 
leading Moscow to expand its military presence and political 
influence in all the crisis areas of the enlarged Mediterranean, 
moving dangerously close to the southern borders of NATO.

The national military will essentially have to face a 
double challenge, in some respects antithetical. On the 
one hand, to initiate a profound renewal to take part in 
the technological confrontation which is already partially 
underway, on the other hand, to maintain the capability to 
operate boots on the ground in low-tech and low-medium 
intensity theatres in areas of priority national strategic 
interest: the Euro-Mediterranean Region and the contiguous 
areas, the Balkans, Maghreb (with specific reference to Libya), 
Sahel, Horn of Africa, as well as the Middle East and the 
Arabian Peninsula.

WHICH ARMY?
In recent years, the Army has undergone significant 

de-manning, which has not been accompanied by an 
adequate overhaul of the Army’s structure. The lack of a valid 
Operational Command and the redundancy of organisational 
levels, which do not always correspond to an adequate 
decision-making capacity, will require much attention.

Furthermore, from an organisational point of view, 
there is no doubt that joint deployment (and in the future, 
multi-domain) and international organisations (primarily 
NATO and EU) are becoming increasingly important in terms 
of capability development, innovative thinking, management 
of operations, program development and, more generally, 
defence policy. However, these complex environments 
require competence, experience, linguistic knowledge and 
vision. Therefore, our ability to create professional profiles 
to be employed in this field will be crucial for our Army to 
develop.

The boundary between defence and security has 
thinned to the point of predicting mutual invasions of the field. 
It is no longer a question of providing personnel to contribute 
to the protection of the territory; it will be necessary to 
develop the ability to influence and communicate. The Army 
will have to remain (or become) relevant in emerging domains, 
be equipped with technical and infrastructural capabilities 
to support political decisions, which are indispensable 
in hybrid confrontation, enhance predictive intelligence 
capabilities, and carry out/manage strategic targeting based 
on system targeting solutions (military, economic, strategic 
communication, cyber, etc.). Also, in this case, the result is an 
all-out revolution which will require network architectures, 
full multi-domain interoperability, data management, analysis 
and protection skills, the creation of very sophisticated 

professionals and the ability to interact and be perceived by 
institutions and politics as a relevant organisation.

The management mechanisms of a complex 
organisation, the investments and the time required to 
produce effects on the organisation itself far exceed the three-
year mandate of the Single Service Chiefs of Staff. What is 
needed is the stability of direction, which allows programmes 
to be completed, decisions to be made concrete, and the 
structure to accept and digest them. It is, therefore, necessary 
to adopt different organisational and methodological models 
based on a sort of industrial plan shared by a Board of 
Directors, which is put in place by the CEO/Chief of Staff but 
which survives the turnover.

The younger generations are physiologically more 
inclined to innovative thinking and understand change more 
easily and quickly. However, they do not feel actively involved. 
The result is substantial frustration and the organisation’s 
inability to intercept its most intellectually dynamic part. The 
solution, however, cannot be the activation of green phones 
or chats of various kinds. Conversely, it is necessary to learn 
to listen and involve the less experienced personnel, who are 
also less structured and tied to past and obsolete models.

Today we do not train for employment. We like to 
talk about emerging and disruptive technologies, but we 
must shun hyper-technology logic, which winks at the ‘nerd’ 
Commander. Italy's priority area of interest is a low-tech and 
high-conflict continent, the South, where all the threats will 
come from.

We will have to defend ourselves from very 
sophisticated cyber-attacks, attempts to hit, damage or de-
orbit a satellite, on the one hand, and violent and radicalised 
extremist organisations that will take us back to the stone age, 
on the other. Pursuing the technological model at all costs as 
an alternative to the Soldier Commander is misleading: we will 
have to understand the technology and know how to use it, 
and we will be unlikely to design it. This requires a rethinking 
of our approach to training. More flexibility and adaptability 
are needed as the environment changes more quickly than 
our organisation. An organisation that lets itself be surprised 
and cannot understand and anticipate change is doomed to 
failure and irrelevance. However, we must not neglect our 
relevant memoirs.

Decisions must be useful and strategic more than 
necessary. Selection and evaluation of personnel, the 
definition of priorities and the skills to be equipped with (or 
to renounce), and understanding of the medium-long term 
consequences of our decisions ("second and third order of 
consequences") should guide the most relevant choices of 
our Army.
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Financial year 2021 was heavily 
impacted by the pandemic which 
caused a significant reprogramming 
of planned activities. This was due 
to the Army needs to deploy all of 
its health and logistical structures 
in order to help the national health 
facing the challenges arising from 
the epidemiological emergency and 
in order to fully support the efforts 
made in carrying out the massive 
vaccination campaign. 

The resources assigned and 
then predominantly redirected 
to support the activities of the 
COVID-19 Commissioner’s structure, 
were only just sufficient for the 
Army’s routine maintenance and 
preparation of the land forces, with 
the exception of certain  subsectors, 
such as maintenance, which are still 
underfunded

In addition, the current method 
of allocating resources and funds to 
the Operational Sector is strongly 
linked to the commitments forecast 
to be carried out during the year 
(particularly for those dedicated to 
Out-of-Area activities), and heavily 
penalizes the units/assets not 
earmarked for use in operations. 
This creates significant difficulties 
in ensuring an adequate volume 

of resources are allocated to the 
remaining units (about 70% of 
the operational component) so 
that they are able to achieve and 
maintain the necessary levels of 
readiness / training expected of 
them, regardless of their expected 
commitments throughout the year.

Despite the need to keep the 
Army operational and efficient, the 
Army’s Modernization and Renewal 
programs, which have become 
indispensable in countering the 
widespread issues (and general 
wear and tear) associated with 
aging equipment and vehicle 
fleets, often show a certain level of 
inertia in the initial phase. This is 
due to both the lack of multi-year 
depth of the resources assigned, 
and to compelling organizational 
difficulties still present within the 
spending process.

To deal with the various issues, 
the Army, in addition to launching 
important reorganization initiatives 
aimed at those stakeholders 
interested in the spending process, 
has carried out and concluded 
important efficiency-enhancing 
activities. These include the 
elimination of the debt for the 
non-payment of water, electricity, 

Budget
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Budget Law
The financial resources allocated in 2021 for the Army amounted to € 5,941 million, which, compared 
to the previous financial year, shows an overall increase of 3.48%.

Compared to 2020

+1.5%

71 M€
+5%

28 M€
Increase linked to the uplift in 

funds allocated to strengthening 
Military Healthcare (+ €26M).

+39.3%

101 M€
Increase linked to the transfer  

of funds - previously allocated to  
General Secretariat of Defence - to a new 

heading for the payment of utilities.

2021
PERSONNEL

4,978 M€

84%

MANAGEMENT INVESTMENT

606 M€

10%

357 M€

6%

and gas bills, and a review of the methods for 
calculating the TARI tax, making it possible to 
obtain significant savings and redirecting them 
to other expenditure areas.  However, the picture 
outlined still does not represent the desired 
objective, i.e. to achieve a balance between 

the resources set aside for the maintenance/
preparation of the Army units and those set 
aside for the modernization and renewal of the 
Land Forces.

The	trend	confirms	the	continued	
underfunding of the Management Sector.
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Management component     
The Management component is the component that includes the expenses related to the 
functionality and operation of the Armed Force, namely its preparation, employment at home and 
abroad and reconditioning. For 2021, the volume of resources allocated to this component amounts 
to approximately € 843 million, a slight increase compared to 2020.

The Management Component is inextricably 
linked to ad hoc funds related to abroad and 
at home commitments.

1. the trend in the volume 
of the resources for this 
component with € 843 
million, a slight increase 
compared to 2020. In 
general, from 2012 to 
today, the Management 
component has suffered a 
decrease in funding of 15%.

2. the constant importance 
of the resources allocated 
to overseas missions 
in the Management 
Component, highlighting 
the chronic thinning of 
the functioning heading of 
the Armed Forces’ Budget, 
mainly absorbed by fixed 
costs, which remains 
increasingly tied to ad 
hoc funds connected to 
commitments overseas 
and at home. 

  2021 confirmed:    

904

€M

717 637 606 599 784 750 640 781 843

Trend of Management

Funding of
missions and operations
Comparison between funds related 
to operational commitments and to 
normal operation.

YEAR 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

451

399 410 454

328 333
351

230

397
389

Needs not related to operational commitments  Needs related to operational commitments 

271
€M

384

599 784 750 640 781 843

Budget Law · €357M

Out of Area · €331M
Of which €62.1M [19%] under the  
Budget Law 2021-2023

Homeland Security “Strade Sicure" · €58M

Specific need · €35M
Funds for the payment of mandatory  
charges such as fees utilities and tax 
assessment notices

Additional resources · €62M
They derive from the distribution of funds 
attested to the Italian Defence General Staff 
(excise fund, fund for the purchase of goods 
and services, maintenance fund, etc.)

7%

42%

39%

4%

8%

 !843M
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Reduction	of	fixed	expenses   1  
The serious shortage of funds allocated to meet 
the requirements for “fixed expenses" (water, 
electricity, gas and TARI) resulted in exposure to 
heavy debt that the Army, through a dedicated 
financial repayment plan agreed with the 
General Defence Staff, managed to “eradicate" 
completely at the end of the 2021 Financial 
Year.
The issue was resolved by actively involving 
the main creditors and formulating “unilateral 
proposals" with which to settle the debts of the 
Army’s peripheral bodies. The activity, aimed at 
the total settlement of the previous debt by 31 
December 2021, meant that the Armed Force 
could benefit from:
• the signing of agreements equating to 

approximately €34M in order to “balance and 
write off” total payables equating to €37.7M;

• unplanned funding aimed at the payment of 
a residual €50M debt owed by the Army’s 
peripheral bodies.

To this, one must also add the positive 
repercussions deriving from the "cessation of 
the matter of the dispute" in court. 
From the Financial Year 2021, in parallel with 
the financing of the aforementioned repayment 
plan, and as part of a new procedure for 
financing the individual needs of the Army’s 
bodies, the annual "fixed expenses" requirement 
was adjusted and a strategy launched in order 
to streamline spending on energy, water, and 
gas consumption, thus avoiding higher costs for 
the Defence Administration. 

Investment component   2  
With respect to Modernization, Renewal and 
Support of the Land Forces, 2021 saw the 
launch of various important and long-awaited 
programmes.  Despite this, some fundamental 
projects are still yet to be started,  particularly  
those relating to armoured forces, anti-aircraft 
defence and logistical capabilities. Ongoing 
and important projects relating to heavy forces, 
helicopters and individual equipment must also 
be completed.  In conclusion, it is necessary for 

the Army to ensure a consistent, gradual and 
constant growth of its financial resources 
in order to give greater impetus and overall 
relevance to the Army Modernization and 
Renewal plan.

Other resources
In addition to the financing of the Ministry 
of Defence’s ordinary budget, the Army’s 
Investment component benefits from the 
financial support of the Ministry of Economic 
Development (Mi.S.E.), subject to the realization 
of projects of high technological content and 
of interest to Defense. In 2021 this equated to 
437 M € (+31% compared to 2020) and was 
intended for both exclusive Army programs as 
well as joint and multinational programs.

3
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3

1

During 2021, 
the Italian Army 
eradicated its 
debt, saving itself 
approximately 3 
million euros.

2 Funds allocated to IT Army in relation to Defence

5442012 2,478

8302013 3,395

7532014 2,873

6502015 2,650

4882016 2,193

3842017 2,348

4472018 2,366

2652019 2,100

5782020 3,122

6062021 4,547

Total of Defence Total of ITA Army

Resources in €M

YEAR 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Mi.S.E – ITA Army funds 
€ Million 75 112 293 529 441 452 418 180 333 437

€122M

NEW ATTACK HELICOPTER
Development and acquisition of 48 helicopters up to 2027

€119M

NH-90 HELICOPTER
Acquisition of 60 helicopters up to 2032

€99M

VEHICLE “FRECCIA” 8x8 - AIFV
Acquisition of 630 vehicles up to 2032

€54M

NEW “CENTAURO  2"
Acquisition of 150 vehicles up to 2030

€32M

B1-NT
Up to 2030

€12M

LMTV 2 - NEC
Up to 2021

Completion of 
the digitisation 
programme

Development of new ammunition 
to enhance antiballistic capability 
in medium range air defence system 
of the FSAF family

437
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The Italian Army continued 
to consolidate its role as a leading 
player in a rapidly evolving nation, 
dynamically and passionately 
integrating into society, its culture 
and sport, which this year has been 
a great reason for national pride 
on numerous occasions. Units 
characterized by professionally 
trained personnel, cutting-edge 
resources and experience gained 
in operations abroad are widely 
distributed throughout the national 
territory, creating a solid synergy 
and empathy with the civil society 
sectors which share with them the 
aim of consolidating institutional 
values such as education and sport.

The Army has had the ability to 
develop and consolidate a network 
made up of different associations, 
academic, school, and industry 
sectors by promoting a military 
culture, which serves the country 
and its institutions.

In 2021, on many occasions, 
not least during the 33rd edition of 
the Turin International Book Fair, 
highly topical issues were proposed 
and developed. Although related to 

niche sectors such as technological 
innovation and space, these issues 
are part of the of continuous 
development and adaptation 
process of military forces. As far as 
history is concerned, the Army is 
always a protagonist of excellence 
in contributing to the growth of 
historical culture and values. This 
was clear to see during important 
events that the Army organised 
for the centenary of the “Unknown 
Soldier". The excellent results 
obtained in those sports practiced 
by military athletes who competed 
wearing the Army’s colours at 
the 2020 Tokyo Paralympic and 
Olympic Games are also significant.

Ultimately, it is this vision of 
the Army, which is the symbol 
and substance of our democracy, 
that permeates our society with 
values such as the spirit of sacrifice, 
discipline, and sense of organization.

Culture 
and Society
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Public information 
and communication

Digital communication 1  
In 2021, human and social aggregation continued 
to be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. This 
situation has further highlighted the importance 
of effective digital communications, particularly 
social media, which has been essential for the 
timely communication between the military 
and external entities. The live streaming of 
military ceremonies to family members of the 
participating soldiers that were unable to attend 
is a perfect example of this. 
The Army has continued to amplify its 
institutional message by reaching and increasing 
its target audience and by making the Army's 
communication strategy even more integrated. 
Opening accounts on the LinkedIn platform and 
the Telegram channel has allowed the Army to 
have a presence on high-quality social networks, 
through which it can have a significant impact 
on society and culture by promoting various 
initiatives and sharing the outputs. 
“Radio Esercito” (Army Radio) is a unique tool 
within Defence. It implemented the use of 
podcasts to promote the radio station and 
expand its audience and published interviews 
conducted for the radio programmes “Radio 
Chat" and “Giornalisti di Trincea" (Journalists in the 
Trench) on the Army website and the YouTube 
platform. Furthermore, the dissemination of the 
editorials of the “Rivista Militare" magazine was 
expanded in order to broaden the readership 
and spread military culture more widely.  

Public information 2  
During 2021, the Army's media visibility was 
remarkable. Over 9,500 articles appeared in 
national and local newspapers, periodicals, 
press agencies and on the web with almost all 
of the opinions and comments expressed by the 
media outlets being positive.

In addition, the Army made over 650 radio and 
television appearances, 97% of which were 
positively received. Significantly, the presence 
of “Radio Army" in many events such as “Pitti 
Immagine Uomo", where the Army 1659 brand was 
promoted, “Rimini Wellness" and “Fiera Cavalli" 
has allowed the Army to establish collaborations 
with numerous radio and television stations. As 
a result, various TV and radio reports outlining 
the versatile employment, professionalism, and 
new operational capabilities of the military have 
been aired.
As in 2020, the greatest media success 
was achieved due to the Army’s support to 
state institutions dealing with the Covid-19 
emergency, with particular success achieved 
due to the contribution of the Army in the 
vaccination campaign with the IGEA, EOS, 
MINERVA and ALTHEA operations. In addition, 
training activities and overseas operations, 
particularly Op AQUILA OMNIA, that dealt with 
the evacuation of Afghan citizens, received 
significant media attention. 
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1

YouTube
75,600

Facebook 
835,236 

Instagram 
326,341

Twitter 
102,478

LinkedIn 
15,337

Telegram
849

Social media followers

web sites

INTERNET
www.esercito.difesa.it
users 3,366,516   views 14,476,985

The home page provides more content and is 
visually more interesting. It hosts numerous live 
streaming such as oaths, events, etc.

INTRANET
www.intranet.esercito.difesa.it
users 739,851   views 2,675,233

The new portal has received the appreciation 
of institutional users, reaching weekly peaks of 
about 4,000 daily visits.

2

Web app "E info"

Two years after its launch, the application has recorded 387,900 views, mainly via 
smartphones and tablets, allowing both staff and the general public to enjoy selected 
content and news relating to Army activities.

#esercitodegliitaliani

669 
Radio/Tv services

9,771 
Press/web articles

215 Covid-19 pandemic 2,960
29 Homeland Security Operation “Strade Sicure" 658
67 Activities related to international missions 1,842
46 Clearance of explosive ordnance 434
15 Assistance to the population in cases of disaster relief 281

+18% compared to 2020 +20% compared to 2020
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Promotional activities

Recruitment campaigns 3  
In line with the gradual resumption of activities 
and events during the year following the peak 
of the pandemic, the Army started a gradual 
resumption of promotional recruitment 
activities. In particular, the main events in which 
the Army took part include:
 ∙ Milano Monza – Open Air Motor show;
 ∙ Rally Italia Sardegna and Rally Monza 2021;
 ∙ International Off-Road Racing Series 
Xtreme-E (Capo Teulada shooting range);

 ∙ International Motor Days (Civitanova Marche);
 ∙ Lucca Comics and Games (Lucca);
 ∙ Roma Race for the cure;
 ∙ Rimini Wellness;
 ∙ Pitti Uomo Immagine (Florence);
 ∙ World Endurance Championship  (Autodromo 
Nazionale Monza);

 ∙ History of a Style HOAS (Torino);
 ∙ International Book Fair (Turin);
 ∙ Tennis and Friends . Health and Sport (Rome 
and Turin).

Furthermore, among the promotional activities 
carried out in 2021, the Army joined initiatives 
proposed by Campus Orienta Digital aimed at 
presenting young people with the professional 

opportunities offered by the Army whilst also 
contributing to the promotion of the military 
istitution. Some events were held remotely 
which included five stop-overs (Sicily and 
Sardinia, Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Sea, South and 
North Italy). In addition, the Army participated in 
the Salone del Lavoro which brought together 
the world of work, university and industry.
In choosing the advertising tools required for its 
recruitment campaigns, the Army has focused 
on the means through which it can effectively 
target audiences most likely to be open to 
recruitment, i.e. radio, web radio, and advertising 
spaces on relevant social networks.  

The Esercito brand 4  
In line with what has been undertaken in recent 
years, the Army continues to collaborate with 
the Italian business world in order to create 
new projects and develop new products 
under the “Esercito 1659" brand. In 2021, this 
collaboration has developed considerably. First 
of all, the Army Sportswear clothing line was 
presented for the first time during the important 
Pitti Uomo Immagine event and aims to convey 
the values associated with the spirit of service, 
sense of duty, and courage – typical of being a 
soldier – in everyday life.

3
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Furthermore, the Army collaborated with the 
Institute for Foreign Trade during the delicate 
and tricky period of the pandemic, carrying 
out various webinars in support of partner 
companies that are licensees of the “Esercito" 
brand, during which, alternative solutions to 
face-to-face tradefairs/events were discussed, 
for example by exploiting the opportunities 
offered by the world of e-commerce through 
web platforms. A significant boost was therefore 
given to the concept of recruiting marketing 
and an attempt was made to involve and 
attract young people through the values and 
positive perceptions of the Army, which are also 
conveyed through the brand, in order to further 
expand the recruitment pool.

CalendEsercito 
(Army Calendar) 5  
The 2022 edition of CalendEsercito was 
dedicated to the theme “The Army’s skills for 
the citizens’ safety and security". The calendar 
tells and illustrates how the Army is always ready 
to intervene in service of the country in case of 
need such as in the event of natural disasters 
and during operational activities on national 
territory. The Army was also present on national 
territory in order to manage the emergency 
situation due to the Covid-19 pandemic and was 
able to intervene thanks to the skills developed 
by our soldiers during intense training activities 
and multinational deployments.
Also this year a share of the proceeds from the 
sales of the calendar has been donated to the 
National Work of Assistance for Orphans and 
Career Soldiers of the Army (O.N.A.O.M.C.E.) 
which currently assists about 500 orphans of 
Officers, Non-commissioned Officers, Enlisted 
Ranks and troops, providing annual allowances 
for school education and for particular economic 
and family needs.

5

The Italian Army 
consolidates its role as a 

leading player in a rapidly 
evolving nation.

4
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Cinema, photos and videos
In addition, during 2021, the Cine-Photo and TV 
service of the Army General Staff carried out 
photo and video shooting activities connected 
to promotional, historical-cultural events or 
operational-training activities carried out in Italy 
and abroad. In total, 282 photo shoots and 108 
edited videos were produced.
Great attention was also paid to the 
communication of the new selection 
procedures for young people interested in 
military careers. Informative videos were shot 
and published on various social networks and 
in the dedicated recruitment section on the 
Army website. Furthermore, Combat Camera 

Teams shot promotional videos illustrating the 
activities carried out by the Army in Italy and 
in theatres of operations, as well as numerous 
training activities.
Finally, on the occasion of November 4, 
2021 and the centenary of the transfer of the 
Unknown Soldier’s remains, the Centro Cine 
Foto was engaged in the production of ad hoc 
films as well as photos and videos of the many 
events organised by the political and military 
authorities.

Rivista Militare 6  
(military magazine)
The “Rivista Militare” is the main institutional 
means of communication of the Army and 
was founded in Turin in 1856 by the brothers 
Luigi and Carlo Mezzacapo. Throughout 2021, 
the Rivista Militare pursued its three main 
objectives: to broaden its readership, inform the 
general public and serving personnel of national 
and international security issues, and spread 
the culture of military thinking. These objectives 
have been achieved by:
 ∙ improving the distribution plan and delivery 
methods, now fully entrusted to a dedicated 
commercial organisation;

 ∙ expanding the magazines reach to 
encompass all regions of Italy through 
selected newsstands in the main cities of the 
country;

 ∙ updating its institutional web pages and 
creating podcasts to be disseminated on the 
Army's social channels;

 ∙ simplifying the procedures for collaborating 
with the editorial staff and for subscribing to 
the magazine.

In 2021 the magazine edited and published two 
editorial works:
 ∙ “Un Uomo" (A Man) by Paolo Caccia Dominioni 
dedicated to the life and work of one of the 
brightest figures in the history of the Italian 
Army;

 ∙ “Volume Primo della Rivista Militare - Torino 
1856" (First volume of the Rivista Militare – 
Turin 1856), anastatic copy of the first issue 
of the Rivista Militare with the historical 
introduction by the Mezzacapo brothers.

6



OR-4 Diana BACOSI 
OR-4 Vanessa FERRARI
OR-3 Lorenzo ZAZZERI

1
2
3

OR-4 Mara NAVARRIA
OR-4 Odette GIUFFRIDA
OR-4 MIRKO ZANNI

4
5
6

OR-3 Federico BURDISSO
OR-2 De Jesus CONYEDO RUANO
OR-4 R.O. Monica CONTRAFATTO

7
8
9

SILVER BRONZE

1 Wing shooting ∙ skeet

2 Artistic gymnastic ∙ bodyweight

3 Swimming ∙ relay 4x100m crawl

4 Fencing ∙ Team sword

5 Judo ∙ cat. 52 Kg

6  Weightlifting ∙ cat. 67 Kg 7 Swimming ∙ 200m butterfly
relay 4x100m mixed

8 Wrestling∙ cat. 97 Kg

9 Athletics ∙ 100 m cat. T63 
 [Paralympics]
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Top level sports
2021 sports activities were characterized by the XXXII edition of the Summer Olympic Games, held in 
Japan from 23 July to 8 August, in which the Army was represented by 47 athletes (belonging to 16 different 
sports disciplines), won 9 medals and set 3 Italian records (2 in swimming and 1 in weightlifting).

The athletes of the Army also achieved particularly important results in other international 
competitions, winning the following in various disciplines: 21 medals at the World Championships 
(7 gold, 5 silver and 9 bronze), 9 medals at the World Cup (6 gold, 2 silver and 1 bronze), 37 medals 
at the European Championships (6 gold, 11 silver and 20 bronze) and 138 medal at the Italian 
Championships (52 gold, 39 silver and 47 bronze).
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